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TESTIMONY OF ROBERT F. WILLIAMS

TUESDAY, MARCH 24, 1970

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEETo INVESTIGATETHE

ADMINISTRATION OF THE INTERNAL SECURITY ACT
ANDOTHERINTERNALSECURITYLAws

OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
W I18hington, D.O.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 :55 a.m., in room
1114,New Senate OfficeBuilding, Senator Birch Bayh presiding.
Also present: J. G. Sourwine, chief counsel; .Iohn R. Norpel, Jr.,

research director; and Alfonso L. Tarabochia, chief investigator.
Senator BAYH.I will declare the committee convened.
At the outset let me suggest for the record that the Senate is meet-

ing in an unusually early 10 o'clock session, because the present order
of business being the Carswell nomination, and because of the uncer-
tainty of the present status of the conference report on the primary
and secondary education bill.
As one of the members of the Judiciary Committee directly involved

in the Carswell debate, I feel that I must be on the floor. I apologize
for my absence.And we appreciate your coming.
And Mr. Craig, we appreciate your being here.
Mr. Sourwine, will you proceed with the discussion here! We will

have it for the record. And I will have a chance to go back over it
as well as the other members of the committee.
If for some reason or other it is necessary for me to return I can

find someone to spell me when I get over there.
(At this point Senator Bayh left the room, and the hearing reverted

to a staJrinterview.)

STATEMENT OF ROBERT F. WILLIAMS, ~COOMPANIED BY ROGER
CRAIG, COUNSEL, IN STAFF CONFERENCE INTERVIEW

Mr. SOURWINE.Before we get back on the track, Mr. Williams, I
should like to ask a few questions about your recent whereabouts. As
you know, the committee has made arrangements for you to fly here,
leaving Detroit yesterday. And we know that ticket was canceled.
And we had a report that you had entered the United States on the
15th, by automobile from Canada at Champlain, N.Y.
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you have any trouble in connection with this

entry!
Mr. WILLIAMS.Well, the only trouble I had was when I got to the

border. As I was coming from Detroit I decided to come through
Canada, I felt it would be better for me to travel in Canada by car
rather than the United States. But I was actually going to New York,
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not here, because I was supposed to have seen the lawyers for both
sides of the case in New York for TWA. I am bringing a lawsuit
against Trans World Airlines, and I had permission from the judge
in Detroit to go there.

I-Iowever, I came through Canada. And I was traveling with my
wife in her car.
And also she had a rifle, which was a brand-new rifle and had never

been fired, and it was still sealed up in the box.
Mr. SomnVINE.1'Vhatkind of a gun was it?
Mr. WILLIAMS.It was an M-l, but it was an M-l carbine. And they

called it a sport type of rifle, it has been converted. And it was on sale
at Sears, Roebuck & Co.
Mr. SOURwnm.Is that where she bought it?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.In the United States?
Mr. WILLIA'fS.Yes. It was either bought at the K-Mart or Sears,

I do not know which one, either one or the other. But it was registered.
Mr. SOURWINE.In Detroit?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes. It was legally purchased. But she did not buy

it. I think actually either my brothel' or my son bought it, I do not
know which one. But the number is registered either at Sears,
Roebuck--
Mr. SOURWINE.In bel' name?
Mr. 'VILLIAMS. No, it is not registered in her name. Maybe in my

son's name. He was probably the one who bought it.
Mr. SOURWINE.1'Vhichboy was that?
Mr. ·WILLIAMS.My oldest boy. His name is Robert, Jr. Either he

bought it-it might have been even my brother.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did vou have any ammunition for it?
Mr. WILLIAMS.1'Ve'had ammunition, but we had it some place in

.the car. And we never found the ammunition.
Mr. SOURWINE.You never found the ammunition?
Mr. ''VILLIAMS.No.
The rifle was sealed, it did not even have a magazine or anything, it

had never fired. It was brand new. But the idea was, she had asked
me to teach her to shoot. And so I assumed that when we got to Mary-
land, if we could find a place, a rifle range, I would teach her.
Mr. SOURWINE. You were going to Maryland?
Mr. 1'VILLIA'fS.Just passing through.
Mr. SOURWINE.On the way here ?
MT.1'VILLIAMS.Yes. Because later we had decided to go back through

Philadelphia, because we came down through Canada. But also in
going by ,the Thruway we go through Philadelphia and come down to
the edge of Maeyland.
Mr. SOURWINE.Just so the record will speak cleaa-ly,I think it is a

little confused now, in that you said you could not find the <ammunition.
Presumably you or your wife put the ammunition in ,the oar if it was
there.
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes. She put it in the car, probably.
M... SOURWINE.You say you could not find it. You mean you were

looking for it und could not locate it?
Mr. WILLIA.MS.Actually I never looked for it, because they were

questioning me, and she was sitting in the car. And they had me inside
the place, and they were asking me 'about it. And so finally I then said,
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well, they would have to search her purse. And so I went back to get
her. And they called somebody on the telephone, and then came back,
and then they completely changed and said, no, we do not have to
search 'her, we are satisfied.
Mr. SOURWINE.This was the American Customs officials?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes. I did not have any trouble from the Canadians.

It was only when I was coming into the country.
And 'also one thing that bothered me about it was the fact that I was

kept there for about 'an hour. And all of the cars-that came through that
had white passengers, they did not stop ,any of them, they just kept
them passing on through. And there was only one other black man and
his family th-at came through, and they stopped him and made him
get out.
So my wife asked them-because they searched the car twice, the

first time they went through the car and they did not see anything
wrong--

MI'. SOURWINE. This was your wife's car?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Her car, yes. And they went through it. And they

went through the second time, they asked us to go into secondaey
inspection. And she asked, "What are you looking for! Mayhe I can
help you, if you are looking for something specific."

And he said, "No, this is just routine."
And I told her, "It appears to me that he is looking for black peo-

ple, because these 'are the only ones that he is t'aking 'an interest in."
Later he said he was doing it for my protection. And he never

explained that.
And I asked him, weren't white people entitled to protection, too.
And he said, no, I shouldn't get them wrong, this was just a routine

thing and it had nothing to do with race.
1\1:1'. SOURWINE. Who was this offi.cer, do you know ~
1\11'.WILLIAMS. I do not know. He was 'a captain in customs.
Mr. SOURWINE.At Champlain, N.Y.?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Can you describe the man?
:1\£1'. ,VILLIAl\fS. I-Ie was a tall man, he was in uniform, and it had

a captain's bars on it.
Mr. SOURWlNE.,Vas he light, dark, blond, brunet?
Mr. 'VU.JLIAMS. I don't know. He had a uniform with a captain's

bars on it.
Mr. CRAIG.What time of day was this?
Mr. 'VILLIA"S. It was ahout 11 :30, I think, at night. vVe were

coming across the border.
Mr.DRAIG.Onwhatdav?
Mr. WIU>IMIS. I think it was Sunday night, last Sunday night,

I am pretty sure.
Mr. Sormwrxr. That would have been the 15th?
Mr. 'V ILLIA'lS. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Where were you headed?
Mr. ~WILUAMS.Iwas headed for K ew York City.
Mr. SOURWINE.New York City?
Mr. VVILLIAMS.New York City. .
Mr. SOURWINE.That was a long way for that late at mght. ~Wer"

you going to drive all night?
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Mr .WILLIAMS.Yes. In fact I did.
Mr. SOURWI"". Did you tell the customs official or any. customs

official that you were going hunting in New York and Baltimorej
Mr. WILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOURWlNE.Nothing ofthat sort!
Mr. WILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.You told them that the gun was for target practice!
Mr.1'VILLIAMS.Yes; I told them that.
Mr. SOURWINE.Does your wife know how to operate a gun!
Mr. WILLIAMS.Well, she knows some, but not much, because we

lived in the South, and in the South-plus I organized a charter
group for the National Rifle Association there, and we used to do quite
a bit of shooting in the South.
Mr. SOURWINE.You mean your wife used to do quite a bit of

shooting!
Mr. WILLIAMS.I started to teach her and the children, and quite

a few people in the community we were teaching to shoot. And we
had a charter from the National Rifle Association.
And also I did quite a bit of hunting. And now I am a licensed

hunter in Michigan, in the State of Michigan. I have a hunting
license.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you get down to Maryland on this trip!
Mr. WILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.You were not in Ellicott City on the 19th!
Mr. WILLIA>rs. No. I didn't stop. The reason I didn't get to Mary-

land was that we stopped in Philadelphia, and we stayed long enough
in Philadelphia on the way here.
Mr. SOURWINE.When did you come down here from Philadelphia!
Mr. WILLIAMS.We came in here yesterday.
Mr. SOURWINE.And that was the 23d !
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.And you were not ,inMary land at all on the 21st!
Mr. WILLIAMS.No.
We stopped also in Newark, N.J., and in Jersey City.
Mr. SOURWINE.I am not trying to follow all your movements. We

had a report that you were in Ellicott City, and I wanted to check on
that.
Mr. WILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you see your attorneys in New York!
Mr. WILLIAMS.Oh, yes. I called them on the telephone. mat had

happened was that the TWA lawyer had a death in the family, or some
relative, and he had to fly out. So he wasn't there. And they were going
to come to Detroit.
Mr. SOURWINE.I think you should have a right to answer this ques-

tion on the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SOURWINE.Back on the record.
For the purpose of putting us back into the line of what we were

talking about at the previous session, do you have plans to head a
black revolution in the United States!
Mr. WILLIAMS.No, I don't have any plans. In fact, I don't have

any plans to engage in any political activity.
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Mr. SOURWINE.Are you working for a black revolution in the
United States!
Mr. WILLIAMS.No. I am not active in any politics now of any kind.
Mr. SOURWINE.Do you seek to overthrow the Government of the

United States by force and violence!
Mr. WILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.Are you a member of an organization having that

objective!
Mr. ",'\TILLL"1S.No, I don't belong to any organizations now.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you have negotiations and correspondence with

an organization known as "The Provisional Government of the Afri-
can American Captive Nation"?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes. I received a letter from them once when I was

in Cuba.
Mr. SOURWINE.What is that organization!
Mr. ",'\TILLIAMS.Well, it was actually an African nationalist orga-

nization that advocated an independent state for black people. And
they said that it would be impossible for black people to get justice
under the present government, and that black people should have a
separate determination to decide their own destiny.
Mr. SOURWINE.Does that organization still exist!
Mr. WILLIA~1S.I don't think so. To the best of my knowledge, I

haven't heard of it.
Mr. SOURWINE.What is your present relationship with the Pro-

visional Government of the African Captive Nation!
Mr. WILLIAMS.I don't have any relationship with it.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you become prime minister of this organization!
Mr. WILLIA~rs.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.I would like to offer for the record a photocopy of

a letter to Mr. Williams signed by a number of officials of this
Provisional Government of the African-American Captive Nation
which bears out what Mr. Williams has just said.
(The document referred to was marked for identification as

"Counsel's Exhibit No. 37A.")

Mr. ROBERT WILLIAMS,
% Ministry of OommuniooUons,
Havana, Ouba S,A.

My DEAR MR. WILLIAMS: The Government sends you its compliments and
proudly commends you for the splendid years of service you have rendered on
behalf of our people, and the spirit of resistance you have manifested in recent
months. It is with regard to your magnificent efforts that the Provisional Gov-
ernment solicits your participation as ODeof Its major factors.
This Government is the result of resolutions adopted by the Emancipation

Proclamation Centennial and Reparations 'Conference held October 12,13, and 14,
1962 at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. In accordance with the mandates of that
Conference, the requirements of our people and the summons of history, the
Provisional Government of the African-American Captive Nation invites you to
accept the Position of Prime Minister.

Inasmuch as the foundation of this Government represents the. irrevocable
emergenes of the Africans-in-Amnica as a separate new nation with separate

EXHIBIT 37A

THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT,
OF THE AFRICAK-AMERICAN CAPTIVE NA'TION,

New J'ork, N.Y., November ~5,1962.
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roots, and separate aims, our search for statesmen has thus begun. Your cur-
rent status as an exile (from Euro-A:merican tyranny) in Cuba, is we think,
most strategically suitable. We hope these observations influence your decision
in our peoples' behalf.

At the moment of this writing, we are planning an African National-Summit
Unity Conference to be held Sunday Dec. 9, 1962 at New York. After this Con-
ference we shall release to the world the announcement of our existence. We
hope that we shall have received your reply by that time.
As a point of information you will be interested to know that nearly all

ministerial posts in the present Government are held by persons known to you at
the time of your visit to New York.

We have enclosed data which we think win sufficiently acquaint you with
the events leading up to and forming the character of our program thus far.

We have been informed that there is a channel in Canada through which you
are able to make contact with the United States. We recommend that your state-
ment come to us via that channel, since direct communication by mall is un-
advisable for several reasons. If you will therefore have that Canadian source
re-matl or send us a communteation to dispatch a courier for your articles, we
think their security will be maintained. Communicate with us in the following
manner:

Mr. Serje Khing, 137W. 96th St., New York, New York U.S,A.
Meanwhile we salute you, and enjoin you to consider the importance of our

request and the effect it will have throughout the African 'World, the Afro-Latin
World, and international society in general. We remain

Faithfully yours,
OFUNTOLA OSERJEMAN KHING-ADEFUNMI,

President.
ABDUL RAHMAN,

First Deputy Prime Minister .
.A.UDLEY MOORE-!JALUWA,

Second De[J1dy Prime Ministe1'.
LORETTA LANGLEY,

Acting Minister of F't11Q..1JCe.

NOTE: We shall require several 8xl0 photos of you in military as well as
civilian attire. Thank you.
Mr. SOURWINE. Are you the president of the Revolutionary Action

Movement, RAM!
Mr. WILLIAMS. No.
Mr. SOURWIIDJ. Did you ever hold that office!
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, but only from a spiritual position, because I

was away and it was organized while I was away, and they asked
me to become chairman of it, and I agreed.
Mr. SOURWINE. During what period were you chairman in absentia

of RAM !
Mr. WILLIAMS. I think in 1964, 1963, and 1964 or 1965.
Mr. SOURWINE. Rowand when did you cease to be the chairman!
Mr. WILLIAMS. I ceased to be the chairman formally in 1968, when

they had asked me, because they said the organization was ~ettil1g such
a bad image, they asked me to deactivate it, since I was the only one
in that position. And it was deactivated, I think, in 1967 or 1968.
Mr. SOURWIIDJ. Are you telling us that RAM no longer exists, then!
Mr. WILLIAMS. Itdoes not.
Mr. SOURWINE. There is no Revolutionary Action Movement in this

country today!
Mr. WILLIAMS. Not as I know of. And if there is I am not affiliated

with it.
Mr. SOURWINE. What is the Bl ack Legion, if you know!
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Mr. WILLI,H'S. The only thing I know is what I have been informed

from literature of the Republic of New Africa. That is supposed to
be one of the divisions of the Republic of New Africa, and it is sup-
posed to be a defense group for defense purposes of the black people
and the black community.
Mr. SOURWINE.Would you say it is correct to call it the military

arm of the Republic of New Africa I
Mr. WILLIAMS.Well, in a certain sense I would say that it would

be.
Mr. SOURWINE.Do you know Richard Henry, also known as Brother

Irnari I
Mr. WILLllUS. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.As an official of the Republic of New Africal
Mr. VVILLIAUS.Well, I don't know whether he is now, because there

has been some division and I am out of the organization, so I don't
know what is going on.
Mr. SOURWINE.When did you leave the organization I
Mr. VVILLIA1\fS.In, I think it was December, I am not sure.
Mr. SOURWINE.Last December I
Mr. WILLll>IS. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Are you aware of the threat by Richard Henry, also

known as Brother Imari, of "possible political reprisals" by the Black
Legion against "countries flying the Union Jack in the Western
Hemisphere I"
Mr. Wn,LIAUs. I read about it, and also I heard about it when I

ani ved here, but I don't know too much about the details.
Mr. SOURWINE.That was because of alleged improper treatment of

you by the British I
Mr. WILLIAUS.Yes.
Mr. SOURwmE.Did you concur with Mr. Henry's threat I
MI'. WILLIAUS.No. In fact, if anybody made that type of a threat

I was opposed to it, because I was opposed to the picket line and boy-
cottof TWA.
Mr. SOURWI"E.Do you know if it is true that the Black Legion is

supported by a special tax of $5 per person on all members of the Re-
public of New Africa Organization I
Mr. WILLIA1\fS.I know they are supported by a tax, they are sup-

posed to be, but I don't know what it is.
Mr. SOURWINE.Do you know how much has been collected in this

way~
Mr. WILLIA"S. No.
Mr. SOURwn'E. Do you know how much has been spent I
Mr. W,LLIA1\[S.No.
Mr. SOURwnm. Do you know what the size of the Black Legion is I
Mr. W,LLIA1\[S.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.Have you severed all connections with the Republic

of New Africa!
Mr. 'V'ILLIAMS. Yes, as an organization.
Mr. SOURWIKE.Then I will ask you these questions on the basis of

what you knew about it as of the time you severed your relationship.
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,Vas the Republic of New Africa at that time a membership orga-

nization?
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SoumVINE.Did it have citizens!
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did it ha ve nationals!
Mr. WILLIAMS.I don't know, because I have only seen them classified

as citizens.
Mr. SOURWINE.Just as citizens!
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.You do not know of any distinction between citizens

and nationals!
Mr. WILLIAMS.No.
M~. SOURWINE.Was every member of the Republic of New Africa

a citizen i
Mr. W,LLIAMS.I doubt that.
Mr. SOURWINE.What was the criterion of citizenship!
Mr. W,LLIAMS.Well, there were a lot of people who said they were

citizens of New Africa who didn't even belong to the roster, they were
just people in the community who said they supported it.

Mr. SOURWINE.Citizens, then, were only the people who had been
enrolled as citizens!

Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes--
Mr. SOURWINE.And all of the members were not enrolled as citizens;

is that right!
Mr. WILLIAMS.mat had happened was, they had made a blanket

statement that all black people in this country didn't have American
citizenship, so that would make them automatically citizens of the
Republic of New Africa.

Mr. SOURWINE.Is the Republic of New Africa a corporation!
Mr. WILLIAMS.I don't know.
Mr. SOURWINE.Is it an association!
Mr. WILLIAMS.I don't know, because I don't know how they orga-

nized it or under what conditions.
Mr. SOURWINE.Have you stated that there were 3 million people

associated with the Republic of New Africa!
Mr. WILLIAMS.No; I haven't stated it, because I don't know how

many people.
Mr. SOURWINE. You do not know now how many?
Mr. WILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.Do you know whether it is in the millions!
Mr. WILLIAMS.I don't know. I know that the sentiment for separa-

tion would run into the millions, but a lot of people who have senti-
ment for separation are not necessarily allies for the Republic of New
Africa.

Mr. SOURWINE.Are there very many instances of individuals taking
oaths of allegiance to the Republic of New Africa!

Mr. 'V"ILLIA,rs.I don't think now since I have been back, I haven't
heard of any case, because they haven't been recruiting anybody for
the Republic.

Mr. SOURWINE.,V"as there much of this, that is, individuals taking
oaths of allegiance to RAM earlier in its history!
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Mr. WILLIAMS.Quite a few, but I doubt-because of the fact that
since I have been back many people have asked me, many people on
tbe streets, how could they join the organization-s-so I know by that
that there couldn't have been any recrmtment.
Mr. SOURWINE. How does one join the organization?
Mr. ~WILLIAMS.1Vell, I don't know.
Mr. SOURWINE.How did one join the organization just before you

resigned ?
MT.WILLIAMS.The only thing I know is that they would attend the

meetings, they would go to the meetings, and they would express a de-
sire to join the organization. But what type of ceremony they had I
don't know, because I have never been in one of these meetings.
Mr. SOURWINE.I will show you what purports to be a signed oath of

allegiance to RAM and ask you if you have ever seen anything like
that before.
Mr. ~WILLIAMS.Yes, I have seen this, because this has printed ma-

terial on this.
Mr. SOURWINE.Was that the usual form for an oath of allegiance 1
Mr. WILLIAMS.I suppose so, because that is the only one I have seen.
MI'. SOURWINE.This particular one signed by Shurli Grant 1
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes. And the literature, I have seen the wording, and

the literature.
Mr. SOURWINE.Do you know Shurli Grant 1
Mr. WILLIAMS.Not personally, I have never met her.
Mr. SOURWINE.Is that a woman 1
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you have anything to do with the delivery of a

note to representatives of the British Government threateninrr re-
prisals against British property in the subjugated territories of RAM 1
Mr. WILLIAMS.No. At that time when that note was delivered I sup-

pose Iwas in prison in Britain.
Mr. SOURWINE.Do you know who delivered that note 1
Mr. WILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.Can you tell us what the subjugated territories of the

RAM are 1
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.Well, there was I understand, according to the terri-

tory that they want, it is supposed to be the States of Mississippi,
Louisiana, Alabama, Georgia, and South Carolina.
Mr. SOURWINE.Five States?
Mr. 1VILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Have you seen the folder entitled "Black America,

Arm Yourself" that I show you now?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes. This is some of the literature that was dis-

tributed.
Mr. SOURWINE.Distributed by whom?
Mr. 1VILLIAMS.I don't know exactly, because most of the black na-

tionalist organizations distribute the same type of literature. As for
me, I don't know exactly where that came from, because I get a lot of
material from all kinds of groups and organizations and individuals.
Mr. SOURWINE.You do not recognize this as the product of any

particular organization?
Mr. ClLUG. May I note that, although it is difficult to read, it says at

the bottom, "Black Liberation Front of the United States of America."
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Mr. WILLIA>fS.I suppose that is w!,ere it came from. Biit I couldn't

say exactly, because t!,ey have all bnds of literature that they send
out, and I get most of It, because most of the groups are sympathetic
toward me, and they support me.
Mr. Sotmwrwa. Do you have any connection with the Black Libera-

tion Front?
Mr. WILLIAMS.No.
Mr. Sormwrxn. Did you have anything to do with the preparation of

this particular piece of literature?
Take your time. There are several pages.
Mr. WILLL<MS.No. 1'Vhat they have done was-you see, the Black

Nationalists and militants over the country, 'and not only in this COUll-

try, but in Africa, and in the Caribbean, and all other countries, that
they take my work from things that I have said or have written, and
they reprint it or reissue it, or sometimes they add to it, and sometimes
they subtract from it.
Mr. SOURWINE.Is that what this is, your work reprinted?
Mr. WILLIAJ>IS.Yes, most of it. Some of it is not.
Mr. 'SOURWINE.With or without your permission?
Mr. WILLIA>IS.They did not bother to get permission, because I was

out of the country. But not only that. ThIS happens now all over, even
in books that are published, they will take statements that I made .a
long time ago and use them. They never consult me about it. But they
mix it all up, and they pick up some of the old stories, and they redo
them. And they also redo some of the articles that I wrote. And they
take things from speeches and everything.
Mr. SOURWINE.May I state for the record thwt the document now

bein,g examined is counsel's exhibit 38.
(The document marked "Exhibit 38" will be found in the appendix,

p. 143).
,Mr. SOURWINE.The last two documents offered for the record and

received are counsel's exhibits 38 and 40.
(The document marked "Exhibit 40" will be found in the appendix,

p. 162).
Mr. CRAIG.May we go off the record for just a second?
Mr. SoumvINE. Surely.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SOURWINE.On the record.
Do you or did you know Herman Ferguson?
Mr. WILLIilrs. 'yes. I met him once.
Mr. SOURWINE.Arthur Harris?
Mr. ,VILLIilIS. No. I don't know him personally. I may have met

him. I am not sure.
Mr. SOURWINE.Do you mow that both Herman Ferguson and Ar-

thur Harris are connected with RNA?
Mr. 'VILLL"rs. I heard that they were connected with them, but

I do not know that. I only got it from the press.
Mr. SOURWINE.You don't mow that to be true?
Mr. WILLIA>IS.I don't mow it to be true. Because actually the

RAM does not exist.
Mr. SOURWINE.The Republic of New Africa does not exist?
Mr. WILI,IA>IS.No, I was thinking about RAM I SUppose.
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Mr. SOURWINE. I believe it does exist. I do not mean to argue with
you. If you want to tell us it doesn't, that is fine. As far as you know
the RNA does still exist 1
Mr. WILLIAMS.As far as I know, yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.I show you an issue of the Liberation News Service,

No. 231 for February 1, 1970, "Interview with Herman Ferguson
and Arthur Harris of the Republic of New Africa." It starts out with
an editor's note which calls these two men spokesmen for the Brooklyn
Consulate of the Republic of NewAfrica. Do you know whether that is
11 correct characterization?
Mr. WILLIM1S.I don't know.
Mr. SOURWINE.Can you recall whether you have seen this before 1
NIl'."VVILLIAMS. I don't remember seeing it.
Mr. SOURWINE.I will call your attention to the fact that there are

a number of numbered paragraphs marked on here. For instance, here
is underlining, and it is marked "1." A few lines further down on the
same column there is a couple or lines underlined, and it is marked
"2."
Directing your attention now to the lines which are marked "11"

would you read those few lines just to yourself so that you are familiar
with them.
Do you, like Herman Ferguson, consider the concept or separation

of races to be a part ofthe self-determination 1
Mr. ';VILLIAMS.I see self-determination not as just a separation of

the races, but I see it as the right of a people to determine their own
destiny.
Mr. SOURWINE. I might say that I am asking these questions not for

the purpose of probing your thoughts, but for the purpose of deter-
mining where you stand with respect to the principles of the Republic
of NewAfrica as outlined here.
Now, will you look at the phrase marked "2" there. Do you, like

Herman Ferguson, see the struggle of black people in the United
States as a national liberation struggle cast in the same mold as the
national liberation struggle of ·theVietnamese people 1
Mr. W'LL'A'lS. I wouldn't say it is in the same mold as the Viet-

namese people. I do think we have a national liberation struggle, but
I think our struggle is unique, it is not like any other in the world.
Mr. SOURWI"E.Will you address yourself to figure 3 in the next

column. What about Mr. Ferguson's contention that the white left
and others who constitute themselves Marxist-Leninists have it as
their aim to seize State power ~
NIl'.W,LLIAMS.I don't know what their aim is. I have had a lot of

conflict and tricks with them. They don't agree with what I believe in.
And I don't know what their aim is.
Mr. SOURWINE.If you will look at figure 4, you will note that Mr.

Ferguson says "It has reached the point where most black people have
this feeling of nationalism, you will find it extremely prevalent among
the young, the high school, junior high schools, and many of the col-
lege students." Is he right about it as far as you know!
Mr. VYuoLIAMS.That IS true.
Mr. SOURWINE.Yon look at figure 5. At this point he makes a ref-

erence to the red, black and green flag. vThat is he talking about, do
you know 1
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Mr. WILLIAMS.These are supposed to be African colors. And most

of the black nationalists use these colors as representing black people.
Mr. SOURWINE.Is there a flag of the Republic of New Africa?
Mr. VVLLLIAMS.I don't think they have officially got a flag, but these

are supposed to be the colors.
Mr. SOURWINE.They are the colors, not the flag?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.But when he says the red, black and green flag he

is referring to- I am not trying to put words in your mouth-do you
understand that he is referring to the colors of the Liberation Move-
ment for Black People? .
Mr. WLLLIAMS.Actually these are colors that are taken from Afri-

can countries, and the fact that they are identified with black flagsuniversally.
Mr. SOURWINE.Is there a liberation flag as far as you know?
Mr. WLLLIAMS.I don't know of any, because many groups haveflags.
Mr. SOURWINE.If you will look a little further down in this article

that is marked "6", you will note Mr. Ferguson says, "The red, black
and green flag means more than the red white and blue would ever
mean to the black community. Is he right about that?
Mr. WILLIAMS.I think that attitude is developing in most places

among black students. To me it is a matter of opinion. But the ones I
have Seen all Over the country, this seems to be true.
Mr. SOURWINE.That is a very serious situation if that is true, isn't it ?
Mr. WLLLIAMS.It is. It is very serious. And it is also tra(l:ic.
Mr. SOURWINE.Do you agree with Mr. Harris--and I will cLirectyour

attention to the one marked "7"-"that the entire black community rose
up and fought the police and the National Guard and paratroopers.
This wasn't any organization, wasn't any organized conspiracy, but
it was the overall black community"?
Mr. VVLLLIAMS.Well, I don't think any organization was responsible,

and I don't think the entire black community rose up. I am sure it
wasn't a conspiracy.
Mr. SOURWINE.Do you go along with Mr. Ferguson's contention

that if a black man puts a gun in somebody's face or mugs somebody
and is arrested for it, he is a political prisoner, because the system has
put such an economic squeeze on him that there is no other way he can
survive the system?
Mr. WILLIAUS.No, because I am having trouble witb innocent blacks

who are 'being prosecuted and persecuted, and naturally I wouldn't
agree with that, because the best thing I can do is keep them off of me,
and I didn't mug anybody.
Mr. SOURWINE.Look at section 8 where Mr. Harris says that if a

black man goes out to blow up the IMth Street Bridge between Man-
hattan and the Bronx, that is a political act, addressed to the political
problem that confronts the black people. Would you agree with that?
Mr. WLLLIAUS.Well, I wouldn't agree with the bridge. I wouldn't

agree with that tactic. But I think people who are oppressed have a
right to relieve themselves in whatever measure, I think it should
be legal if possible, but if they can't do it legally I think it is the Amer-
ican way to do it with violence.
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Mr. SOURWINE.Look at paragraph 9. Do you agree with Mr. Harris
that any black person--
Mr. CRAIG.I don't find it. Perhaps it is unnumbered.
Mr. SOURWINE.I just wonder if you would go along with that state-

ment, that any black person indicted in this country is necessarily a
political prisoner I
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.No, sir. Most of them are political prisoners, but some

of them are criminals. But in most cases it is more political and more
racial than criminal.
Mr. SOURWINE.Look at 10. Mr. Ferguson says it is time to put an

end to taking black people to court, that it is ridiculous for the police
to take any black person to court. Do you go along with that I
Mr. VVIlLIAMS.I think it is ridiculous for any black person to go into

court seeking justice, but I wouldn't say for the police to take a black
person to court, 'because if a black person shoots me, if he commits a
crime against me, that is the only recourse I have got.
Mr. SOURWINE.All right, sir. Would you read the Arthur Harris

statement that is marked "II" there. Do you have any comment on
that I
Mr. WILLIAMS.Well, the courts are racist, I would say that. They

don't dispense evenhanded justice. But sometimes they work to our
advantage. I don't think I could make a blanket statement and just
condemn all the courts.
Mr. SOURWINE.Will you look down at No. 13 on page 15. Do you

consider yourself a revolutionary nationalist ~
Mr. WILLIAMS.I consider myself a nationalist, but I would never'

take it on myself, I think it would be immodest to call myself a revolu-
tionary nationalist. It is all right for other people to call me that,
but Iwould never call myself that.
Mr. SOURWINE.Will you look at No. 14, sir. Do vou agree that when

revolutionary nacionalists talk about power they know whnt they are
talking about and understand that power is never given, never shared,
only taken or held I
Mr. WILLIAMS.'Well, I think most people-some of them would,

but I wouldn't say that a revolutionary naciona list-e-that wouldn't
leave many people. vVhen they are talking about power they are talk-
ing about political power, I suppose. It depends upon what type of
power they are talking about. Political power and having power to
decide one's destiny, to determine one's destiny are supposed to be
given by the Constitution.
MI'. SOURWINE.What can you tell us about the acquisition of prop-

erty by the citizens of the Republic of New Africa I
Mr. W,LLIAMS.I don't kIlOWtoo much about that. But I know that

in the declaration--
Mr. SOURWINE.There is mention of it at 15 there.
Mr. W,LLIAMS.In the declaratiQn-yes-well, I understood accord-

in" to the declaration that the property would be collective, that It
wguld be collectively held, and they said that it would be collectively
defended.
Mr. SOURWINE.There would be no individual ownership I
Mr. WILLIAMS.No individual ownership.
Mr. SOURWINE.And no titles I
Mr. WIlLIAMS.No titles.
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Mr. SOURWINE. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I should like to submit for the Chairman's considera-

tion a request that this entire piece from the entire issue go into the
appendix of the record, but at this point in the body there be printed
only the numbered and under-lined excerpts which the witness has had
an opportunity to discuss.
(The documents marked "Exhibit 67" will be found in the appendix

p. 162; the numbered excerpts follow:)

EXHIBIT No. 67-ExCERPTS

1. you should really examine the concept, the ideology itself, of separation ..
You should recognize it as part of self-determination,
2. a national liberation struggle cast in the same mold as the national libera-

tion struggles of the Vietnamese people,
3. seize state power
4. It has reached the point now where most black people have this feeling of

nationalism, you find it extremely prevalent among the young, the high school
and junior high school students, and many of the college students.
5. the liberation flag, the red, black and green flag,
6. The concept has begun to take a bold in the black community, the students

understand that that flag means more to them than the red, white and blue
could ever mean,
7. And on to the battle of Detroit when the entire black community rose up

and fought the police and the national guard and paratroopers. This wasn't any
organization, wasn't any organized conspiracy, but it was the overall black
community.
8. If someone goes out to blow up the 155th street bridge here between Man-

hattan and the Bronx, that is a political act because the person is addressing
himself to a political problem that confronts his people.
9. we consider any black person that is inducted by America to be a political

prisoner,
10. and it's just time to put an end to it. It is ridiculous for them to take any

black person to court.
11. the court is the biggest contradiction in our way at this point.
12. In other words, the thing that seems implied is that black people will try

and stake out a certain territory.
13. Well then, as black people fight to take over and then defend that land,

do you see white people fighting simultaneously in the rest of the country to
overthrow the government that you fight as a foreign enemy?
HF Your responsibility would be the internal conflict and our problems would

be externally worked out. Since we consider ourselves a separate nation, then
it's to a nation's advantage to have friends within the enemy nation that are
working for you.
14. as revolutionary nationalists when we talk about power we know what we

are talking about and we understand that power is never given, it's never shared.
15. The Republic [of New Africa] has citizens who are acquitting land quietly

just as the Natiou of Islam has done. The Nation of Islam has said that if they
have to they will send a thousand of their brothers down there to defend that
land.

Mr. SOURWINE. I show you a copy of the Inner City Voice. Do
you know that publication!
MI'. 'VILLIAMS. Yes. I used to receive copies of it.
Mr. SOURWINE. Who publishes that, do you know!
Mr. 'VILLIAMS. No, I don't know who publishes it.
Mr. SOURWINE. It is published in Detroit. Do you have anything

to do with the publishing of it!
Mr. 'VILLIAMS. No. But they sent me copies when I was abroad, and

I coulcl see that they copied quite a bit of things from my publica-
tion. And they seemed to be quite sympathetic toward me.
MI'. SOURWINE. Will you look at page 1. Do you see the same "Our

human decency, manhood and survival demand that we rise up now

----
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and fight these injustices and support Brother Robert F. Williarus,"
and so on ~
I said it was on page 1. I was incorrect. It is on an unnumbered

page, the first page back of the cover. I am sorry. I show you the page
I referred to of this same issue.
Mr. VVILLIAMS.That is from a leaflet.
Mr. SOURWINE.This is from a leaflet 1
Mr. 'VILLIA>fS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.WlIere did the leaflet originate, do you know 1
Mr. WILLL\.:MS. No, but they were passing them out in Detroit. This

has got to do with-they call it a committee to defend Robert 'ViI-
liams--it has got to do with my extradition.
Mr. SOURWINE.What is the significance of those three clenched fists

portrayed at the top 1
Mr. VVII-,LIAMS. That is actually a salute and a greeting.
Mr. SOURWINE.On the next page there are three more.
ThILl'.WILLIA~fS. That is just the matter of a greeting and a salute.

And even now when black people meet each other on the streets they
do that, it is a form of greeting. And also it has become the symbol
of black power.
Mr. SOURWINE. Does it have any other special meaning ~
Mr. 'VILLLUIS. No, with the exception of brotherhood.
Mr. SOURWINE.I call your attention to the fact that it is not merely

a clenched fist, but a clenched fist held with the palm forward and
the knuckle backward, is that right, is that the ,ny that salute is
given ~
Mr. VVILLL'MS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE. And is it done with the arm bent, or is the arm

supposed to be extended full length 1
Mr. WILLIA1\IS.It can be either way. It is not so much the position

of the arm, but just the clenched fist, which means also brotherhood,
that we are close together, that we are blood brothers, and this is the
form of greeting for our people.
Mr. SOURWINE. I have seen lna.uy pictnres with many, many people

in the crowds with their hands extended at full length above their
heads, and the fists clenched, but the palms forward and the knuckle
to the rear.
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE These people are giving the sign you are talking

about 1
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes. It is called a salute. And it is to show brother-

hood and unity among the black people.
Mr. CRAIG.I notice the postal workers stole it the other day in the

news clips.
Mr. SOURWINE. I saw a great many news clips, if you want to testify

about the postal workers, counsel, with the fists. And I found it very
interesting to count and to examine with a magnifying glass to see
how many of the fists were turned forward and how many of them
were just shaking their fists in the air. And there were a great many of
these workers that did have their fists turned with the palms forward.
There were some who were just shaking their fists in the air, apparently
not making-the same sign.

45-159--71--pt.2----2
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Mr. ''VILLIAMS.Some do not realize it yet. It is like soldiers when

they start to salute, they don't all salute alike, they have a very hard
time.
Mr. SOURWINE.When they learn it they will all make it with the

palms forward; is that right?
Mr. ·WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.What is the difference between this sign and the

Fascist salute, if you know?
Mr. WILLIAMS.I don't know, I don't know what the Fascist salute is.
Mr. SOURWINE.You never saw anybody giving the Fascist salute?
Mr. WILLIAMS.No.
Mr. Sotrnwrxn. You never saw a picture. of Mussolini doing it from

the balcony?
Mr. WILLIAMS.No. But I thought his was the palm. Was it similar

to the Nazis?
Mr. SOURWINE.Just like the postal workers that your counsel spoke

of?
Mr. WILLIA~IS.That is also supposed to be a fighting symbol.
Mr. SOURWINE.Forgive me, I did not mean to inject levity into this;

it really is not funn,):' at all.
Did you, Mr. Williams, ever fight the Jeu Klux lOan?
Mr. ·WILLIAMS.Yes, sir.
Mr. SOURWINE.Literally?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Down in Monroe, N.C.
Mr. SOURWINE.I said fight. Does that mean physical contacts, hand-

to-hand contact, shooting, or were you just opposed to them politically?
Mr. WILLIAMS.I was supposed to have been. And I also organized

an armed defense group to protect our women and children and our
community.
Mr. SOURWINE.Again, do you feel it is a correct statement in this

article that is before you that you were "hounded around the world by
the savage running dogs of U.S. racism?"
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes; I believe that is correct. In fact, they are still

hounding me and still running me.
Mr. SOURWINE.Tell me, what is meant by the "running dogs of U.S.

racism" ?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Well, those are the people who function as a dog,

and that is-it is not a thing that they see the necessity of, but they
are told, like a dog that is set on a man, when he is told to bite, and when
he is told to bark, he will do that, and he will respond. And I am talk-
ing about people who do not have any heart, who do not have any in-
tellect, and their action against me is not based upon facts, it is not
based upon truth, it is an emotional thing, a response like a trained dog.
Mr. SOURWINE.Like Pavlov's dog?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.I take it you do not mean by that, then, Govern-

ment officials or U.S. marshals or anybody who is performing a func-
tion or a duty?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Well, most-all are not the same-I wouldn't put

all law officers or authorities in the same categories, because I have.
found Some quite nice. But then there are others who are just vicious
toward me, and they would never believe that I could do anything
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sane or anything decent, they just believe that 1 am some type of an
animal to be harassed. And so I feel the same way a:bout them.
In this country we have a longstanding race problem. My grand-

father was born in slavery, he was a slave. As his grandson I have
never been able to live this down. If 1 bad been white in America 1
never would have been hounded, and harassed, and treated the way I
have been treated. And I resent this. And there are some whites,
whether they are in the law or on the outside, that just hate black
people. And they hate me most of aIL They hate me more than they
do ordinary black people, because I have resisted, and also because I
have constantly advocated the enforcement of the Constitution.
This was why 1 got in trouble in North Carolina. Itwasn't about sub-

versive activity, but it was because that 1 wanted our people to be
treated equally before the law under the Constitution.
As a result of this, I have engendered much hatred. And many of

the people would not give me any kind of break. I worked in the
South. I was undergoing economic pressur". I was under harassment. 1
have had four attempts made on my life. I appealed to the Govern-
ment of the United States, which Llooked upon as my Government, 1
appealed to the Justice Department. I appealed to the President, and I
appealed to different Senators, not for special favors, but for equal
protection.
When I had to leave 1 filed a complaint with the Justice Department

against the chief of police, because they had a Klansman recruiting
Klansmen in the police station.
As a result of this, llost more and more. After so long a time I lost

hope in the Government, I really saw that it wasn't prepared to support
any constitutional rights. And this is why I refer to these people as
running dogs, because if they weren't running dogs or animals, they
would be willing to hear both sides of the story, they would be willing
to hear my side and sit down and listen. But they don't want to hear
what I have got to say. They just say, well, the man must be destroyed.
And this is wrong. .
Mr. SOURWINE.This article that is before you from the Inner City

Voice states that you have been branded a black racist. Do you think
that is true?
Mr. WILLIA>1S.No, because in the South I belonged to the Unitarian

Church, which was integrated. 1 worked in the NAACP, and our
branch was an integrated branch. I worked in human relations. It was
an intezrated branch. And even now I have white lawyers--
Mr. §OURWlNE.You are saying that you are not a black racist?
Mr. WILLlA>1S.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.My question was, do you think it was correct that

you were branded a black racist?
Mr. WILLIAMS.No, it is not correct; that is incorrect.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you, sir, in 1957say that black people must meet

violence with violence?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Do you want to say anything in explanation of what

you meant by that? I don't insist, but you should have the right.
Mr. WILI,IA>1S.Yes. Because in 1957 we had a lot of trouble from

the Klan. They had come into the community, and they had shot it up.
And we had a series of attacks on black women. Fourteen black women

•
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in Im.onth were struck while on the streets by objects thrown from cars
by Klansmen. .

And also a black woman who was 8 months pregnant was beaten be-
cause she resisted a white man who was trying to rape her..And when
she came into court the onlv defense was that the white man was
drinking and j list having a "little fun, and he was not guilty.
And then the defense attorney sat his wife down at the side and

said, "Your Honor, you see this pure white woman, this pure flower
of life, God's greatest gift to man, this is Louis Mennan's wife"-
this was the man who was under indictment-"do you think that he
would leave God's greatest gift to Hum, this pure flower, for that"-
and then he pointed to the black woman and as if she may have been
on trial.
She broke down and started crying. And then there was an outcry

of the black women who had come to the trial.
And the fact was that I had kept the black men in the communitv

from kiJIing this man, they wanted to blow his house up, and I had
been responsible. And I told them that we were going to prosecute him
legally. And we brought in a lawyer, a white woman who volunteered
from New York.
But then they didn't even have a hearing, really, in the court. And

they didn't take any evidence against him. And he was acquitted.
So then all the women who were enraged said that I was responsible

for ·this man not being punished, and I had opened the floodgates On
them, and what was I going to do, and now what was I going to say.
And I said from that day forward we would meet violence with

violence, we would become our own sheriff, and we would become our
own judge and jury, and we would become Our own executioner, and
we would render on-the-spot justice, and if it requires lynching to stop
lynching we would be willing to resort to this,
Also in this same court they had freed a man who had kicked a hotel

maid, a black woman, a mother of five children, had kicked her down
a flight of stairs into the hotel lobby. And they refused at first to
issue a warrant. And we had to get the NAACP involved. And this
man didn't bother to come to his trial. And he was completely exon-
erated without even showing up in court.
And this made me realize th at this was the last straw, that, we didn't

have as much proteotion as a dog down there, and the Government
didn't care about us, and that was a matter of survival. And we had to
prepare to survive. And I thought it wa.s the American way, because
when the Americans lived under British tyranny, which was their
government at that time, they resisted it, because it was wrong. And
I thought we had the same right to protect ourselves, to defend our
women and children. And I thought it would be better to be dead than
to be completely subjugated in a so-called democracy under thoseconditions.
Mr. SOURWINE.I ask thar, this be received for the appendix of the

transcript. This is Counsel's exhibit 68.
(The document marked "Exhibit 68" will be found in the appendix,p. 171.)
Mr. SOURWINE.Mr. Williams, I show you an article from the De-

troit News of Sunday, February 15, 1970, which carries your by line.Is that an amicle you wrote?

-
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Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes, it is.
Mr. SoumVINE.I ask that it go in the record. It is Counsel's ex-

hibit66.
(The document marked "Exhibit 66" will be found in the appendix,

p. :J:~~·~OURWINE.In this byline article in the Sunday Detroit News
for February 15, 1970, Mr. Williams, you wrote:
During my more than 8 years of exile I have been near the center of the past

decade's most astounding storms of social conflict and change.
What were those storms of social conflict and change whose center

you were near?
Mr. WILLIA~IS. I was in Havana when the Cuban revolution was

declared Socialist, and when it was declared Marxist-Leninist. When
I "cut there it wasn't supposed to be a Marxist-Leninist government.
I was also there during the missile crisis. And it looked like once

there was going to be a big war, a nuclear war between the great powers.
1 was there during that time, and I was close to it.
Also I was in China during the Cultural Revolution that was going

on.
Mr. SOURWINE. You wrote in this article "I was in Cuba when Fidel

Castro established the first Socialist country in the sphere of the Mon-
roe Doctrine." When was it tll-at Castro did that?
Mr. 'VILLLHIS. I don't remember the exact year. It may have been

1962, 1962 01' 1963. I don't remember the exact date. But I was living
in Cuba at that time.

Mr. SOGRWIN}:. Don't you think the Castro government was Social-
ist before 1961j
~1:1'.'VILLIAMS. No; not in the terms of a Marxist-Leninist Socialist

go\-ermnent. It was taking Socialist measures. And I know many per-
sonally, and people ill the government, and he was still insisting that
he was not Communist, He said:
We are neither Oounuuuist nor capitalist, and we are opposed to domination

by either side.
Mr. SOURWINE.Later on he said-
I am a Communist, and have always been a Communist.
Did you believe him when he said that j
Mr. ~WILLIAMS.No.
1'11'.SOUUWINE. flow do you know he was wrong the second tilne?
Mr. ~WILLIA]{S.The thing was, before that he said that he was not

Communist; that he didn't want to be dominated by either capitalism
01' communism. But I also knew that he had problems, and he had to
rely on some people. And it hurt Cubans very much when the United
States put an embargo on things going there, on trade. And he was
forced further and further to the left. And I think what I meant when
he said he was always Communist-Marxist-Leninist was that he had
come to realize that this was where he would. be mentally, 'becauseof
conditions-i-becausc of the attitude of the capitalists aga.inst Cuba.

Mr. SOURWI~E. Didn't vou know that he was a Communist activist
in Bogota at the time of the Bogota seizure before he ever took power
in Cuba?
Mr. V\TILLIAl\IS. I didn't 1010W that, and it never came out while I was

there. And also I knew that many, many Latin Americans-that there
are many radicals and leftists who are not actually members of the

-
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Communist Party, they don't consider themselves Communists, but
they form dusters around certain groups, and they activate students.
Mr. SOTIllWINE.You didn't know at the time of the Bogota seizure,

when the radio was seized by the. Communists, that Fidel Castro had
spoken over the radio and had announced to the public that he was a
Communist, and this was a Communist revolution that they had in-
stigated!
Mr. ·W,LLlAMS.No, I didn't know that. And then I didn't pay much

attention to that, because of the fact that I lived in Cuba, which was
supposed to be a Communist country, and I wasn't a Communist, and
so I didn't think too much of it. I know that people can be active and
resist things without necessarily being a Communist.
Mr. SOURWINE. You wrote in this article, Mr. Williams, "I was in

Cuba during the tense hours of the great missile crisis and I witnessed
the emergence of a new and different Cuba." What was different about
Cuba after the missile crisis!
Mr. WILLIAMS.Well, I think it started taking a different direction.

The Cuban people had been more militant, more pro-Soviet, and more
auti-American. And many of them felt let down. And they felt sold
out. And they lost some of the fear as far as resisting the United
States, and what they called the American imperial system. And they
were greatly humiliated because of the attitude of the Soviets.
Mr. Sotruwrx». Mr. Williams, you wrote, "I learned that it takes

more than just a change of system or government to eradicate old
social evils, and that all advocates of violent social changes are not
necessarily free of tendencies toward social injustice."
Did you mean by that to say that age-old social evils which existed

l1ndeT the Batista government were continued under the Ca-stro
government?
Mr. WILLL'MS.To a certain extent, not necessarily the same degree.

But there is yet some hangover from the old system of tradition, and
the fact that many Cuban officialswere educated in the United States,
some at the University of Mississippi, and Alabama, and Louisiana.
And they were given scholarships by the Baptist Church and other
churches. And they have gone back to Cuba and the government, and
though now they claim to be Socialist, they still have some of the
same attitudes, and that is that blacks are to be discriminated against,
and power should be in the hands of whites.
So it is a different form of discrimination. It is more subtle. But

there is some discrimination there. And I felt that just a change of a
political system alone would not bring about a change in people over-
night, that these olelcustoms they have will linger on for many years.

Itwould be the same in the United States.
Mr. SOTIllWINE.Were there any new social evils under the Castro

government, Mr. vVilliams?
Mr. ·WILLIAMS.I doubt that, because actually social evils are so

numerous in the world and so old, I don't think they can bring any new
ones.
Mr. SOTIllWINE.Was there any new social injustice under Castro!
Mr. ''VILLIA~IS.I didn't seemuch, because most people admitted that

it was better under Castro than it was uneler Batista. But I had my
0'''11 personal reasons for having conflict with them. It wasn't so much
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because of what they were doing to me, but certain things that we didn't
agl'eeon.
Mr. SOlJRWINE.Mr. Williams, with what members of the Cuban

Communist Party, if any, did you deal while you were in Cuba?
Mr. WILLIA>fS.W'ell, I knew Fidel Castro personally and Che Gue-

vara, and other members and government officials, a man named
Pineiro, who worked for foreign relations.
Mr. SOURWINE. What was Pineiro's first name?
Mr. ·WILLIA>fS.I don't know. I think it was Alberto, but I am not

sure.
Mr. SOlJRWINE.Have you named all the members of the Cuban Gov-

ernment you know!
Mr. ·WILLlA>fS.Those are all that I have named. All the members

of the Cuban Government knew me. I was given political asylum by
the Government, and it was responsible for me. But a lot of times
men came to see me who represented Fidel Castro and I didn't bother
to ask them who they were. And I don't remember names very well.
Mr. SOlJRWINE.With which members of the Cuban Communist Party

did you have differences relative to the racial situation in the United
States!
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.In fact, the whole party; I had differences with the

party, because their concept of the race problem was different from
mine. And as a result, we differed.
Mr. SOURWINE.You wrote in the Detroit News, Mr. Williarns :
I arrived in Peking at the beginning of the cultural revolution and remained

there through its many critical stages until Mao Tse-tung emerged clearly as the
leading factor in China's great quest for control of its own destiny.
Did you mean by that to imply that Mao Tse-tung was not the lead-

ing factor inCommunist China at the time you arrived in Peking?
Mr. WILLIAMS.No; not in the sense that they think of here, that many

people thought that Mao Tse-tung was a dictator, that had all of
the ultimate power. That was not true. He was being questioned-
everybody was being questioned, all of the leaders in China, and it
was not certain that he was going to emerge as the top leader.
Mr. SOlJRWINE.When was it that you arrived in Peking!
Mr. WILLIAMS.1966.
Mr. SOlJRWINE.And you say Mao wasn't in the saddle at that time!
Mr. WILLIAMS. No, only in name. He. was known as the chairman

of the party, but he hadn't been active, and other men were. really con-
ducting the business in China.
Mr. SOlJRWn'E.The cult of the personality had not been propounded

in China yet, Mao wasn't the national hero.
Mr. WILLL~J\fS. 'VeIl, from an image he was the national hero. But

in essence he really didn't have any power, because the policy was
being formulated and executed by other people.
Mr. SOlJRWINE.Do you consider Mao Tse-tung the leading factor

in Communist China today!
Mr. WII~LIAMS.I consider him one-because they had what they

called a cultural revolution committee, and he is the symbol of that
committee, and he is considered the chairman of the party.

Mr. SOURWINE. Forgive me, I don't want to quarrel with you, and
you are entitled to say what you want to say, but I am trying to make

-
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the record speak truly as to what the difference is. You said just a mo-
ment ago that before you went to Peking, although Mao Tse-tung was
the zreat hero of the people and was regarded as the leader, he was
not ;;, fact the leader. And then you wrote last month in the Detroit
Kews that he had emerged clearly as tbe leading factor in China. And
I am tryin~ to find out if you still consider him the leading .factor in
China. Ana It sounds to me as though you hedged on It and indicatsdyou didn't.

Mr. 1VILLIAMS.I still consider him the leading factor. You see, the
thing is that now it is more than just one man-the fact is that they
had what they call a committee, a revolutionary committee, and he is
the top man in the committee.

Mr. SODRWINE. lias the situation changed since you wrote this arti-cle last month?
Mr. ·WILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SODRWINE.It is just the same now as then?
Mr. 1VILLlAIIfS. Yes, and you see, also when I first a-rrived in China

he wasn't active puhlicly. You very seldom would see him or hear of
him being in public, But before I left it was very obvious that he was
in public, he was coming out in public, and he was going places. And
Lsarv him on May Day and talked to him, and he autographed one of
his books of quotations. But he was more active. And it is a known fact
that he is the man now at this time in China, the leader, undisputed.

Mr. SOlJRWINE.Going back to Cuba, Mr. 'Williams, when and where
did you meet and talk with Che Guevara?

Mr. 1VILLIAMS.I actually met him at the office. I had met him a
number of times. I met him once in a hotel, the Hotel N acional, in the
lobby, he was just I'oing through the lobby. And I talked to him on
that occasion. I met him once at a rally. and I met him once just before
he disappeared. He called me to his office-and it was in the depart-
ment of economics-he called me to his office and told me that he wasgoing away.

Mr. SOURWI:VE.Is that when he was head of the Cuban bank?
Mr. 1Vl'LLIAMS.It was after the Cuban bank. Because he become

minister of industry after that, and up unt.il the time he left--
Mr. SODRWINE.I am sorry I interrupted you. Go ahead and tell uswhat he said.
Mr. WILLIAMS.Actually he was just telling me that he was going

away. and he would be back in 30 days, he was going- to the interior.
And he realized that I had some problems in Cuba that I should not
have had, and he had just learned about it, and he was g-oing-to assist
me all he could. And he said he would call me as soon as he returned to
Havana in 30 davs, But he never returned to Havana.

Mr. SODRWINE:Was Che Guevara really a great expert on guerrilla
warfare, or did he just rewrite Alberto Bayo's book, do you know?

Mr. VVILLIAUS.I don't know whether he was really an expert, but he
had had experience, he had been one of the leaders iu the field, in the
Cuban revolution. I don't know how much he knew. He never discussedthat with me.

Mr. SODRWINE.When and where and how many times did you talk
with Fidel Castro if you remember?

Mr. WILLHMS. I met him usuallv-because he didn't have an oflice-
and usually I would run across him in restaurants.
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Mr. SOURWINE.You say he didn't have an office!
Mr. W]LLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.The head of state did not have an office!
Mr. WILLIA~IS.No, he didn't have an office.
Mr. SOURWINE.Where did he do his business!
Mr. WILLIAMS. 'Well, wherever you can catch him. In fact, the

strange thing was that he would come to a person's house. If a per-
son really wanted to see him he would meet him in the hotel. And he
had, I guess, 12 01' 15 houses in Havana. You never knew where he
lived, because he would have these different houses. Also it was a
matter of security. One knew where he was staying. But he showed up
on the streets often, he just rode 'around on the streets. And sometimes
people would just hail him on the streets, and he would stop, and
whatever problems they had he would discuss it with them. But when
he used to pass me on the streets, if he saw me even in my car he would
always stop, have his guards to stop me. And he wanted to know how I
was getting along, and if I was having any problems.
Mr. Som,wINE. Would you say he was good to you!
Mr. VVILLIAMS.Yes, he was good to me as an individual. And he did

all that I could expect. But there was just a difference on the race
problem in the United States.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you ever have an opportunity to meet and talk

with Ho Chi Minh ?
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.What can you tell us about him?
Mr. WILLL'MS. Well, I was surprised, because he was a nice and

saintly type of man, and very jolly. And if a person didn't know his
record he wouldn't think that he was even a revolutionary. And he told
me that he had been inHarlem, he had lived in Harlem, N.Y. And he
used to follow the old Marcus Garvey movement, national movement
in Harlem.
And he had been a merchant. And I asked him if he was a, Com-

munist back there, and he was.
And he said once he had illusions about the United States, that he

really expected the United States to help them liberate the country,
because he thought the United States was opposed to colonialism. And
he had come. to this country and he couldn't even get to see any person
and influence them,
Mr. SOURWINE.Does he speak good English!
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.Yes; very fluent English.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did he tell you how long he was living in this

country!
Mr. Wn ..LIAMs. No; because he said he came in and out as a sailor on

the merchant ships.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you have much of an opportunity to talk with

him?
Mr. 1VII.JLIAUS. Yes; around an hour and a half or 2 hours.
Mr. SOURWINE.Where was that!
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.At the Presidential palace.
Mr. SOURWINE.When was that?
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.It was, I think it was 1964.
1\1-r.SOURWINE. Did you ever have an opportunity to meet and talk

with Pham Van Dong!

•
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Mr. WILLIHIS. Only at a banquet, one he invited us to-a banquet
before he left.
Mr. SOURWINE. Did you have a chance to talk with him?
Mr. 'VILLIUIS. He only joked, and we had toasts, and he was just

joking about different things.
Mr. SOURWlNE. Did you ever have a chance to talk with Chou En-

lai?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SOURWlNE. Can you tell us about that?
Mr. 'VILLIAMS. Yes. I talked to him a number of times, and I talked

to him before I left. And it was about conditions in the world. And
also the fact that I was coming back to America. He wanted to know
why I was coming back, and why I had so much confidence in the
American Government, that I felt they wouldn't kill me. He said as
soon as I landed in this country they would shoot me at the airport,
and if they didn't shoot me at the airport they would put me in prison
and isolate me from my people.
And I said I didn't think thev would do it.
And he asked me. why did {have so much faith in this Government,
, And I told him that <they were undergoing some changes, and that
conditions had changed.
And he thought maybe I was right, but he didn't quite understand

why I had so much faith in them.
Mr. SOURWINE. Maybe he was talking about things as they would

have been in China if the situation had been altered around, and it had
been China you were going back to?
Mr. 'VILI,IAMS. No. You see, I found in China that they had much

more lecwav in China than they would have had here. And they put
up with more from the students in China than they would put up with
here. Because. in China I have seen those students come OU~, and they
had that country really sewed up. Those students sometimes would
stop a train out on the tracks out in the country and hold it up for 2
or 3 days just to see what official was on there and whether or not he
was good. Thev searched their records. Rut also I have seen those stu-
flents zo places where soldiers asked them not to go. And the soldiers
wouldn't dare fire on them, and wouldn't dare use any violence. And
the police in China never use violence against any Chinese.
Mr. SODRWINE. There have been some reports from that country

which some people have tended to believe, that there was a certain
amount of bloodshed in the People's Republic of China over the years.
You don't believe this?
Mr. 'i1\TILLIAMS. There may have been over the years, but I 11m speak-

ing of the cultura 1 revolution, and what I saw in China. And I know
that no government on earth-s-L wondered how they could afford to
let the students have the freedom they had and get away with the
things they got away with. But really sometimes it just got out of hand.
And there was some violence, but what these people don't know, there
was violence between groups of students and people, but it wasn't vio-
lence because of reaction of the government against those people.
Mr. SOURWINE. Did you talk with Chou En-Iai only on the one oc-

casion j
Mr. 'VILLIAMS. I had talked with him before, and I had been on the

roster with him a number of times when thev had programs and all
kinds of rallies and things, and I had talked to him then.

.
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Mr. SOURWINE.Did you ever have a chance to talk with Chu Teh 1
Mr. W,LLIAMS.I just met him and spoke to him, because he is a very

old man now and he is not active in anything.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you ever have a chance to talk with Liu Shao-chi 1
Mr. WILLIAMS.Only briefly. When I first visited China in 1964 I

talked with him. We had just a brief talk. It had nothing to do with
politics.
Mr. SOURWINE. He. is in great disfavor now if he is still alive, isn't

hel
Mr. W,LLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Do you know whether he is still alive 1
Mr. WILLIAMS.Before I left he was still alive, and they reported

that he had just been repudiated. They have that change system in
China, they repudiate people, and they lose face. And usually they
send them some place to work, and they will still be there on a pension.
And sometimes some people will see them in public. Like the former
Minister of Defense, and some of the other officials, they hadn't seen
in 4 or 5 years, but here lately they have seen them. So outside if they
do not see them they assume that they have killed these people. But
it is not true in China. They have got at different system, and it is much
different from what we think of here.
Mr. SOURWINE.In your piece in the Detroit News of February 15,

1970 you spoke of having had the good fortune to meet and talk with
revolutionary leaders such as Che Guevara, Castro, Ho Chi Minh,
Pham Van Dong, Chou En-lai, and Mao. And you have just told us
how and when you did talk with these people. And then in the next
paragraph of your article you wrote:
To be held in such high esteem by honorable people from all parts of the

world land to know that all who met and conversed with me were convinced
that I was anything but a crlmtnel, while the power structure in America pre-
ferred to condemn me rather than to evaluate my case on the basis of fact and
impartiality, was a constant source of irritation and frustration.
I would like to ask you, did you mean in this paragraph to refer

back to Che Guevara, Castro, Ho Chi Minh, Pham Van Dong, Chou
En-lai and Mao Tse-tung, the individuals you mentioned 1Were those
the ones who were convinced that you were anything but a criminal 1
Mr. W,LLIAMS.More than them. Because when I was out of the

country I met people from all over the world. And while people don't
understand it here, but in China-this is just about the only country
where the citizens are banned from China travel. But I also saw pro-
fessors and scientists from all over the world, and newsmen, and artists,
and they never-in fact, I also met people like Prince Sihanouk, I met
him in Peking, and talked to him, and people from African countries,
and nobody has ever thought of me as a criminal. And this bothered
me, because I was supposed to have been an American, and I was able
to see-as soon as I would arrive in a country and say I went to
Vietnam-right away Ho Chi Minh had me picked up and brought
me to the presidential palace. And the same thing would happen
in China. And yet I was in this country and I was appealing all the
time to the President, I have got letters to show it.
I was asking for protection from even the Governor, and from the

Attorney General. And I was never even given protection in this
country, not only the right to go before them so that they could
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evaluate me as an individual, but there was the SOUTce of irritation
to me, knowing that I hadn't committed any crime, and that I had been
forced out of my home in North Carolina because of the fact that
they didn't like me, that I wasn't liked, because I admit that I caused
them problems. I caused them problems, but that was no reason for
them not to give me a hearing and not to give me justice, to do it
under law.

Mr. SOURWINE.The thing I was trying to get at, the point I was
attemptin&"to reach was whether you had intended in this article you
wrote to describe Che Guevara, Castro, Ho Chi Minh, Pham Van
Dong, Chou En-lui, and Mao Tse-tung as honorable men 1

Mr. VVILLIAMS.I think they are honorable men, but I was not speak-
ing just of them, I was s]?eaking of people I have met from all over
the world while I was outside the country.

Mr. SOURWINE.Those particular individuals that I have named, five
or six names, are a bunch of bloody and tyrannical, dictatorial
revolutionaries, aren't they?

Mr. WILLIAMS.Well, that depends on--
JHr.SOURWINE. I am not trying to put some words inyour mouth, you

are entitled to say, "Hell, no," if you want to.
Mr. WILLIA~fS.That depends on how you look at it, because some

people say that the United States, they say that the President of the
Umted States is bloody, and this is what they think about this coun-
try. This is why they would ask me, ",Vhy would you go back to a
country like that 1" But I just judge people on the basis as I talk to
them and my relationship to them. Just like in your case, I have
heard a lot of things about you, but as far as I am concerned I don't
see it. But still from others I have heard about this committee and
how bad it was. It may be. But I don't see it. So I wouldn't judge
you on the basis of what others say or what I have heard.

Mr. SOURWINE.I don't lmow whether that is a compliment or not,
unless you tell me what it was that you heard that you do not see.

But let us not go into that. I am not the subject of the inquiry.
I was interested in your own statement that if it were not for

1-10Chi Minh's record one would never have taken him for a revo]u-
tionary. So apparently you did regard him as a revolutionary whether
you considered him bloody or dictatorial or tyrannical 1

Mr. WILLIMfS.Well, he was the leader of the Vietnamese revolution
and the revolutionary people.

Plus the faet that, it struck me so, when he had a birthday cake
and the servants started to bring the cake in to cut it and serve it, he
said, "No, you sit down, these are my guests." And he cut the cake and
served the servants first, and then he served us. And then he had a little
boy there who had been napalmed by the Americans, and he had the
boy tell us what happened, and how they bombed his school, and when
he ran out of the school they dropped napalm on him and then rna-
chinegunnsd Jilin in the jungle.

But other than that he didn't mention about the U.S. imperialists.
Mr. SOURWINE.In this Detroit News article you wrote: "That Na-

tion which is insensitivs to the cry for social change-"nd justice and
insists on maintaining an outmoded order of oppression for its rights
to exist--America is no exception."
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'Were you saying there that America is insensitive to the cry for

social change and justice, that America insists on maintaining an out-
moded order of oppression, and therefore that America has forfeited its
ri cht to exist?

'Mr. ''VILLIAMS.Yes. I think under the Constitution-this Govern-
ment exists by constitutional powers and authority vested in it in the
Constitution and the Declaration of Independence, and I think it is
violatmg the Constitution and It IS violating the Declaration of In-
dependence, and that the American idea, I think unless it changes,
and unless it supports these things that it was based upon, that it for-
feits its right. It has got no reason to exist. It becomes a tyranny when
it violates the common Constitution.

Mr. Sotmwrxe. Do you regard America as a Christian Nation?
Mr. WILI"IAMS.No. I wish it were.
Mr. SOUItWINE. If you do not regard America as a Christian Nation,

why did you indicate in this Detroit News article that white America
should be expected to respect the Christian inj unction to do unto others
as you would have others do unto you?

Mr. W,LL,AMS.Well, because they have a lot of churches in this
country, and they have people who say they are Christian, but they
are Christian in word but not in deed. And if they were Christians they
would have to follow the Christian injunction of doing unto others.

Mr. SOURWINE.You concluded your article in the Detroit News this
way; "There is an awful storm building up against America in the
world. I have seen it. Only through righteousness can America avoid
disaster. »

Were you talking about Christian righteousness?
Mr. WILLIAMS.No, I was talking about morality, and becoming

more moral.
Mr. SOURWINE.Christian morality, Judeo-Christian morality?
Mr. ''VILLIAMS.Yes. And also from the standpoint of the Consti-

tution, that the Constitution is good, and I think It is the sacred docu-
ment, and it should be followed. But if it isnot followed, then the coun-
try can't survive. And it is the same with morality, because crime is
devouring the country, and hostility, and hatred, and nobody seems to
really to be doing anything about it.

Mr. SOURWINE.You wrote that you had come back with "the satis-
faction that as I have emerged from exile abroad, so shall my peo-
ple soon emerge from the internal exile at home, either in a ~Teater,
more human America, or in the smoke that once was America."

Did you mean by that to encourage people in this country to en-
gage in revolutionary activity?

Mr. WILLIAMS.No, I meant that as prophecy, as prophecy of what
is going to happen and what is looming now on the horizon. And
unless things change, unless they change, this is what is going to
happen. It means that America now is at a crucial point, and it must
change for better or worse.

Mr. SOURWINE.This that you wrote in the article that I have just
quoted, was it intended to make clear to the black people of this
country that you think they should resort to force if they do not get
what they want through peaceful means?

Mr. ''VILLIAMS.I think they are going to resort to force anyway.
And I think the whites are going to resort to force to keep them from

•
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getting what they want. And I think the constituted authority is
"oing to not help the black people. And the only thmg I am saymg
there, I meant to prophecy. And I hope as a result of this that some
whites-this was directed primarily more to whites than blacks-
blacks already know about this hostility, they already feel this feeling
of doom and fatalism. But the whites yet, a lot of them don't under-
stand how deep this is and how serious it is. And I had hoped that
some whites would see this and would realize that these are serious
conditions, and they need attention.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you intend to urge black people in the United

States to avoid resort to force except for seH-defense, and then only
to the extent abolutely necessary!
Mr. WILLIAMS.Well, yes. I have advocated that they also use vio-

lence as defense, for self -defense. And this is only after a breakdown
of law and order. Self-defense is only needed if there is no protection
under the law. And I have advocated under those conditions, if the
lawfully constituted law fails to protect us, then we should resort to
violent self-defense of ourselves.
Mr. SOURWINE.Do you urge people to seek to possess and obtain

aggressive weapons, or do you seek to urge people not to obtain and
possess such weapons!
Mr. WILLLurs. 'What I seek to urge them to do would be to obtain

legal weapons as a part of their constitutional right to have arms in
their homes. But I am opposed to arms to be used for aggression other
than other people and bemg abused.
Mr. SOURWIKE.Are you opposed to people seeking to obtain and

possessing bombs, hand grenades, Molotov cocktails, and things of
that sort!
Mr. WILLIAMS.I am opposed to bombs and things that are illegal

to have. I think they should be law-abiding. We have got to be law-
abiding in our struggle, and we can't expect others to respect our legal
rights if we don't respect the law itself.
Mr. SOURWINE.'Would that include machineguns, sawed-off shot-

guns and all heavier armament!
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.You are opposed to people having that kind of arms!
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Do you get many requests for your writings on ur-

ban guerrilla warfare!
Mr. WILLIAMS.Well, I get quite a bit of requests everywhere.
Mr. SOURWINE.As an example of what I am refering to, I will show

you counsel's exhibit 45, which is a letter to you from a south side
black militant group requesting your Manual on Urban Guerrilla
lVarfare. Do you remember receiving that letter!
I have no reason to think you do, I am just asking.
Mr. WILLIAMS.You see, the thing about it, I used to get many of

these letters.
MI'. SOURWINE.I was asking earlier, you do get many of these

letters! •
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes. And the fact is that a great many of these

people I do not know and I have never heard of, and they think I have
got some kind of manual that I don't have. But I have some literature
that has some description in it of violence and how all this could come
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about. And also I had a book out, "Negro With Guns." And the rest
started claiming that this was some type of a Bible for the National-
ists, And so it is possible that I have seen this, and many others simi-
lar to this.
Mr. SOURWINE.What did you send people when they wrote you for

your writing on urban guerrilla warfare ~
Mr. WILLIAMS.Actually what I would always do, any time I got an

address from somebody who was interested in my writings at all, I
would also put them on my mailing list for my Crusaders, not only
black militants, but also a lot of white racists-s-of course, they didn't
know I knew they were white racists-organizations like the Minute-
men in Virginia, I sent thema copy.
Mr. SOURWINE.And the Reverend Billy James Hargis!
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes. I put all of them on the list.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did he ask to be put on your list!
Mr. WILLIAMS.No; they would write and ask for this literature.
Mr. SOURWINE.Is he a militant!
Mr. WILLIAJ\IS.No, he is I suppose a Fascist. I know he is a racist.

But I always sent them. I never turned anybody down, even govern-
ment officials or people who were in the National Press Club here,
they wrote all the way to China, and I always sent them whatever
they asked for.
Mr. SOURWINE.In your writings did you many times refer to matters

pertaining to urban guerrilla warfare!
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes, I did.
Mr. SOURWINE.Were those writings, or portions of them, ever

brought together in one compilation!
Mr. WILLIAMS.Not that I know of.
Mr. SOURWINE.Not by you anyway!
Mr. WILLIAMs.Not by me.
Mr. SOURWINE.I ask that the two communications which comprise

counsel's exhibit 45 be inserted in the record at this point, the two
requests for writings by the witness on urban guerrilla warfare!
(The documents marked "Exhibit 45" follow:)

EXHIBIT No. 45
CHICAGO, ILL., May 20, 1969.

DEAR SIR: I am writing you in your political asylum in the Peoples- Republic
of China to ask you to plea-se send me some copies of your paper that you bad
wrlbten concerning urban guerrilla warfare in the United States. I am an
admirer of yours Mr. Williams, and of the organization that you started to
get black people to stand up to tbis ractst, capitalist, racist, imperialist country.
I'm the Minister of Defense for the Black Knights Organization on the south
side of Chicago. We closely adhere to the small amount of writings that we've
been able to get hold of and treasure them dearly as precious material. We've
been pretty unsuccessful in try to identify with your organization the Revo-
lutionary Action Movement more than likely because the great majority of the
people in Chicago are not aware of whats happening here and with the other
Liberation struggles of the people of the third world, and they just weren't
ready for it. We are working for community control for the people and training
militarily for the struggle. I am aware of the fact that the paper is about
five years out of date but it's only because I came into awareness about a year
and a half late for it. My organization is willing 'to pay the cost of postage
to my home address. If tbe papers the Crusader and the Black America are
available here please tell me how to get them. Thank you.

Sincerely Yours,
JAMES LOCKE.

P.S. If possible we'd like copies from the start to end.
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PEKING, CHINA, Mcwch 30, 1969.
DEARBno.: I am opening a Black Revoluttonaj book store. I would apreclte it if

you would send me inforrnatjon on bow to recleve your publications of Crusader
and any other material that you would like to be sold in the U.S. Send all Infer-
mation concerning the receiving of the this material to Shaw University, Raleigh,
N.C. Estey hall Room 411 and after June 4 send material to two Greendale Ave"
Mt. Vernon, N.Y. in care of Alexander Young.

Revolutionary Yours,
Bro. ALEXANDER YOUNG.

Mr. SOUmVINE.In that same vein I will show you a photocopy of
pages 38 and 39 of", book entitled "Guerrilla W·",rfare, Urban War-
fare," with some notes made on the blank space on page 39. That is
from a book that belongs to you. Were those notes mads by you?
Mr. 'tVILLlAl\fS. Yes; I remember seeing this, but I don't 1010W what

the publication this came from, because I get quite a bit of that sent to
me. Also as people request things from me they also send me all kinds
of things from all parts of the world, and I can't possibly keep up with
it.

1\£1'. SOURWIKE. I do not think it is particularly important how you
got this book, except that it was in your possession, and you did make
the marginal notations. And they seem to have some special pertinency
with respect to the subj eet of guerrilla warfare.
I take it those are comments that occurred to you as you read through

what preceded?
Mr. W,LLTA]!S.Yes. Because always when I received that type of

literature, usually if I had time I would go through it and make notes,
because some of it I would agree with it, and some of it I did not.
So I would always try to analyze it when Ihad time.
Mr. Sotmwm», Can vou tell us whether this is a summary of what

you got out of it or whether these are things that occurred to you that
he had not mentioned?
Mr. 'V'LL'AUS. A lot of this I took to analyze, and things that I just

thought that if he really went into that I wouldn't necessarily agree
with what was being said. I clo not know whether that was taken from
abook--
Mr. SOURWINE.That is on the page of a book.
Mr. W,LLIA]!S. It is?
Mr. SOURWINE.The notes were made on the p"'ge of a book.
Do you remember what book it was?
Mr. I'VILLIAUS.The title of the book appears to be "Guerrilla l'Var-

fare"-"Suburban 1Varfare."
Mr. SOURWINE.It might have been Che Guevara's book. I am unable

to state. Unfortunately I do not havs the book here.
I am told it was Che Guevara's book.
Mr. 'VILLIA"S. You see, also in all of these books that I usually

read, I analyze them, because this was also a part of the argument
of the differences that I had with people, because I know that con-
clitions are different in the United States than in other, countries.
And there are just things that I did not agree with in there.
Mr. SOURWINE.So your comments that you penned in are in relation

to the special conditions in the United States?
Mr. 'VILLIA'!S. That were different from what their concept would

be, or what they think was transpiring in the United States, or what
would possibly transpire.
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Thill'.SOURWINE. Mr. Chairman, I ask that the handwritten notes as
identified by the witness be printed in the record at this point. It is
counsel's exhibit No. 48.
(The handwritten notes marked "Exhibit 48" follow:)

EXHmIT xo. 48

Psy. eondttioniug-c-carefuj recruitment of ex-Army men or ones on leave to
give instructions in demolitions.

Dry run improvement of marksmanship with dummy rifles or pellet guns.

Radio controlled model planes.

Sllngshots-c-ateel pellets, cyanide pea shooters, hack saws, blowtorches (acety-
lene) (candles) booby traps with sawed off shotguns infiltrate N. Guard chemistry
students: mixtures.

Mr. SOURWINE.Mr. 'Williams, what has been your connection if any
with the Fair Play for Cuba Committee?
Mr. WILLI.Hrs. 'When it was organized I think in 1960 they asked

me for permission to use my name as one of the founding members.
Also after I went to Cuba in 1960 and came back I spoke in different
places about what was happening in Cuba, and I spoke under the
auspic~s of the Fail' Play for Cuba Co~mitte~. But other than that
I didn't know anythmg about the administration, and I didn't have
anything to do with it.
Mr. SOURWINE.You were never active in the Fair Play for Cuba

Committee?
Mr. WILLIA~rs.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you have any information about how much

money the committee got from Cuba?
Mr. WILLIA~rs.No. I do not know if they got any. But I know that

when people were going there, tourists-at that time it was free for
Americans to go there-when I went to Cuba I went directly from
New York on a flight. And at that time they were try,ing to raise
money. They actually were trying to get money for tourist groups to
go t.o Cuba.
Mr. SOURWINE.I will tell you, in case that you do not know, that

it has already been documented by evidence before this committee,
that the Fair Plav for Cuba Committee received substantial sums of
money from the Cuban representative in the United Nations. But if
you do not know about it you do not know about it.
Mr. WILLIAMS.I don't know about it. ,
Mr. SOURWINE.Do' you have any connection with the Liberation

News Service ~
Mr. ·WILLIAMS.No. I subscribed to their news service when I was in

Peking, but since I have been in the States I have not seen it.
Mr. SOURWINE.Have you sent dispatches to the Liberation News

Service?
MI'. WILLL-urs. I think I sent one once when Mao Tse-tung made his

statement on support by Cuba in America.
Mr. SOURWINE.That was in regard to the assassination of Dr. Martin

Luther King, Jr.?

45-159--71--pt. 2----3
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Mr. WILLLurs. Yes.
:1\1:1'. SOURWINE. I have here the Liberation News Service release of

two pages entitled "A Cablegram from Peking," and ask you if that is
the dispatch that you sent?
Mr. 'VILLIAUS. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE. May this go in the record, please? It is counsel's

exhibit No.1.
(The cablegram marked "Exhibit 1," follows:)

EXHIIHT No.1

LIBERATION ~EWS SERVICE, THE NEW l\IEDlA PROJECT, WASHINGTON, D.C.,

A CABLEGRAM FROM PEKING

(The following cablegram was sent to Liberation News Service from Peking
and contains the full text of a statement made by Mao Tse-tnng, chairman of the
Central Committee of the Communist Party of China, following the assassination
of Dr. Martin Luther King, .Ir. According to Robert Wtlliams, who transmitted
the statement to I~NS, "after the issuance of this statement countless Chinese
masses throughout the country took to the streets beating drums and cymbals to
demonstrate their support for the oppressed black people of America in response
to Chairman Mao's call for action.")

(By Mao 'I'se-tung )

Some days ago, Martin Luther King, the Afro-American clergyman, was sud-
denly assassinated by the U.S. imperialists. Martin Luther King was an exponent
of non-violence. Nevertheless, the U.S. imperialists did not on that account show
auv tolerance toward him, but used counter-revolutionary violence and killed him
in cold blood. This has taught the broad masses or the black people tu the U.S. a
profound lesson. It has touched off a new storm Irr their struggle against violent
repression sweeping well over a hundred cities in the U.S., a storm such as has
never taken place before in the history of that country. It shows that an extremely
powerful revolutionary force is latent ill the more than 20,000,000 black
Americans.
The storm of .Afro-American struggle taking place within the U.S. is a striking

manifestation of the comprehensive political and economic crisis uow gripping
U.S. imperialism. It is dealing a telling blow to U.S. imperialism, which is beset
with difficulties at home and abroad.
The Afro-American struggle is not only a struggle waged by the exploited

and oppressed black people for freedom and emancipation; it is also a new
clarion call to all the exploited and oppressed people of the U.S. to fight against
the barbarous rule of the monopoly capltattst class. It is a tremendous aid and
inspiration to the struggle of the people throughout the world against: U.S.
imperialism and to the struggle of the Vietnamese people against U.S. imperial-
ism. On behalf of the Cbinese people, I hereby express resolute support for the
just struggle of the black people in the U.S.
Racial discrimination in the U.S. is a product of the colonialist and imperial-

ist system. The contraction between the black masses in the U.S. and U.S. ruling
circles is 'U class contradiction. Only by overthrowing the reactionary rule or the
U.S. monopoly capitalist class and destroying the colonialist add imperialist
system can the black people in the U.S. win complete etnanctpation. The black
masses and the masses of white working people in the U.S. have common inter-
ests and common objective to struggle for. Therefore, the Afro-American strug-
gle is winning sympathy and support from increasing numbers of white working
people and progressives in the U.S. The struggle of the black people in the U.S.
is bound to merge with the American workers' movement and eventually end
the criminal rule of the U.S. monopoly capitalist class.
In 1063, in the statement supporting the Afro-Americans in their just struggle

against racial discrimination by U.S. imperialism, I said that "the evil system
of colonialism and imperialism arose and thrived with the enslavement of
Negroes and the trade in Negroes, and it will surely come to Us end 'with tbe
complete emancipation of the black people." I still maintain this 'dew.
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At present, the world revolution has entered a great new era. The struggle
of the black people in the U.S. for emancipation is a component part of the
general struggle of all the people of the world against U.S. imperialism, a com-
ponent part of the contemporary world revolution. I call all the workers, peasants.
and revolutionary intellectuals of all countries and all the people who are willtng
to fight against U.S. imperialism to take action and extend strong support to
the struggle of the black people in the U.S.! People of the whole world, unite
still more closely and launch a sustained and vigorous offensive against our
common enemy, U.S. imperialism and its accompltces ! It can be said with cer-
tainty that the complete collapse of tmpertaltsm, colonialism and all systems
of exploitation, and the complete emancipation of all the oppressed peoples and
nations of the world are not far off.

RAP OUT OF .TAIL

CA},[BRlOGE, MD., April 23 (Liberation News Service-Aframerican News
Service) .-'I'he State of Maryland released H. Rap Brown, chairman of the
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) April 18 on $10.000 bond
pending trial on charges that he incited citizens of Cambridge, Md .. to riot last
July.
Brother Rap was brought from Petersburg. Va., where he was being held

facing extradition charges in an unmarked police car, accompanied by several
law officers. He was taken immediately to the court in Cambridge where within
five minutes his arraignment was held and bail posted. His trial is expected to
take place in two or three months.
Soon 'after the arraignment, Brother Rap was whisked away in another un-

man-kedpolice car to the airport in a nearby city where he flew to New York.
On hand to greet him at the airport were hundreds of brothers and sisters from
New York and surrounding area. Cheers of Black Power and Let Rap Rap were
heard from among the joyous crowd as Brother Rap emerged from the plane.

It is expected that Brother Rap will remain in New York until he ruuv regains
his health. Bail restrictions included those imposed upon Rap by the Federal
court, along with the stipulation that Rap must appear before the Maryland
judge 'at any time the judge deems necessary.

MI'. SOURWINE. ,Vas Dr. Mnrtin Luther ICing killed by an im-
perialist?
Mr. WILLL;\~IS. I think he was killed by a white racist, they didn't

like him because of his policy of trying to bring democra.cy to Amer-
ica for all people.
Mr. SOURWINE. This statement that you sent the Liberation News

indicated he had been killed as a result of an imperialist power, or by
fin imperialist power, and I wonder if yon knew what was meant by
that? I understand those are not your words.
Mr. WILLIAMS. No, they are not my words. That was an official re-

lease in China by a Ch inese news agency. A11d I just sent it to
Liberation.
Mr. SOURWINF.. I understand. You do not know what was meant b)'

that?
Mr. VV'LL'AMS. No.
Mr. SOURWINE.vVhat is PL, if you can tell us?
Mr. VVILLIA~IS. The only thing I know is that it is Progressive

Labor.
Mr. SOURWINE. Would that be the Progressive Labor Party, or the

Progress! ve Labor Movement ~ .
Mr. VV'LL'HIS. I suppose it would be.
Mr. SOURWINE. 'Vhat is its connection with the Worker-Student

Alliance?
~1r.'V'LLIHIS. I don't know.
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Mr. SOURWINE.Is the Progressive Labor or the Progressive Labor
Movement a Communist-oriented organization ~
Mr. 1'VILLIHIS.I don't know that either. I think they are opposed to

me, that is all I know.
Mr. SOURWINE.They are opposed to you?
Mr. VVILLLUIS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Do you know any of the leaders of Progressive

Labor?
Mr. WILLIAMS.No.
Mr. Sotmwtxa. Do you know any of those in the movement who are

opposed to you? -
Mr. WILLIHIS. No. But I notice from their newspaper they have at-

tacked me a number of times, and also Black Nationalism.
MI'. SOURWINE.When was this that they attacked you, do you

remember ?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Before I left Peking in 1968. I don't know whether

they have attacked me since then, because I haven't seen their publi-
cation. But I know while I was in Peking they Were constantly at-
tacking me.
Mr. SOURWINE. Before you went to Peking were you on good terms

with the Progressive Labor people?
Mr. VVILLIAMS.No, because of the fact that we had differences on the

race issue the same as in Cuba and others.
Mr. SOUmVINE.You never met with them in a friendly fashion?
Mr. WILLIAMS.I knew some students who came to Cuba, and I sup-

pose they were sponsored by Progressive Labor.
Mr. SOURWINE.In Havana in 1963-65, I guess it was-no, it was

1963-64, was it not?
Mr. WILLIAMS.There were two groups .

. Mr. SOURWINE.What is the League of Revolutionary Black
Workers?
MI'. VVn,LIAMs.The only thing I know is that it is the black workers

inside the UAW. That is all I know about them.
Mr. SOURWINE.By UAW you mean the United Automobile

Workers?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.The black workers inside the United Automobile

Workers?
Mr. WILLIA~IS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Do you know how big it is, and how mauy of them

there are?
~{r. WILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.You have nothing to do with them?
Mr. WILLIAMS.No. But they supported me in my extradition fight

along with other organizations in Detroit.
Mr. SOURWINE.We wiII recess now and come back at 2 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 12 :551).m. the staff conference recessed, to reconvene

at 2 p.m, on the same day.)

AFTERNOON SF.J8SIQN

Mr. SOURWINE.Mr. Williams, I want to run through your itinerary
after you left the United States, or from the time you left the United
States in 1961. You went first to Canada, I believe?
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Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes. First I went to Canada, and from Canada-I
stayed in Canada about 6 weeks, and the Govermnent of the United
States asked for me--
Mr. SOURWINE.You went through Halifax, didn't you, by Canadian

National Railways]
Mr. W,LLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.And then where did you stay in Canada'
Mr. WLLLIAMS.I really don't know1 because I stayed in private

homes, and one time in an apartment building, I didn't know anything
about the city.
Mr. SOURWINE.You didn't know what town you were in'
Mr. WILLIAMS.No. I knew when I was in Toronto, and I knew when

I was inMontreal.
Mr. SOURWINE.You were in both cities'
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. Socswrxs. Which one first'
Mr. WILLIAMS.Well, I was in Toronto first.
Mr. SOURWINE.And then Montreal ?
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.And then Montreal.
Mr. SOURWINE.I am sorry I interrupted you. Go ahead,
Mr. W,LLIAMS.I was in Montreal. And I suppose Nova Scotia or

some place. I didn't know too much about that part of the country.
Of course I traveled across Canada, but I didn't have too much of
an idea of where I really was.
Mr. SOURWINE.You eventnally exited from Canada by way of

Halifax, Nova Scotia'
Mr. W'LLLHIS. I went through there, but I couldn't get out of there,

because they had it posted, they had a Jetter out for me all along
the border of Canada.
Mr. SOURWINE.So you did eventually leave Canada by boat, did you'
Mr. W'LL'Mrs. No, I didn't leave there by boat. Eventually I re-

entered the United States, because I couldn't get out of Canada.
Mr. SOURWINE.I see. Where did you reenter the United States'
Mr. ·WILLIAMS.Well, in Washington.
Mr. SOURWINE.In Washington State'
Mr. WILLIAMS. Vancouver.
Mr. SOURWINE.You went clear all the way back across Canada 1
Mr. VV'LLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.By rail'
Mr. W,LLIAMS.By rail.
Mr. SOURWINE.And then entered the United States at Vancouver!
Mr. VVILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.And where did you leave from to go to Cuba'
Mr. WILLIA>IS.I left from Mexico.
Mr. SOURWINE.You went down tbrough Washington, Oregon, Cali-

fornia to Mexico'
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
The press in Canada publicized the fact ·that I was wanted in the

United States. So they didn't try to arrest me, they published it first,
that the Government had asked the Royal Canadian Mounted Police
to apprehend me and return me to the United States. They published it
in the press, which gave me a chance to get out of Canada before they
started looking for me.
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So as " result I went down the coast of Canada. I had hoped I could
get out of there by plane. But I couldn't. They had police there. They
didn't bother me or seem to be too interested, but they blocked the
exit. And they let it be known and obvious that they were there, and
that they were looking for me. But they didn't make any effort to ap-
prehend me.
Mr. SOURWINE. You are talking now about when you were corning

east?
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.Before I decided to go back east, I found out I

couldn't get-out up there.
Mr. SOURWINE. So then you turned around and went west again ~
Mr. "-'"TILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.And you traveled by the Canadian National Rail-

ways!
Mr. VVILLIAMS.Yes, by railroad.
Mr. SOURWINE.And reentered the United States at Vancouver!
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.And did you travel by rail or automobile out through"r ashington, Oregon and California to Mexico ?
Mr. VVILLIAMS.I traveled by automobile and by bus in the United

States, mostly by bus.
Mr. SOURWINE.And you finally entered Mexico where!
Mr. VVILLIAMS.At Tijuana.
Mr. SOURWINE.Andyou went from there where!
Mr. VVILLIAMS.I went down to Mexico City.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you fly from Mexico City to Cuba, or did you

go to the ocean from Mexico City and take a boat?
Mr. VVILLIA'"S.vVell, I actually flew.
Mr. SOURWINE.'Vas that on Cubana Airlines!
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOUllWINE.From Mexico City!
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE."Then did that get you to Cuba!
Mr. VVILLIA'IS.I think it was in December of 1961, or around in

that time.
c Mr. SOURWINJO.1961!
Mr. 'VILLIA,rs. Yes, it was in 1961.
Mr. SnuRwINE. It wasn't the 29th of September, was it ~
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.No, I don't think it was. I know it was in 1961.
Mr. SOURWINE.The 29th of September!
Mr. WILLIAMS. I know I got in a few weeks before Christmas.
Mr. Sotmwrs e, That wasHavana j
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWIN:F~.Now, tell us, where did you stay in Cuba. wlri le you

were there ?
Mr. WILL"A'"S.I stayed in the Hotel Capri.
Mr. SOURWINE.All the time!
Mr. ,VILLIAJ\fS. I "Tent to the Riviera" and then I moved into a pri-

vat» home on Third Avenue in Cuba.
Yr. SOURWINE.Whose home was that!
1\1:1'. l,iVlT.T,T\1\IS. It belonged to the CUb~HlGovernment, It had orig-

inally bern tho home of somebody who worked in the.U.S. Embassy on
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something, And it 'was empty, standing empty, So the Government
gave It to Inc, the Cuban Government.
Mr. Som:wINE. Was your wife with you all the time?
Th11'.V\TILLIA:l\IS. She came after I was there. She wasn't with me-

she was with me until I got to Canada.
Mr. SOUHWINE. How long were you in Cuba, sir?
Mr. ,VILLIA)lS.From 1961 to 1966, to July 1966.
Mr. S01ffiWINE. And then where did you go?
Mr. WILLI"MS. Well, after Cuba I went to China, the People's Re-

public of China.
Mr. Sorrnwrsu. Did you fly direct?
Mr. WILLIMfS. Well, I have been to China twice before then. I have

been there as a guest invited by the Chinese Government for their
National Dav,
Mr. SouRlvnm. 1Vhell was that tbat you first went to China?
Mr. 1Vrr"LIHIs.In 1964, I think. .
Mr. Sormwrxn. You had gone from Cuba to China in 1964?
Mr.1VILLIAMs. Yes, I went from Havana to Moscow to Peking. And

then in 1965 I went back again for their National Day. I was invited
as a guest. I went from Havana to Moscow to Peking to Hanoi and
back to Peking.
Mr. SOURWINE. Yon went to Hanoi both times?
Mr. "VUJ...IAMS. No, only once.
NIl'. SOURWINE. The second time?
Mr. 1VILu",rs. tes.
M,.. SOURWINE.In 1965?
Mr. ,VILLI"MS.Yes.
M,.. SOURWINE.And then in 1966 did you follow the same route when

you went to Peking?
Mr. VhLLL;U{S. Yes, without going to Vietnam, I went directly from

HU\TUna to Moscow, and from Moscow to Peking.
){r. Sotrnwrxs. And you arrived the second day of January 19661
M,.. WILLLUIS.No. I arrived in China in July of 1966.
Mr. SOU!{WINE. Then how long did you stay in China ~
MI".,VILLIHIS. From 1966 until 1969. Around about the first of June

or the last of May in 1969 I left China.
Mr. SOURWINE. And went to Tanzania ~
Ml'. WILU"MS. Yes.
)1:1'. Sormwme. It is a fairly expcnsi vematter to go to Peking, and

you went three times. ,Vho paid the expenses?
Mr. \iVILLIAl\IS. 1\Tell, the Chinese Government invited me. One time

the Cubans paid-at least they offered to pay, but the Chinese wouldn't
let, them pay, the Cubans wanted to pay my way, but the Chinese paid
it, because I was a guest invited by the Chinese Government.
M,.. SOURWINE.Wns it the first, second or third trip that the Cubans

wanted to pay for?
Mr. WILLI,,,rs. The first one.
Mr. SOURWINE.And after that they didn't make any more efforts?
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.No, because the Chinese wouldn't accept the pay

from the Cubans.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you buy your own tickets?
Mr. 1VILLIAMS.No. The Foreign Minister in Cuba arranged for the

passage. An organization in China called The Peace Committee was
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responsible for getting the tickets for me. I didn't buy them. They
had the credits there. I just had to apply for the tickets.

Mr. SOURWINE.And you used their credits?
Mr. WILLIAMS.That is the way they issue tickets, without paying

directly, they will be billed by the airline.
Mr. SOURWINE.The tickets were not paid for in cash?
Mr. ·WILLIAMS.No, I didn't pay cash. They may have paid cash, but

the cash didn't come through my hands.
Mr. SOURWINE.You didn't buy your own tickets, then?
~{r.WILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.I was a little puzzled about that. I have the stubs of

the tickets here. And they indicate that they were paid for in cash.
Mr. WILLIA~IS.They may have been. But they were probably paid

for by somebody from the organizations.
Mr. SOURWINE.Who was it that handed you the tickets when you

finall y got them?
Mr. WILLIAMS.When I finally got the tickets, they were handed

to me at the airport by the Embassy personnel, the Chinese Embassy,
because they saw me off, and they were responsible for me.

Mr. SOURWINE.Did you ever do any writing for La Prensa Latina?
Mr. WILLIA~IS.I wrote a series of articles for La Presna Latina

on the race issue in this country.
Mr. SOURWINE.I show you a photocopy of a special News Service

release from La Prensa Latina carrying an item about the grant of
political 'asylum to you. This is dated October 1961. Did you furnish
them with any information for that, or was it prepared by them from
sources that you do not know about?
Mr. WILLIA.MS. Well, some from me and some from other sources.

They already had some know ledge of my case.
Mr. SOURWINE.Do you 'remember having seen that story?
Mr. WILLIAMS.No, but I remember havmg been in the press.
Mr. SOURWINE.If you look at the index you will see the page num-

ber of it. It is at the end of the release. Can you tell us if that is a
substantially correct account?

Mr. WILLIAMS.That one is.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SOURWINE.I would like to offer for the record the text, not of

the entire News Service release, but just of the article headed "U.S.
Negro Leader Robert Williams Granted Political Asylum in Cuba."

(The document marked "Exhibit No. 62" follows:)

EXHIBIT No. 62

U.S. NEGRO LEADER ROBERT WILLIAMS GRANTED POI.JTICAL ASYLUM IN CUBA

Hoy, October S.-Yesterday afternoon, in the Ministry of Foreign Relations,
it was announced that U.S. Negro leader Robert Williams has been granted
political asylum by the Revolutionary Government of Cuba. Williams was forced
to flee from the United States as a result of We bitter persecution by the
Ku-Klux-Klan due to his struggle for the rights of U.S. Negroes to a decent life.

Mr. SOURWINE.That indicates you were granted political asylum.
Mr. VVILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWIN>1.W·ere you required to make a formal request for this?
Mr. "TILLIAMS. Yes, I was required to make an application in writing

for political asylum that would allow me to stay in Cuba over the
regular time of a tourist.

...
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Mr. SOURWINE.This purports to be a photocopy of the petition for

asylum that you filed. Can you identify it!
Mr. WILLIA~IS.That was a scratch page of the draft that was going

to be drafted.
Mr. SOURWINE.This was a preliminary draft!
Mr. V'VILLIA'lS.Yes. It is not an exact copy of what was put in it,

but it was a rough draft-a draft. Because they came to me on the spur
of the moment, and they said that Fidel Castro was ready to grant me
political asylum, but I needed to apply in writing.
Mr. SOURWINE.Do you have a copy of the petition you did file!
Mr. VVILLIA'lS.I don't think so, because this was in the foreign

ministry, and it was done on the sl.mr of the moment.
Mr. SOURWlNE.Was it substantially similar to this draft!
Mr. WILLIA~IS. It is similar in some cases.
Mr. SOURWlNE.May this draft, exhibit 49, go into the record on

this basis!
Mr. CRAIG.No objection.
(The document marked "Exhibit No. 49" follows .)

EXHIBIT No. 49

HAVANA, CUBA, October 2, .1961.
To the Mi,nister of Foreign Relations, Haoasui, Ouba:
C,Robert Franklin Williams, who was born in Monroe, North 'Carolina, U.S.A.

on the date of February 26, 1925 'a-s'a descendant of captive people who had been
klduapped. bound in the chains of 'slavery and brutatly forced from the bosom
'of 'their African motherland, do for 'the following 'reasons, request asylum 'in the
free Republic of Cuba:
L Because much terror is directed against 'illy race in the U.S.A. Ra-cists are

now waging 'a mass program based on violence and etarvecion for Ithe inhumane
purpose 'Of genocide.
II. That bee-ause I had advocated rebellion and self defense against the Ku

Klux Klan terror, tyranny, mayhem and 'all forms of barbaric oppression, T
became e special target of the Klu Klux Klan, the white citizens counctts, the
Southern Patriots, Inc.
Mr. SOURWINE.I show you another hand written document that ap-

pears to be in your handwritinz. That last exhibit was counsel's ex-
hibit 49. And this is counsel's exhibit 50. It is on the letterhead of the
Crusader. And it apparently refers to a trip to Sweden or a planned
trip to Sweden. Your handwritten note there says "in conjunction
with trip to Sweden." What is this all about! You didn't go to Sweden;
did you!
Mr. V'VILLLUIS.No, I wasn't allowed to go to Sweden.
Mr. SOURWINE.Who refused you, Sweden or Cuba!
Mr. 'VILLI"'IS. The first time Cuba, and the second time Sweden, be-

cause the Cubans said if I went over there I would be killed or mur-
dered by the CIA, and they would not allow me to go. And I had re-
quested to go, and I had been invited there, hut I was nat allowed
to go. II

Mr. SOURWINE.These were just your plans for a trip to Sweden-if
you had got to go ~
Mr. VVILLIA'lS.Yes; that was what I had to submit, because I had

to have a reason for going to Sweden.dEut the reason wasn'f approved.
1I1r. SOURWIN.E.May thisrdocumenteexhibir 50, go in the.becord at

this point] 1:/' ( . -I •,
• il "

b
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(The document marked "Exhibit 50" follows:)

EXHIBIT No. 50

THE CRUSADER

MONTHLY NEWSLETTER

In Conju,nction With Trip to Sweden:
Establish Crusader Distribution Center.
Bank account to aid small papers-
Carry out extensive organization of RAM-
Toaid local groups and figbters-
Contribute to defense of RAM Cadres-
Enable some leaders to meet and confer with me.
To have immediate funds there to 'aid in my return borne next year. (This

will give some independence in my choice of defense method) and will not leave me
entirely at the mercy of possible government infiltrated organizations.
Emergency funds. I will be able to purchase international money orders or

cashier checks that do not require name of sender. It will be much better for
the people involved if this is done on a personal basis from Europe.
Mr. SOUR\VINE.I would like to ask you about some of the notes

you have here. One of your purposes, I take it, is referred to by your
note No.1, was to establish a Crusader distribution center!
Mr. 'VILLHMS. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE. You were going to distribute your paper in Sweden ~
Mr. WILLHMS. That is right.
Mr. SOURWI~"""E. Did yon ever get such a distribution center estab-

lished!
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.Well, I had quite a few places in Europe, in Britain,

where I had a distribution center, and a book store in Sweden also
distributed it. But I wanted a larger center that would be good for
the whole world, including Europe.
Mr. SOUWINE.And then your second point here was, bank account

to aid small papers. •
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.Well, the idea was that I wanted also to collect

money, to establish a bank account where people could send the money,
because in the States I had charged for subscriptions, and people had
given me money for the Crusader. But the idea was that Americans
couldn't send money to Cuba, it was against the law. So I wanted to
establish-a bank account so that when I made appeals for funds money
could be deposited there.
Mr. SOURWINE.And then you had the note, "Carry out extensive

organization of RAM." Would that be in Cuba!
Mr. WILLIAMS.No, that would be all over the world. Actually

RAM was an organization of other black people that had an Interest
in the Caribbean and other places.
Mr. SOURWINE.Was that in connection with the bank account too!
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.No, but that would have helped.
Mr. Som,wINE. And then your third liue uuder number 3, bank ac-

count, is to aid local groups and fighters ~
Mr. WIILHMS. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Local meaning there local from different points in

the United States, or all over the world!
Mr. WILLIAMS.Actually all over the world, wherever they were fight-

ing against injustice, that I would be able to have a center, an inter-
national center where I could collect money from all over the world,
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and I could help give groups whenever they had difficulties in their
locality.
Mr. SOURWINE.And then your note here in the next line was, "Dis-

tribute to defense of RAM cadres." Does that mean legal defense 1
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes, legal defense, because a lot of them have been

indicted and have picked up all kinds of charges, and I wanted to be
able to help them.
Mr. SOURWINE,And the next line under bank 'account is, "Enable

some leaders to meet and confer with me." Did you mean in Sweden,
or in Cuba, or wherever it was convenient?
Mr. VVILLIAMS,Actually in Sweden, Africa-I had planned to call

a conference of black leaders from all over the world to come and
confer.
Mr. SOURWINE.But that also would require contributions 1
Mr, WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE. Your point 3 was to have immediate funds there "to

aid in my return home next year."
Mr, ~WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.And these funds also were to be raised by contribu-

tions from people in the United States 1
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.From the United States, from France, Britain, Ger-

many, and different places where they had progressive people who
were in sympathy with us black people, they would have raised the
money so that I would have money when I returned to this country.
But you see, 'also this should be kept in mind, that this was not the

time I came home this time, I had a plan to come home from Cuba to
the United States in 1965 before I went to China, And I had planned
to come here. But the State Department did not give me the necessary
documents that I needed.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you make a request of the State Department 1
MI'. ,VILLIAMS,Yes; at the Swiss Embassy in Havana,
Mr. SOURWINE,What was it you needed, " passport 1
Mr. 'VII"LIAMS.I needed atravel document, because I didn't have one

good for the United States.
Mr. SOURWIN>O.You mean a,birth certificate 1
Mr. WILLIA>IS.A passport that would have only been good for"

trip to the United States, I didn't have a passport,
Mr. SOURWINl'~. Of course as an American citizen you don't need a

passport to reenter the Uni ted States, do you 1
Mr. WILLIAJlIS.Well, I was coming through Canada, and it would

have been necessary for me to C0111e on the Cuban boat. And then when
I got to Canada the customs wouldn't have let me into the.country
if I didn't have one,

Mr. SOURWINE. I see, Now, your point 4 here: "Emergency funds.
",Vill be able to purchase international money orders or casllicr's checks
that do not require name of sender."
Mr. W'ILLL~>IS,Yes.
Mr. SOURWIN>O."It will be much better for the people involved if

it is done on a personal basis from Europe."
Mr. ,VILLI",,[SYes. That is true, that I was sending-I wanted to

get money to send to people when they had any kind of emergency,
people who were my friends in different organizations, if they needed
money, if they were sick or anything, any emergency that might arise,

b
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say even if they were arrested, or they were undergoing economic
pressure.
Mr. SOURWINE.You mean you were afraid that if they got money

from Rob Williams it might hurt them some time?
Mr. WILLIA'IS. Yes, because they had created a bad image for me,

and I didn't like the idea even though I raised money to send it iI1
that name. ,
Mr. SOURWlNE.That fell through, didn't it, you never established

a Swedish bank account.
Mr. WILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you ever establish an account anywhere that

would serve any of these purposes?
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.No. The only account I established was when I was

coming home, and that was for n1Y passage and the money I brought
into this country.
Mr. SOURWINE.And you established that account in the United

States?
Mr. WILLBMS.No, Iestablished it in Africa.
Mr. SOURWINE.I beg your pardon.
That completes the explanation of these notes. These were set down

while you were in Cuba, you say, in early 19651
Mr. 'VILLB'IS. Yes, probably the last of 1964, when I was trying to

return to the United States.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you ever get into Korea?
Mr. WILLBMS. No.
Mr. SOURWINE.You left China in 1968 to go to Tanzania?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.And how long were you in Tanzania at that time?
Mr. WILLBMS.About 5 months.
Mr. SOURWINE.And then you returned to China?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.And then you went back to Tanzania in May of 1969?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.And you left Tanzania and you came to the United

States?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.By way of Great Britain?
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.Yes. But when I first went to Tanzania I went there

actually to try to get a passport, so that I would be able t<>----
Mr. SOURWINE.Again trymg to come back to the United 'States?
Mr. WILLBMS. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Do you know Julian Mayfield?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes; I have read his work.
M~. 'SOURWINE.Do you know him personally?
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.No, just vaguely.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did he help you to get an invitation to Xisit Africa?
Mr. WILLIA'IS. No.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you ask him to help you?
Mr. WILLBMS. A long time ago I think when.hs lived iu Ghana.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did he help you get out of Cuba? . I

Mr. WILLIA1.:l=S. No. I r <J

Mr. 'SOURWWE.You asked him-to but he didn't.? . ;,
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Mr. W!ILIAMS.No, after I lost track of him I didn't know where
he was, I just heard that he was in Africa, but I didn't know where.
Mr. SOURWINE.You didn't get in touch with him and ask him to

help you!
Mr. WILLIAMS.No. I had sent out a request for the group of Afro-

Americans that lived in Africa that he knew. And I was inquiring
about the possibility of my coming to Ghana, 'because I wanted to.
leave Cuba.
Mr. SOURWINE.You left Cuba July 15 or 16, 1966!
Mr. WILLIAJlfS.Yes, along about that time.
Mr. SOURWINE.And you flew from Cuba to Moscow. That is a 16-

hour flight.
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. 'SOURWINE. And how long were you in Moscow, do you re-

member!
Mr. WILLIAMS.Three or four days.
Mr. 'SOURWINE.Your diary entries for July 18,1966 refers to meet-

ing "many Americans in Moscow." Can you tell us what Americans
you met in Moscow ~
Mr. WILLIAMS.Well, they had an exchange, a cultural exchange, an

exchange of scientists, and of scholars, and they were living in the hotel
where we stopped over.
Mr. SOURWINE.What hotel was that!
Mr. WILLIAMS.Itwas, I think the Ukraine Hotel.
Mr. SoURWINE.Can you tell us the names of any of the Americana

you met in Moscow in July 1966!
MI'. WILLIAMS.No, because I had never seen them before, and they

were only interested in me as an American. And they were people
who were attending some scientific meeting or other.
MI'. SOURWINE.None of them were old acquaintances!
Mr. WIILIA>rs.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.You went from Moscow by air across Russia, I think

you told us.
While you were still in Cuba what was yOUI'connection, if any, with

the Government of Cuba!
Mr. WIILIAMS. I had political asylum, and the government was re-

sponsible for me, and supported me. But other than that I didn't have
any relationship, any formal relationship.
Mr. SOURWINE.You did not work for the Cuban Government!
Mr. WILLIAMS. No, never.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did they pay you anything!

. Mr. WILLIAMS.No. After I had been there a year they started giv-
mg me an allowance. And this was a family allowance.
Mr. SOURWINE.Was it enough to live on!
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Well, or just barely!
Mr. WILLIA>rs.Well, it afforded me the opportunity to live well.
Mr. SOURWINE.How did you receive that allowance!
Mr. 1VILLIA>rs.Well, I actually received it from the party, the Cu-

ban party.
Mr. SOURWINE.In cash!
Mr. WIILIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.In Cuban money!
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Mr. WILLB.l\IS. It was in Cuballlnoney.
Mr. SOURWINE.How often did they make the payments!
Mr. WILLIAMS.Every month.

, Mf. SOURWINE.Did you have to go to get it, or did somebody bring
It to you!
Mr. 'VILLLAMS.No, I had to go get it.
Mr. SOURWINE.You went to party headquarters to get it!
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.They had a pay section at party hmtdquarters where

they distributed money.
Mr. SOURWINE.There is no gold in use in Cuba, is there'
Mr. WILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you know a man named Vallejo'
Mr. "VILLIAMS.Yes. That was Castro's doctor.
Mr. SOURWINE.Was he your physician too for a while'
Mr. WILLIAMS. No. But he also served as a liaison between Fidel's

friends and Fidel. But he was their personal doctor. And also he
served as somewhat of a secretary. And if you wanted to see Fidel,
he was the one man that would always know where he was.
MI'. SOURWINE. Dr. Vallesc, incidentally, is dead now, 'isn't he~
Mr. WILLLAMS.That is what I heard.
Mr. SOURWINE.In Cuba what contact did you have with SINJUA,

the Chinese service'
Mr. WILLIAMS.I used to get their news bulletins that they issued

all the time, I used to get those news bulletins.
Mr. SOURWlliE.You didn't do any work forthem!
Mr. "V'ILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE. You didn't write anything for them ~
Mr. "VILLIAMS.No. Sometimes they would interview me, they did

some interviews.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you have regular contact with the Embassy of

the People's Republic of China while you were in Cuba'
Mr. WILLIAMS.'V ell, because I had friendly relations with them, and

I also attended all of their diplomatic affairs.
Mr. SOURWINE."Vho was your contact with the Communist Chinese

Embassy'Mr. 'VILLIAMS.'Vell,'actually there was no certain individual there.
Sometimes I was invited there by the Ambassador.
Mr. SOURWINE.Who was the Ambassador!
Mr. WILLL'MS. I don't really remember ills name, because I didn't

take any personal interest in him.
Mr. SOURWINE.'Who did you see when you went to the Reel Chinese

Embassy'
Mr. WILLIAMS.Well, I would see-if I went there for a ceremony or

anything, the first thing, they would take me to the Ambassador, and
he would 'always greet me and greet my wife, and usually it was just a
matter of oirculatlllg 'muong the guests from all 'over the world.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did the American Ambassador become a friend of

yours?
Mr. WILLLAMS.Yes. In fact, all of the Chinese were very friendly

toward me.
Mr. SOURWINE.But you don't remember what his name was i
Mr. WILLLAMS.No, because they have some names that sound alike.
Mr. SOURWINE.The Chinese Ambassador went down to see you off

when you went to China in 1964, didn't he'

____ 1
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Mr. W·UA,IHIS.Yes. But not just for me. There were also some Chi-
nese technicians that were leaving. So he was there.

1\1:1'. SOURWINE. Did you ever receive any money from anybody
through the Red Chinese Embassy in Havana ~
Mr. WU,JL\.MS. No, only 'as far as transportation. Thrut was done

through tickets, and also for what would be considered spending money
on the trip.
NIl'. SOURWl~E. And how much did they give you for spending

money ~if you remember?
1\'11'. "\VILLIA:MS. I think they gave me--I don't remember correctly,

but it was between $300and $400that they g,we my wife.und thev gave
me the same amount, for spending in flight. .,
Mr. SOURWINE. You have told us about having a contract with a man

named Pineiro in Cuba. What position did he hold ~
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.He was on 'a committee, Foreign Relations. And he

was one of the party officials.I don't know exactly what it was. And
he was al so a policeman. He was one of the police officials.

lVI1'.SOUnWI~F. What experience or association did you have with
him ]
Mr. 'VILLI""rs. None, only that a few times Fidel-when I first gol

there he. was one of the ones that was responsible for my welfare.
Mr. SOURWIXE.And did he handle your ease personally!
Mr. 'VII"LIHrs. He ,,%Ssupposed to, but he didn't.
Mr. Sormwrxn. He did not!
Mr. WILLU)rs. No.
Mr. SOURWINE. ",¥""hodid he pass it over to, if you know?
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.Some of the other people, some in an organization

called ECAP, and some of the minor officials. But he had beeu told to
handle my case directly, and to see to it that I did not have any prob-
lems in Cuba.
Mr. SOURWINE.'While you were inCuba did you know Celia Sanchez!
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.No-just in the line of her duties in t.he Govern-

ment, but I had met all the Cuban officials.
Mr. SOURWINE.What were her duties in the Cuban Government!
Mr. 'VILLLurs. Well, when I first went there she was secretary to

Fidel Castro.
Mr. SOURWINE.Was that her total connection with Fidel?
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.Well, at that time, she also kept up with everything

for him, and served him as a secretary. But I think she was also a
member of the ORI, which is a Cuban party.
Mr. SOURWINE.Your diary shows an entry on the 22d of March

1966, "Mabel calls Celia Sanchez." Do you remember what that was
all about!
Mr. WILLIA"IS.Well, I was having some problems, and I was trying

to see Fidel Castro. And so I called her to get an appointment with
Fidel Castro, plus the fact that I was having trouble getting paper
for my publication.
Mr. SOURWINE.And she was his secretary at the time!
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Your dairy for March 25 indicates you called the

Foreign Ministry, Osmany's office.What foreign ministry was that!
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Mr. WILLIAMS.The Cuban. Pineito, Osmany and Raul Roa were on
the Foreign Committee, the head 'of Foreign Affairs, so they all
worked together.
Mr. SOURWIN.E.That was the Foreign Ministry of Cuba'
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.What was your relationship with Osmany i
Mr. WILLIAMS.Well, actually none, only that he was on the Com-

mittee for Foreign Relations, and that he had some authority in foreign
affairs. The fact was that I was trying to leave Cuba, and I was trying
to get permission.
Mr. SOURWINE.Was Osmany his first name or his last name'
Mr. WILLIAMS.That was his first name.
Mr. SOURWINE.Were you referring by any chance to Osmany

Cienfuges t
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Raul Roa was the Cuban Ambassador to the

United Nations'
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes. And he was also on the Committee for Foreign

Relations; there are three of them.
Mr. SOURWINE.And he was, incidentally, the man who transmitted

funds for the Fair Play for Cuba Committee that we talked about
earlier ~
Mr. WILLIHIS. I didn't know it.
Mr. SOURWINE.You don't know that'
Mr. WILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.The same entry iu your dairy refers to calling Celia

Sanchez' office shows that you went riding with Raul. Did that refer
to Raul Castro'
Mr. WILLIAMS.No; that was a Cuban, Raul Sinclair, a Cuban of

Jamaican extraction.
Mr. SOURWINE.Was he an official of the Government'
Mr. WILLIAMS.No; he was just. a worker.
Mr. SOURWINE.Now, on March 26, 1966, your diary records a visit

from a Dr. Prieto. What was his first name! If you recall'
Mr. WILLIAMS.I don't know, because the problem was, I was having

stomach t.rouble, and he was responsible for taking care of that.
Mr. SOURWINE.On the day of April 5, 1966, your diary indicates

t.hat you had a visit from Alfred and Martha Stern. Who were they'
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.Well, they were some Americans who lived in Cuba.

I don't know too much about them, I didn't know them in the States.
Mr. SOURWINE.In Cuba'
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWIJ\'E.In April of 1966'
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.You do not know anything about them, you say,

except that they were Americans'
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.Yes; they were Americans. I never heard of them

in the States. But they were in Cuba at the time.
Mr. SOURWINE.They were in Cuba in April of 1966'
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.And did they visit you for any particular purpose'
Mr. WILLIA~IS.No; because most Americans who came to Cuba

visited me.
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Mr. SOID'WIN.E.Alfred and Martha Stern, do you recall whether
they were black or white?
Mr. VVILLIA>IS.White. '
Mr. SOURWlNE.You didn't know her as Martha Dodd Stern?
Mr. VVILLIA>IS.No; not until she came to the house. She said that

she was' a writer, and that was one reason she was interested in me,
she was doing some writing.
Mr. SOURWINE.She is a daughter of a former U.S. Ambassador;

is she not!
Mr. WruLIA>IS. I don't know. If she is, she didn't say so.
Mr. SOURWINE.You didn't know the story about Alfred and Martha

Dodd Stern?
Mr. WILLIA>IS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you know that they were Communists?
Mr. 'VILLIA>IS.No; I didn't know they were Communists.
Mr. SOURWINE.They never disclosed that to you?
Mr. WILLIA>IS.No; they' didn't talk about that. She wanted to

interview me.? and she said she was doing some writing, she was a
writer, and she wanted to talk to me about the race problems that
I had had.
M:r.SOURWINE.Did you see them again after that?
Mr. ·WILLIA>IS.Yes. I saw them usually at some of the state func-

tions, and the banquets, and sometimes I saw them on the street.
In fact, I visited them a time or two after that.
Mr. SOURWINE.Where were they living?
Mr. WILLIA>IS.They lived in Havana at the Libre Hotel.
M1'. SOURWINE.'V ere they also guests of the Cuban Government?
Mr. WILLIA>IS.I do not know that.
Mr. SOURWINE.You do not know where they went?
Mr. WILLIA>IS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.They were there when you left Cuba?
Mr. WILLIA,rs. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.While you were in Cuba as you have told us, you

received support from the headquarters of the Communist Party. 'Vas
it your understanding that that money came from the Cuban Commu-
nist Party or from the Cuban Government ?
Mr. WILLIA>IS.Well, my idea was, I did not think it came from

the Cuban party as such, because I had had difficulty with the party.
But this was a direct result of an order by Fidel Castro.
Mr. SOURwrNE.If he had ordered it the party would have paid out

the funds; wouldn't they?
Mr. VVILLIA>IS.Yes, but a lot of things he ordered they didn't do.
Mr. SOURWINE.But you did not consider that you were receiving

financial aid from the party?
Mr. VVILLIA>IS.Not as such. I always thought of it as coming from

the Cuban people, and directly from Fidel, because the Cuban people
also were very interested in supporting me, and they said the Govern-
ment did not support me enough. And then later I had to go to the
party to get it, arid I had some differences with the party. So that is why
I didn't feel justified in going to the party to get money when we
had a sharp disagreement.
Mr. SOURWINE.You say you did not think you were receiving aid

from the party, but your.diary entry for April 30, 1966, includes the
45-159--71--pt. 2----4
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statement, "Today is supposed to be payday, however, I have stopped
accepting financial aid from the party."
'Mr. ''\TILLIHIS. That is right. I mentioned the party because it came

throught the party.
Mr. SOURWINE.It came through the party, and vou knew you were

getting it from the party, but you didn't think of it as being received
from the party!

Mr. WILLIA:MS. No, because the party had never agreed to &,ive me
anything. The party had never agreed to help me. This was done-s-I
had been there a year without any help from the party. until .Fidel
Castro personally ordered the party to give me the money. But it
wasn't a party thing, it was his own personal funds.
Mr. Sonnwrxz. I see. 'When was it that you stopped accepting finan-

cial aid from the party t Was that the first time, April1966!
Mr. 'WILLIAMS.I don't know, because about 6 months before I left

Cuba--I have even forgotten it-I am not familia-r with it.
Mr. SOURWIN".How did you get along after you stopped accepting

financial aid from the party!
Mr. VVILLIAlHS. Actnally I had boon receiving money from people

who had sent money to Cuba, plus the fact that because they did
not have many consumer goods in Cuba, I had money that had
accumulated.

))1:1'. SOUInVINE. How was that money that you received while you
were in Cuba brought to you, how did you receive iU
Mr. \¥n"LIAMs. Well, I used to receive money through the mail.

Sometimes people would just put a dollar bill, $5, or $10, in t.h. mo'il
from the United Scates.
Mr. SOURWINE. And your mail wasn't opened?
MI'. VVILLlAJ\IS. Yes, sometimes it would be opened, and sometimes

things were sent to me that I never got.
Mr. SOURIVINIC.But the money would come through!
Mr. WILLL"IS. Occasionally. But the problem was, these were peo-

ple in the United States who didn't. understand that. So I wasn't ask-
ing them for the money, but they were just sending it.

Mr. SOURWINE. I understand. Did you ever receive any money in
checks?

Mr. vVILLLnrs. Yes; I think I did receive some.
Mr. SOURWINE.Could you cash or deposit U.S. checks in Cuba!
1\11'."rILLLUIS. No, sir.
Mr. SOTIRWINE.vVhat did you do with them when you got checks!
Mr. VYILLIAMS.In fact, I had them piled up down ill my study

when I left, and I forgot them. And I don't know what they did with
them. They were left in the house where I stayed,

Mr. SoumvINE. The Cuban Government does business with banks
in Canada, doesn't it!

Mr. VVILL!.\MS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.It could have seut those checks to Canada and cashed

them, couldn't they l
Mr. ''\TILLL"rs. But I wasn't in good relations with Cuba then.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you know Leonard Boudin i
Mr. VVILLLHrs.Yes:
Mr. SOTIRWINE.vTho is he!
Mr. WILLIAMS.He is a lawyer who also handled my sit-in case, he

took It to the Supreme Court.
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Mr. SOURWINE.He was your counsel!
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.And he is also an attorney and/or lobbyist for the

Cuban Government, is he not?
Mr. ,ViLLIAMS.Well, I don't know. But I know tha.t he did-he was

also close to the Fair Play for Cuba Committee.
Mr. SOURWINE. He is or was registered as a foreign agent for Cuba.

Did you know that!
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.I knew that he represented them or had some business

with Cuba, he had a relationship with the Cuban Government.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did he ever bring you money!
Mr. ·WILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOTI.RWINE.Your diary entry for May 6, 1966 indicates you had

breakfast with him. He wasn't your counsel at that time, was he 1
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.No. He was when I was in the United States and had

a sit-in case.
Mr. SOURWINE.I am not asking questions about what happened while

he was your counsel.
Mr. 'VILLIMIS. No, he wasn't my counsel. But I wanted to see him.

in fact I asked to see him, because of the fact that I think he was also
the counsel for Marzani, the man who was supposed to publish my
books. And Marzani hadn't paid me, so I was trying to collect the
money.
Mr. SOURWINE. Did he have a contact with Marzani l
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.A contract?
Mr. SOURWINE. A contact with Marzani.
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.I supose he was his lawyer.
Mr. SOURWINE. Boudin was Marzani's lawyer?
Mr. Wn,LIAMs. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.You were trying to get him as Marzani's lawyer to

get you money for YOlU' book, not as your lawyer?
Mr. Wn,LIAMs. Yes, because of the fact that he had also been my

lawyer too, and I wanted to see if he could peacefully get my money
without a lawsuit.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you get any money?
Mr. ·WILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.Your entry for May 31, 1966 has reference to the

boys get,ting off via Prague. That refers to your sons?
Mr. VVILI~IAJl.IS. In what year was that ~
Mr. Sormwrxe, May, the end of May, that is Memorial Day, May 31,

1966. It refers to the boys getting off via Prague. What boys did that
refer tol Maybe I should ask the question that way instead of trying
to put an assumption.
Mr. WILLIA'[S. I do not think it refers to my boys. It was probably

somebody I knew.
1\111'.SOURWIN1~. The entry says, "They had a stop-over in Paris and

London and to take my manuscript to Richard Gibson, Radio Free
Dixie." 'What manuscript was it and who took it to Richard Gibson
for you 1
Mr. 'VlLLIA,rs. These were some people from the Domiuican Re-

public. And I was only sending a .manuscript because I couldn't trust
it in the mail. This was a manuscript that I was trying to get to Europe
to be published.
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Mr. SOURWINE.Do you remember- who those people were' ,
Mr. WILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.Who any of them were'
Mr, WILLIA>IS.No,
Mr. SOURWINE.Was one of them named Villeya i
Mr. WILLIAMS.It is possible. ,
Mr. SOURWINE.You don't know. Do you know a Dominican named

Villeya'
Mr. WILLIAMS.No. The idea was, because of the mail situation and

communications, many times people who came to those countries where
I was, I used every opportunity--
Mr. SOURWINE.I understand. Now, Richard Gibson was in the

Dominican Republic, wasn't he'
Mr. WILLIAMS.No, he was in London.
Mr. SOURWINE.He was inLondon'
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.With Radio Free Dixie'
Mr. WILLIAMS.No, that was just a manuscript I called Radio Free

Dixie.
Mr. SOURWINE.So the manuscript was named Radio Free Dixie'
Mr. WILLIilIS. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.And that is what these Dominicans took to Richard

Gibson in London'
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Gibson was a former associate of yours on the Fair

Play for Cuba Committee, is that right'
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.'What was he going to do with your Radio Free

Dixie manuscript?
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.Actually a German publisher was interested in

publishing it.
Mr. SOURWINE.Was that Del' Spiegel'
Mr. WILLIAMS.No, they were interested in another one, but it was

a smaller publisher.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did they eventually publish it'
Mr. WILLIAMS.No, because I never did get all of the finished ma-

terial to them.
Mr. SOURWINE.'Vhat other connections have you had with Gihson,

if any'
Mr. WILLIAMS.Well, only that and the Crusader, through my news-

letter, he got a lot of subscriptions for me, just subscribers. And I also
saw him when I passed through London. In fact, he came to the prison
to see me, in fact he was the first one they let in.

Mr. SOURWINE. You were in prison?
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Tell us about how that happened.
Mr. WILLIAMS.Well, that happened because I was en route from

Tanzania to Britain. And the British Embassy said I did not need a
visa because I was in transit-----
Mr. SOURWINE.When they retained you they put you in prison'
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes, because they said the FBI had told them that

I was carrying firearms and ammunition,
Mr. SOURWINE.Were you'
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Mr. WILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did they make any criminal charges against you i
Mr. VVILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.But you were imprisoned just the same i
Mr. WILLIA,rs. Yes, I was imprisoned because they said I was in

Britain without a visa, and I was a prohibited immigrant. But I had
been told that I was in transit. And the fact 'Vas that-I asked them
why was I put in prison, and they said it was because T'VA had re-
fused to honor my ticket.
Now, the ticket was bought on TWA, and I had a reservation. So

when T'VA got me to London and refused to fly me to the States,
that made me a prohibited immigrant in Britain. So they put me in
jail for a week.
Mr. SOURWINE.Your diary entry for June 19, 1966, reported:

"Clamping down-on spending, trying to make money last. No income
since stopped money from party." That would appear to indicate on its
face that after, as you say, you stopped accepting money from the
party, you didn't get any from anywhere i
Mr. WILLIA,rs. No, only what was given to me, small amounts that

were sent to me.
Mr. SOURWINE.Your diary entry for June 20,1966 carries the entry

"Martha Dodd says that the Cubans are sure to let us out when the
time suits them." Does that refer to Martha Dodd Stern i
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes, I suppose so.
Mr. SOURWINE.You must have known her as Martha Dodd, then i
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Your diary entry of June 29, 1966, says: "About the

only thing operating on schedule these days is the grocery man and
we're afraid the party may cut him off at any time." Was the Cuban
Communist party paying for your groceries i
Mr. WILLL'''IS. No. I had to pay cash for the groceries. But it was a

diplomatic store, it was a special store where the diplomats traded.
Mr. SOURWINE.You meant that the party might refuse to let yon

make purchases, is that what this note referred to i
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Mr. Williams, we have a number of pictures of which

we would like to have identification from yon. We would like to have
you identify as many of the individuals for the record as possible. This
can be a very time-consuming procedure. But if you are willing, and
your counsel agrees, we -can submit these pictures to you with the rec-
ord, and when you correct the record you can return the pictures. I will
state that another way. We will give you th~ pictures now. And when
you return the record you can return the pictures. You can mark on
each picture the individuals you can identify. And we will let the
stipulation be, if it is agreeable, that those that you do not identify
:youare saying that you cannot identify.
Mr. CRAIG.It is so stipulated, counsel.
Mr. SOURWINE.IS that satisfactory i
Mr. CRAIG.Fine.
Mr. SOURWINE.,Ve have several batches of pictures. Here is 'a

group of five individual pictures which appear to have to do with
your press conference upon your arrival in Cuba, 'and with other
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official matters ending up with an official visit in China where you
stood alongside of Mao Tse-tung.
You can say whatever you want to about those. I am hoping that

these pictures will refresh your memory 'and you can give us a little
time about each case, and what you know of the individual, 'and what
happened on the occasions.
Mr. CRAIG.Counsel, would it be efficient for Mr. Will iams to take

the original photographs, noting on the back the time, the place, the
date, the event and the names?
Mr. SOURWIKE.Yes; it would be.
Mr. CRAIG.And after that, if there are additional questions-it

seems to me those are the salient issues, where, when, and who.
Mr. SOURWINE. That is right.
And we have two more batches here. They are counsel's exhibits

55 and 56. And in some cases there are partial identifications clipped
on where we have been able to 'make identification. You are not
charged wi th know ledge. of those.
Mr. CRAIG.Rlght.
Mr. SOURWINE.You do not have to copy them down. If you recog-

nize people yourself', mark them, and do not take our word for It.
Mr. CRAIG.'Ve may take those with us tonight, and by tomorrow

Mr. Williams will be able to respond.
(At this point in the staff conference a short recess was taken.) ,
Mr. 'VIL.LIA'IS. On these things in Detroit, when they came to the

customs, I had two typewriters, and they practically tore them up.
One was practically new, a new German typewriter. And I had to
put it in the shop.
Mr. SOURWINE.Who tore them up!
Mr. "TILLIAMS.The people from the customs in Washington .
.Mr. SOURWINE. You do not mean anybody representing this com-

.'l111ttee ?
Mr. 'VILLTAMS.Whoever subpenaed them from 'Washington, the

people who went. to the customs to go through the customs, the cus-
toms people said they didn't go through them, but somebody from
vVashington did. And just for spite, just out of hostility, they just
tore up I:Jhings.And I had everything filed so that I would know what
was what and how to get it. And they twisted up the files in the
different boxes. And I had 11 eases, and they just mixed up the cases,
and it will take me a year to go throuzh that stuff and get it back.
Mr. SOUmVIRE.Do you know who did this?
Mr. WILLIAMS.No.
Mr. Som,wINE. Did anyone in the customs service tell you who

did it!
Mr. 'VILLIAJ\fS. They just said some people came from Washing-

ton, that they didn't--'
Mr. SOURWINE.Did they identify the people in nny other way than

people?
Mr. VVILLIHTS.They said they came there with a subpena. a suh-

pena to check for things that they wanted,
Mr. SOURWINE.Who said this, Mr. Williams?
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Mr. "\VILLIAMS.The man who is the head of customs in Detroit at the

border, at the bridge.
Mr. SOURWINE.He said that the people who came from 'Vashington

with a subpena had torn up your typewriters?
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.He said they were the only ones that went in there,

that they didn't handle that stuff, but they had given a summons to
them, and it was taken out of their hands, and they were not responsi-
ble for the damages and for the files being mixed up, and they didn't
even know what was taken out. But the problem is, they had charged
me for receiving my goods, and then when I /!ot them I discovered that
they did not have everything in there, and then it was damaged. And
when I asked them, they said they didn't have anything to do with it,
and it was out of their hands.

Mr. 'SOURWINE. I want to know whether you mean to make [\,eharge
on the record against the personnel of this committee, because if you
do I want it made very clear on the record that that is your charge,
and your basis for it is whatever you cite as your basis.
Mr. VVILLIAMS.I would like for somebody to pay for the typewriters.

I have already had them fixed, but I can get a receipt from the com-
pany that fixed them. Itcost me $25 to get them repaired.

Mr. SOURWINl<J. And you are charging that the personnel of this
committee or someone for whom this committee is responsible did that
damage; is that right?
Mr. WILLIA'IS. Yes.
1\1:1'. SOURWINE. And you are making that charge on the basis of what

you were toldby the gentleman you identified as in charge of the ens-
toms at the brIdge?
Mr. VVILLgMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINB.What. bridge is that?
Mr. VVILLIAftIS.That is the Ambassador Bridge between the United

States and Canada.
NIl'. SOURWINE. Do you know thename of that man?
Mr. WILLIAMS.No. But I know he is supposed to he the chief of

customs.
1\1:1'. SOURWINE. Can you identify him by describing him?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No. But I can get his name in Detroit.
Mr. SOURWINE.Will you do that and supply it for the record, and

the name of the man who made this charge?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE. And on the strength of whose statement you are

making the charge.
J\fr. W rLLIHIS. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE. Let ns go off the record for a minute.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SOURWINE.Back on the record.
I want to run through a number of names of people we have reason

to believe you knew in Cuba. And I will try to do this as speedily as
possible.
Did you know one Jose Manuel Paula? .
1\1:1'. WILLIA1\IS. I have heard the name, but I am not sure who he 18.

I cannot place him.
Mr. Sormwrxe. Juan Rodriguez Sarninto?
Mr. "\VILLIA>fS.No.
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Mr. SOURWINE.Federico Otero Calero?
Mr. WILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SownvINE. All of these men are U.S. citizens who have been

identified as top Communist agents operating under orders from the
Cuban Government. Both Paula and Calero were active in the early
stages of the operation in the founding of an extremely active cell to
operate in the south Florida area.
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.I do not lrnow them from those names. ~he only thing

about it is, many people who travel around the world use different
names in different places.
Mr. SOURWINE.Do you know Boris Ross?
Mr. WILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.Do you know V, T. Lee?
~Ir. IVILLIA"S. 'res.
Mr. SOURWINE.Lee was in the Fair Play for Cuba Committee here

in this country, wasn't he?
Mr.IVILLIAMS.'res.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you have any association with him in Cuba?
M~. IVILLIAMS.No, only he visited Cuba, I think, for 2 or 3 days at

one tune.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you see him while he was there?
Mr. 'V ILLIA"S. 'res.
Mr. SOURWIKE.He didn't bring you any money, did he?
Mr. 'V ILLTAMS.'res.
Mr. SOURWINE.Jacob Rosen, R·o·s·e·n.
Mr. VVILLIAMS.I don't know him.
Mr. SOURwINr,.Did you know a John Ermil Freeman?
Mr. IVILLLHIS.No, I don't think so. I don't remember.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you know a Steve Montinot i
Mr. IVILLIAMS.I think I have met him twice, but I don't really know

him.
Mr. SOURWINE.He and Jacob Rosen have both been identified by

members of the Progressive Labor Movement. They both spent several
months in Cuba. Montinot's visit down there was in 1963. He was one
of the leaders of a group of students who traveled to Cuba.
Mr. IVILLIA'rs. Actually I met all of the students, but I didn't know

them personally, a lot of them were just names.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you know Steve Baum ?
Mr. VVILLIAMS.No, I don't remember.
Mr. SOURWINE.He went to'Cnba in 1964, and returned. He was a

student at Florida State University. And as soon as he got back he
organized a demonstration against the U.S. Government in South
Vietnam.
MI'. 'VILLIA"S. No, I don't remember them.
Mr. SOURWIKE.Do you know Dennis Flood?
Mr. WILLIAl\I,s, No.
M1'.SOUmVINE.Did you-know Erika, Enzer i ,.
Mr. VVILLIA"S.No. .
Mr ..~OURWINE.Did you ever make a speech before the PLM pe;ll in

MIamI. " I! ,.' ,

Mr. VVILLIAMS.No. . r-
Mr. SOl:;nWINE.Did you .,,¢nd .th6Jiljl.;Ereetings ,or some. kind. pf a

message j f ....
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Mr. WILLIAMS. No.
Mr. SOURWIN>O.So if they had a message--
Mr. VVILLIAUS.U they had a message from me it did not come

from me,
Mr. SOunWIN>O.That is what I was about to say. If they had a pur-

ported message from you it was not a bona fide message from you ~
lIfr. WILLIA'rs. No.
Mr. SOunWINE. It might have been something that you had written

or said that was transmitted by somebody else without your knowl-
edge~
Mr. VVILLIAUS.That is right.
Mr. SOunwIN>O.Did you know Melvin Young?
Mr. WILIJIAUS.No; I can't place him.
Mr. SOURWINE.Do you recall a Charles Gonzalez!
Mr. VVILLIAUS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE. An Armand Suarez 1
Mr. 'VILLIAUS. No.'
Mr. SOunWINE. Harold Wilson?
Mr. VV'LL'AUS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.Melvin Young?
Mr. WILLIAMS.No. There may have been some people who came

there. Most all the Americans visited me when they came there, but
I don't remember them because I didn't have any special interest in
them.
Mr. SOunWINE. Did you know John Balassa or his wife Frances

Balassa?
}'1:r.'VILLIAl\IS. No.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you know A. J. Mustej
Mr. VVILLIA,rs.No.
Mr. SOunWINE. Stanlev Pred and his wife Eleanor?
Mr. WILLIA:>IS.No. •
Mr. SOunwINE. Did you ever know William Epton?
Mr. WILLIAUS. No.
Mr. SOunWINE. Did you ever write for Challenge, the PLM publi-

cation in Harlem 1
Mr. VVILLIA,rs.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.In Peking did you live for a time at No.1 Tai Chi

Chang?
Mr. WILLIA:>rs.Yes.
Mr. SOunwINE. Where did you move from there?
Mr. W'LLIAUS. Ilived there-that was the last place Ilived.
Mr. SOunWINE. That was the last place. vVhat was the first place?
Mr. WILLIAMS.The first place was the Peking Hotel.
Mr. SOURWINE.Have you ever been employed by the Afro-Ameriean

Newspapers?
Mr. VVILLIAMS.No. But I have done articles for them.
Mr. SounWINE. That is without pay, just as a matter of-~
Mr. VV'LLIA,rs.Well, they offered to pay me, but I didn't accept it,

I just told them to give me a subscription.
'llfr. SOURWINE.I show you a letter which you received from Moses
Newson, the executive editor of Afro- ..American Newspapers, and
ask you if.yon want to make any comment on it before I offer it for
the record ?
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Mr. WILLIAMS.Some publications in the country after the U.S.

Government had announced that they wanted to improve relations
with China became interested in material directly from China, and
from a nonpolitical or non-Communist source. So this is why they
asked me to do just a. straight article as to what was going on in China.
And I did it.
Mr. SOUmVINE.Mr. Chairman, may this letter go in the record at

this point! It is counsel's exhihit No.3.
(The letter marked "Exhibit No.3" follows:)

EXHIBIT No. 3
AFRO-AMElUCAN NEWSPAPEHS.

Baltimore, Md., AprU 8, 1969.
Mr. ROBERT F. WILLIAMS,
PellA'nu,
PeopIc's RCfJ1l·blic of China.

DEARMR..WILUAMS: I found your story interesting and we ran most of it as
you will see by the enclosed copy.
As you requested, copies have been sent to William Powell in North Carolina.
As you know, newspaper editors seldom settle for anything, so I am wonder-

ing, if .you plan to be there long enough, if we could get 'another story angled
directly to the economic, scientific and industrial progress made by Ohina.
Many Americans simply are not aware of the industrial rat-s, etc., nor the

growth and indeed, the independence of China wbich permits it to buy and make
contributions and cooperative loans 'and so forth with other disadvantaged
countries.With tbe United States feeling more and more the political winds of changing
toward a more flexible policy regarding China, it occurs to me that the people of
this country oave a long, long way to go before they fully nnderstand the devel-
opment of China as a major industrial power.
Also, while I do not know what discussions you might have had with other

publications, please keep in mind that we here .at the AFRO would like to be
among the first to announce the. date of your returning to the United States.
Even if you don't have the opportunity to do another story for us, J should

appreciate hearing from you when possible.
The paper we have enclosed also has a story in it about your organization.

the Republtc of NewAfrica.
I suppose you already have read something about the case, but some of what

our reporter had may be new.
Hope to.hear from you before too long.

Very truly yours, l\IOSES J. NElWSON,
Execu,Uve Editor.

1\-11'. S(nmwn,'l~.You had a good success in f':etti.ngne,v<;;;.naner~in the
lTnitpd States to carry your '--Statementsand releases, didn't you?
Mr. ~VrLT,L"IS. Yes.
Mr. SOURwnn~.They were ca.rried pretty widelv.
YOUI'diary entries shortly after vour arrival in Peking in July 1966

contain sever-al references to visits from a Sidney. 1,Vhowas Sidnev ?
IVIr. 'Vn,J,.,L-\?(S. That was an American named Sidney Rittenberg.
1\-11'. S01..TRWI"XE. VVho was he, and what did he do?
1\-11'. 'Vn,T,IXl\IS. Actunllv lw was an Enal ish "polisher." J-Ievcn s mar-

ried to a Chinese, and he had been there since the Second World War.
He was a soldier that didn't eome home after the World War.
Mr. SOURWTNE. That is an interesting phrase, an English polisher.

You mean Iiterally he polished up the English of those who were loarn-
irur English.

1\{I'. '~VILLL.UIS. People who had written journalistic, literary mate-
rial, and some things needed polishing for English to be sent abroad.
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Because the Chinese. may not quite understand correctly certain bhinzs
certain diction and words, and those people could polish the transfa'
tion.

Mr. SOmtWINE. It reminds of "what a Soviet official "as once quoted
as having sn.id about Owen Lattimore: "I-lis great value to us is that
he can write this thing in colloquial English without losing the essen-
tial radical element."

Mr. 'Yn.LIA'IS. That is just about what it amounted to.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you know this man Sidney Rittenberg well!
Mr. 'YILUA"S. I didn't know him very well, but he was supposed to

have been the guardian for my boys when I first went there.
Mr. SOURWIJ\Y"E. 1-1('.was an English national ~
Mr. "VILLIA'IS. He was supposed to have been from South Carolina.
Mr. SOURWINE. South Carolina. Is he still in China. as far as you

know?
Mr. W ILLIA'IS. I do not know whether he is.
Mr. SoumV1NF.. ,Vas he, working for the Chinese Government?
Mr. 'VU.LIA"S. I don't know. They say he was working for the U.S.

Government.
Mr. SounwINE. He was working for the U.S. Government in Pe-

king?
J\11'.Wrr,I,IAJ\.lS. Yes. That is what he-was charged with.
Mr. SOInlWINE. What branch of the U.S. Government!
Me 'YILLLUIS. The CIA.
Mr. SOURwnm. Your diary entry of July 31, 1966 refers to canceling

a dinner engagement with the American colony. "Tho did you mean
bv that term! .

··Mr. 'VILLIA'IS. Americans who lived in Peking.
Mr. SOURWINE.·Who were they!
Mr. WILLIAMS. 'VeIl, there were about 50-some, there- were a

large number. Some had been there for years before the revolution.
Mr. SOURWINE. Let us go off the record a moment.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SOURWINE. Back on the record.
Is it agreea.ble with you, sir, if we leave this question hanging

with the stipulation that when you correct the record you try to
name as many of the members of the American colony as you can
remember f
Mr. VVILLIAl\IS. Yes.
Mr. SomnvINE. And identify them as best you can, from what

you remember. Is that agreeable!
Mr. WILLIAl\IS. If I possibly could. It would be better if I didn't

call names, because some of these people are suspect over there and
some are having some problems, and they are all mixed up. And it
is a different story altogether, which I do not think may be Jll

the best interests of them and anybody really concerned.
Mr. CRAIG.May we explore that and find out what Mr. Wil liams

means?
Mr. SOURWINlC.What, is the problem with the people over there!
Mr. WILJ.JAMS. Well, the first thing, I would be testifying against

them, and the fact that they are there. Others are in trouble.
Mr. SOURWINE.You would be testifying against them because they

are 1iving in Peking?
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Mr. WILLIAMS.That, and some are in trouble there. And it is
better that their names not come out in Government publioations of
the U.S. Government. Some are in serious trouble. I know this, but
you do not know it, and the Government does not know it.
MI'. SOURWINE. Let us go off the record for a moment again.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SOUR>VINE.Back on the record.
This is something on which I feel I must press you somewhat,

since one of the things we hope to learn from you is the benefit of
as many as we can learn about of the expatriot Americans in the
American colony in Peking. I do not want to press you to the point
of incriminating yourself in any manner. But I do not understand
that you were engag~d in any conspiracy with these people. You
weren't, were you ~
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.No. But the problem is that it would incriminate

me, because-my life is an open book, but I don't want to be branded
as an informer. And also there may be some repercussions against
me because of the fact of what I have said about somebody else.
Mr. SOUR>VINE.'Sir, your counsel will advise you on the law. And I

am not attempting to give you legal advice. But I want to sta-te from
the committee's standpoint and for the record that the committee ordi-
narily would not recognize a claim of fifth amendment privilege if
you were attempting to make one ba-sed on your desire to protect some-
body else. The fifth amendment is to protect you, and to protect you
from being required, by your own words, to forge at least a link in a
chain to connect you with a criminal prosecution. And unless you hon-
estly fear tha-t a truthful answer to the question is going to forge at
least a link in a chai.n to connect you as an individual with a criminal
prosecution, it would be this counsel's opinion that you do not have
the right to cla-imthe fifth amendment privilege.

You ha-ve not yet sa-id that you were claiming it. And I do not mean
to put words in your mouth. But, of course, as your counsel will tell
us, you don't have to claim it in any particular words, you can assert
it a-syour intention. I wish you would ma-ke it clear if it is your inten-
tion to claim it, and the area with respect to which you are claimi.ng it.
Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SOUR>VINE.Back on the record.
Mr. CRAIG.Would you read the question back, Mr. Reporter.
(The reporter read the question as requested.)
Mr. CRAIG.If the committee please, perhaps it would expedite the

matter if the counsel for the committee, if counsel please, would present
the direct question to Mr. Williams so that we may have the direct
answer.
Mr. SOUR\VINE.Mr. 'Williams, will you please tell the committee,

the names of all the iudividuals vou can recall as members of the Amer-
ican colony in Peking! .

(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. WILI,IAMS.Sir, on this question I would like to plead the fifth

amendment, on the advice of counsel, I would rather not answer, be-
er.use this would tend to incriminate me.
Mr .. SOURWI:'E.Your diary entry of August 10 refers to riding 6

hours In a train to get to a summer resort. Where was that summer
resort ~
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Mr. ·WILLIAMS.A place called Beithao. It was, I think, near the
China Sea, the coastal place.
Mr. SOURWINE.The entry the following day, ehat is, August 11, re-

ferring to chatting with Alma Power and other Americans. Who was
Anna Power!
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.That was an American writer. She was with Anna

Louise Strong.
Mr. SOURWINE.She was with Anna Louise Strong!
Mr. WILLIAMS.Maybe it was somebody who was visiting her. But

I think that refers to Anna Louise Strong herself.
Mr. SOURWINE.You think Anna Power as you wrote the name re-

ferred to Anna Louise Strong!
Mr. WILLI.HIS. You see, many of those names in my diary were kind

of code names.
Mr. SOURWINE.I understand. They were written for your own re-

membrance, and that is why we have to ask you.
Mr. WILLIAMS.Because of the fact also that I was going to bring

my diary home, and I did not want it to be understood.
Mr. SOURWINE.'Vho were the other Americans at that summer

resort!
Mr. WILLIAMS.Well, I do not remember many Americans, but they

had a lot of diplomats there. It was a resort where diplomats spent
the summer, people from all over the world.
Mr. SOURWINE.Are you saying that you do not remember the names

of any of the other Americans you met there!
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.No, Anna Louise Strong was the only one that I

remembered. There were a few from New Zealand and Australia and
other countries.
Mr. SOURWINE.Do you remember the names of any of those people!
Mr. WILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.Was Anna Louise Strong living at this summer

resort, or just visting!
Mr. WILLIAMSNo, she was just visiting there.
Mr. SOURWINE.What was your contact with her!
Mr. Wrr.LIAMs. Well, actually we lived in the same building, the

same house. And that was why I had contact with her.
Mr. SOURWINE.Had you known her before!
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.You didn't know her in Peking!
Mr. WILLIAMS.Oh, yes, because we lived in the same house in Pe-

king, the same building.
Mr. SOURWINE.That is what you mean, rather than in the same

building, it is a summer resort!
Mr. WILLIA>fS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Your diary entry for September 15, 1966 refers to

rewriting the national anthem. What national anthem did you rewrite!
Mr. WILLIAMS.It was a poem, a parody about the national anthem,

the U.S. national anthem.
Mr. SOURWINE.Is that something you have published!
Mr. WILLIA>fS.Only in the Crusader, it was published in our news-

letter.
Mr. SOURWINE.Your diary entry for September 18 carries the name

Bertha Hinton. Ivho was Bertha Hinton!
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Mr. WILLIAMS. Bertha Hinton was a woman that worked in the

foreign languages press. But I did not know too much about them,
because I did uot have that much contact. But a group of Americaus
would occasionally come by the house to see me, or I see them.
Mr. SOURWINE.Was that how you put it in your diary, that she

was one of a group of Americans who came by to see you?
Mr. WILLIAlIIS.Perhaps. I would have to see the coutext of it.
Mr. SOURWIND.You do not recall anything else about Bertha Hin-

ton 1 'Vas she one of the Hintons of Vermont 1
Mr. ,V ILLIA>IS.I don't know where she came from.
Mr. SOURWIND.Did you know J ohn Hinton 1
Mr. WILLlA~[S.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you know Joan Hiuton 1
Mr. ,VILLL"-'"lfS.Yes, I have heard of her.
Mr. SOURWINE.You did not know her 1
Mr. WILLlA>IS.No, but I have heard of her, and I have seen her.
Mr. SOURWIND.Did you know whether Bertha Hinton was a rela-

tion of Joan Hinton 1
Mr. WILLlAMS.I don't know.
Mr. Som,wINE. Your diary entry October 4, 1966, contains an item

"Canadian (Gratlinn) comes for lunch." Who was the Canadian
Gratlinn 1Mr. WILLIAMS.It was a Canadian who was visiting Peking. And
he was touring Peking.
Mr. SOURWINE.Do you know his full name, sir 1
Mr. WILLlA>IS.No, he was just introduced to me as Grathnn. I sup-

pose at the time they g,we his real name, because the Canadians could
come freely to China, there was no problem.
Mr. SOURWINE.What was the purpose of his visit, do you remember 'I
Mr. 'VILLIA>IS.Many people tJhat came to China wanted to see me,

because they had heard about me, and tbey wanted to hear what I had
to say.
Mr. SOURWINE.,Vas that the case with Mr. Gratlinn 1
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE. And he didn't come with a message or as an emissary

from nnvwherej
MI'. WILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.Your diary entry of October 10 contains an item,

"Trying to determine if Mabel really saw our old friend Norman
Endicott from Canada." What did that mean 1
Mr. WILLIAMS. This was a man named Norman Endicott who was

working in the World Peace Council. He was a preacher from Canada.
And she thought she had seen him in a hotel, in the dining room, but
she wasn't sure.
Mr. SOURWINE.And you never found out if it was him 1
Mr. WILLlAMS.No; we didn't find out.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did somebody find out 1
Mr. WILLlA>IS.Well, some people said he had been there, but we

didn't know, we hadn't seen him.
Mr. SOURWINE. You never saw him again?
Mr. WU"LIAMS.No.
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Mr. SOURWINE.Under date of October 17 your diary contains the

item "Head of Australian Marxist-Leninist Party and wife come by
for a language talk." 'Who was that?
Mr. 'iVn.LIAJ\fs. That was a man named-I cannot think of his name,

he is very well known, there is nothing secret or anything.
Mr. SOURWINE.Is he the head of the Communist Party of Australia?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.That is what you meant by the Marxist-Leninist

Party i
M1'. VI'ILLLUIS.Well, they are split up, the different parties. Some

call themsel ves Marxist- Leninists. Those are usually the ones that are
more revolutionary, and they are more sympathetic toward China.
And the others are more sympathetic toward the Soviet Union.

Mr. SOURWINE. You cannot recall this man's name ~
Mr. VVILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.vI'as that your first meeting with him in October

1966?
Mr. 'VILLIAMS.Yes. I had seen him on the platform on national

day, when they have visitors from other countries.
Mr. SOURWINE. There is an Australian llewspapermfl-ll who has made

quite a, name for himself in Far Eastern nations, including Commu-
nist China, Did you know him?
M1'. VVILLLUfS.Wilfred Burchett. I only met him once.
Mr. SOURWINE. ""Vhatwas the occasion of meeting with Burchett ~
Mr. ,VILLIA>fS.He was passing through Peking, because he was

living, I think, in Cambodia, And when he came through, he had found
out I was there, and he wanted to talk to me, just to talk about condi-
tions in Vietnam, and in Cnmbodia ..
Mr. SOURWINE. Did you know him as having been an agent for

Mao, for Ho Chi Minh, and for the KGB?
Mr. WILLIA,rs. No.
Mr. SOURWINE.Or for any of the three?
Mr. VVILLI"MS.No, I have never known him as that.
Mr. SOURWI,NE.You did not know he was a member of the Com-

munist Partv i
Mr. vI'ILLIA>!S.No. But I felt that he was a leftist, because he wrote

for .leftist publications.
Mr. SOURWINE.Your diarv of October 20, 1966 contains the item

"Dave Dellinger comes by." Who was Dave Dellinger?
1\1:1'.",VILLIA1\fS. He was a man who was going to Hanoi, he was in

tho peace movement, a,pacifist.
Mr. SOURWINE.Hadyou known him before?
Mr. 'VILLIA>!s, Once in New York I debated him. And I think that

was probably in 1959.
Mr. Sonuwrxn. ,Vhat was the occasion of his visit in October 1966?
1)1:r.",VILLIA1IfS. Dave Dellinger's visit?
Mr. SoumVINE. Yes, what did he come to see you for?
Mr. 'VIlLIA>fS. Only that he was passing through, and he just

wanted to see me, because I was an American.
1\11'.SOURWINE. No particular purpose?
Mr. 'VIlLIA"S. No.
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Mr. SOURWINE.In your diary on December 24 you wrote "Mr. and
Mrs. Adler came by for lunch and listened to tapes." W'1l0 were Mr.
and Mrs. Adler!
Mr. WILLIAUS.They were from Britain, they were British people.
Mr. SOURWINE.You are sure!
Mr. WILLIAUS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.And you are sure it did not refer to Solomon Adler!
Mr. WILLIAUS.I don't know. It could have been.
Mr. SOURWINE.Do you know Solomon Adler!
Mr. WILLIAUS.No; I have heard of him. But I understand that he

is a British citizen, not American.
Mr. SOURWINE.When did he become a British citizen!
Mr. WILLIAUS.I don't know, but that is what he told me.
Mr. SOURWINE.Didn't he used to be a representative of the U.S.

Treasury!
Mr. WILLIAUS.I don't know.
Mr. SOURWINE.You don't know!
Mr. WILLIAUS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.What was your own connection with Mr. and Mrs.

Adler!
Mr. WILLIAUS. Nothing, except that he came by and listened to

American music. I had quite a collection of American music.
Mr. SOURWINE.That is what you meant by tapes, music tapes!
Mr. WILLIAUS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Is this the only occasion on which they came, or did

they make several visits to you!
Mr. WILLIAUS.I saw them at Christmas time also.
Mr. SOURWINE.If you do not recall Mr. Adler's first name <,10 you

recall Mrs. Adler's first name!
Mr. WILLIAUs. I don't know, because I understand that his wife had

died just before I had gotten there, and he had married again, And
she was a British woman, and she even had a British accent.

Mr. SOURWINE.Do you think his name was Solomon Adler!
Mr. WILLIAUS.It could be. But the only thing I lmew was Adler,

because in China usually they use the last name, and they will say
Comrade Adler.

Mr. SOURWINE. He was introduced to you as comrade. Then yon
knew him as a Communist! .
Mr. WILLIAUS.Well, they call everybody comrade, they even called

me comrade.
Mr. SOURWINE.Do you know him as a Communist!
Mr. WILLIAUS.No; I didn't know him as a Communist, He worked

in the Foreign Language Press, or some place, I think.
Mr. SOURWINE.Your diary of April 27, 1967, refers to a visit from

Felix Green, who had just returned Irom Vietnam. Who is Felix
Green!
Mr. 'VILLIAUS.Well, I think he is British. I know he was coming

through there. He had been to Vietnam, he had done a film on Vietnam.
And he is a writer. He had done a series of books.
Mr. SOURWINE.He is a Chinese Communist propagandist, isn't he!
Mr. 'VILLIA,rs. I do not know.
Mr. SOURWINE.I don't want to put words in your mouth. You did

not know that he had introduced Red Chinese propaganda films into
the United States!
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Mr. WILLIAMS.I knew he was making a film, or had made one in
Vietnam. But I didn't know he had made a Chinese film. But he told
me when he was coming through there that he had made a film in
Vietnam.
Mr. SOURWINE.This same entry in your diary refers to writing for

Felix Green's tape to the United States. vVhat tape were you referring
to!
Mr. 'VIJ"LIAMS.He was telling me about different tapes, of trying to

get tapes, that they did have tapes in the United States on the move-
ment, and different speeches.
Mr. SOURWINE.What movement!
Mr. WILLIAMS.The black movement, the black people.
Mr. SOURWINE.He had a tape on that!
Mr. WILLIAMS.He was telling me about people in the United States

that did have films of speeches, because I was telling him how I would
like to keep up with what was going on in the United States.
Mr. SOUHWINE. Did you give him any information or material de-

picting the situation in the United States!
Mr. 'V,LL,A>[S.I remember that I discussed the race issue with him,

and how bad it was, and that I expected it to get worse.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did you know Felix Green was a Communist!
Mr. VVILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.Your diary entry of May 6, 1967, indicates you went

to the Hotel Peking to see a person named Sali, of Tanzania. Who
was Sali?
Mr. 'V ILLIA'fS. That W3;Sthe junior Minister of Finance.
Mr. SOURWINE.Of Tanzania!
Mr. VVILLIA'fS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.And he visited you in Peking!
Mr. 'V'LL'A'fS. 'Well, I know him. He didn't come just to visit me.

He was visiting China on government business from Tanzania.
Mr. SOUmVINE.But his visit to you was personal!
Mr. VVILLIA'fS.Yes.
]\.11'.SOURWINE. Your diary of May 31, 1967, contains an item "Go to

film studio to watch revision of R'V in China." 'What studio was that!
Mr. VVILLIAMS.Well, it was a Chinese Government film studio, docu-

mentary, they had made a film of my travels.
Mr. SOURWINE.RW refers to you!
Mr. VVILLIA'fS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Who was working on the film!
Mr. WIILIAl\IS. Well, Chinese technicians were working on it.
Mr. SOURWINE.Your diary entry of June 8, 1967, contains the item

"Sol Adler comes by." Now, that settles the question whether it was
Solomon Adler, doesn't it!
Mr. W,LLIAMS.Probably so, yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.At least you know him as Sol Adler, and you didn't

know he had ever been connected with the U.S. Treasury!
Mr. W,LLIAMS.No; because I didn't really know him.
Mr. SOURWINE.And you didn't know him as a Communist!
Mr. WILLIA'fS. No.
Mr. SOURWINE.Your diary entry of June 9 contains the item, "Short

notice to appear for meeting with Mao. Discover it's just a matter of

45-159--71--pt. 2----5
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photographing A. A. Writers' Seminar. Tricks and manipulations B.
S." I do not want to ask you to translate anything that might corrupt
this record, but generally speaking, and in the King's English, what
did that mean!
Ml'.· WILLIAMS. Well, they had the journalists, Association of

Journalists.
Mr. SOURWINE.What is the A. A. Writers' Seminar!
Mr. WILLIHfS. Well, it was Afro-Asian. They had a lot of people

who were writers and journalists. And they had these seminars all the
time to discuss world conditions, and I called it b S---.
Mr. SOURWINE.A liberal translation of that might be something like

baloney! ' .
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Now, you have a diary entry of June 17, 1967, witb

a reference to going to Talitha's house. Who was Talitha!
Mr. WILLB ..MS. That was a woman from Shanghai, I think, China,

who was visiting there. And they worked, I think, with the Chiuese
welfare department.
Mr. SOURWINE.vVas that Talitha Gerlach!
Mr. WILLIA~fS.Itcould have been, I think so.
Mr. SOURWINE. And where is she working, or was working at that

time!
1 Mr. WILLIAMS.With the welfare; Chinese 'Welfare, some type of
tbings that had been the YVVCA, had been a Christian organiz<1tion.
Mr. SOURWINE. 'Vas it a Government agency or organization?
Mr. VVILLIAMS. I think the Government was taking it over, or some-

thing, but it had belonged to the church,
Mr. SOURWINE.What was your connection with her! You went to

her house, just" party t .
Mr. ''VILLIAMS.No. You see, people abroad are always glad to see

Americans, especially people who speak the same language, even
though they m<1Ynot-pohtic<1lly they may not be the same, but if
somebody h<1Sbeen out of the country for m<1nyye<1rs,they are always
glad to see somebody who has been there since they left.
Mr. SOURWINE.If they speak the same language politically that

helps too, doesn't it!
Mr. VVILLIAMS.That helps, but most of the time they are not even

interested in that,
Mr. SOURWTNE.Whom did you meet at Talitha Gerlach's house!
Mr. WILLIAMS.I don't remember. Imet a grouD of Chinese that she

worked with.
Mr. SOURWINE.Your diary entry of June 17, 1967, refers to your

anger at efforts "on the 'part of Hank and the gang" to "get Afros
in PLP for political training here." What was that all about!
Mr. WILLIAMS.That had to do with the Progressive Labor Party. I

was having some problem with the Progressive Labor Party.
Mr. SOURWINE.Who were Hank and the gang!
Mr. WILLIAMS.Usually that was the code name of people who were

in China.
Mr. SOURWINE.I am sure that is right, that is why I was asking

you who they were.
Mr. WILLIAMS.I cannot tell you, because sometimes I don't know.

These people were there, and some of the Chinese officials I used certain
code names like that for.
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Mr. SOURWINE.You know ,,,hat you are telling me really in' sub-
stance is, I put that in a code name'to conceal it, and I can't tell you
who it was, because I can't crack the code.
Mr. WILLIAMS.I know, but I have to read the whole context, because

sometimes one code will lead to another, and then with them com-
bined I will know who it is. l •

Mr. SOURWINE.You can't tell who it was that was trying to get
Afros into the PLP for political training in China? -
Mr. WILLIAMS.I know it was the 'Progressive Labor Party as a

whole.
Mr. SOURWINE.That language did not refer .to Mr. Henry, did it?
Mr. WILLIAM;B.Henry? No. Mr. Henry is not in the Progressive

Labor Party. J "

Mr. SOURWINE.I didn't think he was. But Hank is an alliterative
reference to Henry sometimes. . . t

Mr. WILLIAMS.These were people who were politically opposed to'
me. . .J.,~

Mr. SOURWINE.Of course, Hank could also be O'Hara or something
else'. . . •
• Your diary entry o~ July 1 contains an item, "Clash with U.S.-
Marxist gang is imminent. Our party line P.S. on Afro-American
struggle being purely class." A. •

Can you explain this? , '
Mr. WILLIAJlIS.Yes. That is primarily already explained, it is just'

the clash of belief, the fact 'that I was having trouble, it was coming
to a showdown with Marxist-Leninists, because everyone felt that":r
should reflect this political line, and I wasn't going to do it. -
Mr. SOURWINE.I don't think, if you will excuse me, sir, that this

is clearly self-explanatory, because this says "our party line P.S.
on Afro-American strug~le being purely class." I don't 'know what
you meant by onr party Ime, but if it meant you, and your group, it
is not your line that the Afro-American struggle is purely class, it
is quite the contrary from your line, isn't it?
Mr. WILLIAMS.No. But I would say that if I wanted to give a code

that I thought might be that, I would say that. Because that was purely
to throw anybody off who may see it.
Mr. SOURWINE.Did this in fact refer to the pulling and hauling be-

tween the PLP people who are Communists, although labor oriented,
and who feel that the race struggle, ,the Afro-American struggle should
be a class struggle, and your own view, which is that it is a power
struggle, until you get ypur rights you have not got any time for class?
That is an over-simplification of your position, but can you accept it?
Mr. WILLIAMS.No, I took the position that was largely a race strug-

gle, which meant that the dominant class would be the whites who had
the power, and that there would be no such thing as unity between the
black workers and the white workers to overthrow the captive system,
because it had to do with race.
Mr. SOURWINE.It was a race struggle and not a class struggle?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.So that you differed from the Communist PLP?
Mr. WILLIA~IS.Yes. •
Mr. SOURWINE.Now, you have a diary entry of July 3, 1967, the

item, "Visit Shirley Graham at Peking Hotel." Who is or was Shirley
Graham?
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Mr. WILLIA~rs.Well, Shirley Graham is, I suppose, an Egyptian.
She says she is Egyptian. She had citizenship ill Ghana.
Mr. SOURWINE.It goes on to say that she is already suspicious of the

Yanks. 'Who were the Yanks she was suspicious of, all Americans, or
some particular group ~ . .
Mr. WILLIAMS.Well, there were some AmerIcans wh.o were associ-

ated or affiliated with Progressive Labor and different people.
. Mr. SOURWINE.You cannot identify them any better than tha-t !

Mr. WJLLlA,rs. No, because we always refer to them as a gang, rather
than singling them out, because they weren't that well known.
Mr. SOURWINE.Your term "Yanks," then is another code name!
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes, because we spoke of the Communists, we al ways

spoke of, at least I did, the wlute Communists as Yanks, because they
were Yaukees, that was the code.
Mr. SOURWINE.Your diary entries of July 12 and 13, 1967, both

refer to a guy from Dahomey, and contain the entries "Very suspicions
of him," and "He is from U.S.S.R." Does this refresh your memory!
Can you explain what this is about!
Mr. WILLIAMS.He was from Dahomey, an African who came there

and asked for an appointment with me. He had been an attorney in the
Soviet Union. And I couldn't quite wlderstand what his interest was.
Mr. SOURWINE.On July 14 your diary entry reported you were flab-

bergasted by the news that "F. Coe witnessed H-Bomb, and Mort
Scheer of PL is here." Does that F. 000 refer to Virginius Frank Coe l
Mr. WILLIA,rs. These were rumors, all of these rumors circuhting

around Peking thrut were never verified.
Mr. Sotmwrxn. The question is whether the F. Coe you have men-

tioned is Virginius Frank Coo, sometimes known as Frank V. Ooo!
Mr. WILLIA,rs. I know he was from Virginia--
Mr. SOURWIKE.I didn't say he was from Virginia. This is a man

whose name is Virginius Frank Coe. He is also known sometimes as
Frank V. Coe, He once held a very important position in the U.S.
Treasury Department, and he was a high official of the World Bank,
and he may have worked for the Monetary Fund at one time. Is this the
man you referred to as F. Coe!
Mr. WILLIAMS.I suppose it is, because he was in China, and as an

American.
Mr. SOURWINE.What H-bomh did he witness, or was he reported

to have witnessed!
Mr. 'VILLLurs. That was just a rumor that turned out to be false in

the end.
Mr. SOURWINE.There was no Red Chinese H-bomb in July of 1967!
Mr. 'VILI,IA~rs.Yes; but he did not witness it.
Mr. SOURIVINE.I see. Do you remember from wh.om you heard that

he had witnessed it !
Mr. ·WILLIAMS.No; some foreigners who were there, and some

Africans and Asians, had said that they thought he had been a witness
to this.
Mr. SOURWINE.You did not see Coe yourself!
~fr.'VILLIAMS.No.
Mr. SOURWINE.Now, was it true that MOlt Scheer of PL was in

China, or was that also a false alarm!
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Mr. WILLIAMS.I never did find out, because I didn't see him, I never
saw him there.
Mr. SOURWINE.That PL, when you say Mort Scheer of PL, that

meant Progressive Labor?
Mr. WILLIA>lS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.Your diary entry for .Tuly 15, 1967, contains a

memorandum: "It is terrifying to think of the white man and the
Zionist foothold here. China is wide open for white Yankees and closed
to the brothers." I gather from what you told us that since white
Yankees meant the Communists, the PLP people, you were saying
China is wide open for white Communists but it is closed to black
pcople who are not Communists.
Mr. WILLIA~IS.That referred to the upheaval of the cultural rev-

olution. At one time Americans were very influential in China.
Mr. SOURWINE.Was your term Zionist a code word, or did it mean

what it said?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Itwas a codeword. Itadded to white nationalism, the

fact that white nationalism transcended any religious lines, and it
was worldwide.
Mr. SOURWINE.Speaking of white nationalism and black national-

ism, what contact have yon had with Stokely Carmichael?
Mr. WILLI."IS. ,'Vell, I have only met him once. I jnst met him

briefly.
Mr. SOURWINE.Are you and he co-members of any organization as

far as you know?
Mr. W'ILLIA>IS.As far as I know, no. Becanse in the beginning I

think he was at one time in SNCC. But he left SNCC and he went into
some other organization. But I do not think-I don't know whether
he was in the Republic of New Africa or not, he may have been, but
I am not sure.
Mr. SOURWlNE.Yon did not see him while you were overseas any-

where, especially while you were in Africa?
Mr. W,LLLA>lS.No.
Mr. Sormwrme, Your diary entry for Jnly 21, 1967, refers to send-

ing a cable to the black power conference in Newark. Can you recall
anything about that?
Mr. WILLLHIS. That was just a greeting. But the cable didn't

arrive.
Mr. SOURWINE.The diary entry for July 26 has an item "African

from Mali comes by for talk." Can you recall anything about that?
Mr. ''VILLLHIS.Always many of the Africans used to just come by

when they came into Peking. They would look me up and come by
to talk to me about world problems and their problems in Africa and
what should be clone.
Mr. SOURWINE.There were an awful lot of people beating a path

to your door-I mean no offense-fora man who was an expatriate
and a long way from home.
Mr. WILLIA>lS.They still do.
Mr. SOURWlNE.The Americans were doing it, and the American

Africans were doing it, and the American expatriates did it.
Mr. WILLIA~IS.They still do.
Mr. SOURWINE.mat are you, a catalyst?
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, Mr. V'VI'LLIAllIS.No. But the problem is that a lot of people have
problems. And they like to talk to people who are neither one thing
nor another. .

Mr. s'OURWI'NE.You are a good listener, in other words 1
Mr. VV'LLJ:AMS.Yes. Also I was known not as a catalyst and not

as aCommunist, but I tried to g9 straight down, the middle in look-
ing at problems, and solving problems. And quite a number of people
approached me always, it was just" constant stream of visitors who
.just wanted to see me and talk to me. They didn't always agree with
-me, but they still wanted to talk.
, Mr. SOURWINE.Your diary entry of August 12, 1967, had an item
with respect to a seminar on Mao's poems, and you said "Sid is
there." v'Vhowas Sid!
M;r. VVrLI,I'AMS.v'Vell, that was the man I was telling you was sup-

posed to be the gU"rdian for my children. .
Mr. SODRWrN,E.That is the Sidney that we referred to! .
Mr. WI'LLI'AMS.Yes.

" Mr. SOURWrNE.And there was nothing of particular importance
about his being there, I suppose, but since hc was the guardian of the
ehilCl:re!\you noted that f"ctl, '

Mr. WrLLI'AMS.Well, also some people have started rumors that he
[was an agent of the CIA.

Mr. SOURWrNE.Now we come to the diary entry for August 16,
and it includes an item "P /C." Who is "P /C" 1
Mr. WrLLJ:AMS.I don't know. I would have to see that.

T Mr. SOURWrNE.That would be the Peace Committees, That is a
,P-slash-C.

Mr. VVrLLLHIS.Itmay be. It depends on the.context,
Mr. SOURWINE.Then "Stokely ISin town." Does that refer to Stokely

~armichael ?
_ 1\{r.W,LL,AMS.Yes, he was Jlassing through.

Mr. SOURWINE.It says, "Stokely comes .by with Tanzanians from
embassy." Did he come to see you 1 .
, Mr. V'VILLIAMS.He just briefly came by arid spoke to me at my house.
'. .Mr, SOURWINE."HD seems over-confident about whites." You did
see him, then, on that one occasion at least while -you were overseas,

jtight,1 )f . IT . -
Mr. WrLLIAMS.Yes. But he just came to my house in the presence
~itlie A>mba$ador ...r '. ' -
Mr: ':sPURWrNEJ'.W.as that the only occasion on which you met hint !
M". WjILLllJ>IS.);ilS. . . '

,,' MI'r.squRWIN,E.,Your diary entry onAugust 29, 1967, contains this
item: "Leave seminar early tod~y to' meet Stokely Carmichael." Do
you remember anything about that! . \.'
d Mn, WrLLJ:AMS.Yes: Bec~use" they had told-when he was corning
.in he said he wanted to see me. So I le£t the seminar so r,w,ould be
home when he came through. In fact, I went to the airport. '"
Mr. SOURWINE.What was that about.rthat 1j1eetiJJg,·doyou recall!

• "'1:", :WILL'DA¥S.No, It.was.only a friendly meefing,.because he was
passing through. 2' 'I ..... I .,

Mr. SOURWINE.Let me read the rest of the note ,,"Meetsrwoman
either from Ceylon, CIA plot revealed. The samerpeople I. suspect."
What was that all about! Does that refresh your memory!
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,Mr. WU,LIAMS.Well, that was awoman foreigner.
Mr. SOURWINE.A foreigner from what country !
Mr. WIDLIAMS.Well, she was Asian. I donotknowexactly.
Mr. SOURWINE.'What was the meeting ahout!
Mr. WILLIAMS.It wasn't really a meeting, it was just the fact that

she had wanted to talk to me, and there were a lot of rumors going
around about the CIA having control of certain groups and people in
China.

J\1:r. SOURWINE.What, was the CIA plot!
Mr. WILLIAMS.The CIA plot was to take over China.
Mr. SOURwrNE.And who were the suspected people! You said the

same people I suspected.
Mr. WILLIA~rs. Well, they were people who were active in the

cultural revolution.
Mr. SOURWINE.Now, after that occasion On which you left the semi-

nar early to meet Stokely Carmichael, was that the last time you saw
him? ,
Mr. WILLTAMS.I saw him at the airport when he was leaving, when

he came back through. _ . I

Mr. SOURwrNE.Now, ;your diary entry of August 30, 196'7, says:
."$tayed up all night-talking to Shirley and Stokely."
I Mr. ",VILLIAUS. Yes. ,
Mr. SOURWINE.That refers to Shirley who!
Mr. W·ILLIAMS.'I'hat refers:to the Ghanaian, the woman from Ghana.
Mr. SOURWINE.I see. And Stokely meant Carmichael!
Mr. "\VILLIAl\fS. Yes. r: r T

Mr. SoumvINE. And what was the all-night talk about, if you remern-
b&! •
.: Mr. \VILLLurs. 'V ell, about Afro-Americans, about black people, and
what was happening to our people in the States, and i1f Africa,
Mr. SOURWINE.Now your chary entry the next day" August 31,

reports that you went down to talk to-Anna, Louise Strong, and that
"she had the same feeling as I that Stokely i~ b"ing ..u§~dby Cast"f)
and the U.-$.S.R." , . . . '.
'Vhat did you mean by that! , _ JI "111:
Mr. WILLIAMS.Well, this was in reference to his attitude and his

travels.
Mr. SOURWINE.Go ahead.
Mr. WILLIAMS.I just felt that he may have been sympathetic-he

was sympathetic toward the Cubans, and had been to Cuba, after I had
quite a few problems there.
Mr. SOURWINE.Being used by Castro and the U.S.S.R. meant you

thought he was a Communist didn't you!
Mr. WILLIAMS.No, I didn't think he was a Communist; no, I never

thought he was a Communist.
Mr. SOURWINE.Being used by the Communists!
Mr. WILLIA~rs.No. But the fact that he was invited to Cuba, after

I found it necessary to leave, and it was--
Mr. SOURWINE.You had found racism in Cuba, as you told us, grow-

ing racism?
Mr. WILLIAMS.And people abroad, who are criticizing Cuba, and

asking questions why I had left, because I was a black person from the
United States. And Cuba needed somebody to fill this vacuum. And
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they invited Stokely Carmichael, which did not necessarily mean that
he was deliberately doing something.
Mr. SOURWINE.I understand. But you said being used by Castro and

the U.S.S.R.
Mr. WILLIA~IS.Well, the U.S.S.R. supports Cuba.
Mr. SOURWINE.You meant he was being used by the Communists 1

Castro was a Communist, wasn't he?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.And the U.S.S.R. is Communist 1
Mr. ''VILLIBIS. Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.If you didn't mean that, tell me what did you mean.
Mr. WILLIAMS.~What I meant was that they used him to fill the

vacuum, It didn't necessarily mean that he was engaged in any
deliberate activity.
Mr. SOURWINE.I am not charging him with any deliberate activity,

he could have been a dupe under your words.
Is that what you thought he was, a dupe!
Mr. WILLIMIS. I thought he was being duped by the Cubans.
Mr. SOm'WINE.And the U.S.S.R.!
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes.
Mr. SOURWINE.One more question. Your diary entry of September

24, 1967, refers to writing letters to Cuba. To whom in Cuba were you
writing, if you can remember?
Mr. WILLIA>IS.Those were people who lived there who had been

friends of mine.
Mr. SOURWIN>O.Let us go off the record for a moment.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SOURWINE.Back on the record.
We will conclude at this point for today, and come back at 9

o'clock in the morning in room 155 in the Old Building.
Thank you, gentlemen.
(1'Vhereupon, at 4 :50 p.m, the staff conference of the Senate Sub-

committee on Internal Security of the Committee on the Judiciary
recessed, to reconvene the following morning, at 9 a.m. Wednesday,
March 25.)



APPENDIX

EXHIBIT No. 38*·

BLAOK AMERICA ARM YOURSELVES FOR A WAR OF SELF DEFENSE AND SUBv'TVAL

In recent years, the African-a.merican people have been fortunate enough to
have been represented intemationa'lly by two of the most outstanding Revolu-
tlouary Nationalist leaders of these times, the late Brother Malcolm X and
Robert F. Williams. These men, acting on their own principles and integrity,
have provided a truthful perspective and correct analysis of our problems to the
Bandung (non-white) World. In both cases, each man was recognized by beads
of state-Williams in Asia and Latin America, Malcolm in Africa-as spokesmen
and leaders of people. In 1964, Brother Malcolm was invited to the Oairo con-
ference of the O. A. U. (Organization of African Unity) where he delivered an
inspiring appeal on behalf of our people. A year earlier (Aug. 8, 1D63) Robert F.
Williams was able to convince chairman Mao 'I'ae-Tung, leader of the Chinese
people, to speak out against racial injustice and oppression of our people by the
U.S. government; the first time in our history that this has occurred. The African,
Asian, and Latin American peoples had illustrated through their actions thae
they recognized our two brothers as Due-Prime Ministers of a provisional African-
American Government in exile !
Earlier this year, we were dealt a severe blow by White American colonalism.

Brother Malcolm was brutally assassinated before our very eyes. Though black
men were instruments, there can be no doubt about the source of this vile crime;
the racist C. I. A., F. B. I. and local police, acting under orders of the U.S. State
Department.
Now many brothers and sisters have been observed saying: "They've killed

Malcolm! All is lost; we have no one else to lead us." This is Incorrect. The Racist
Beast only killed One of our Prime Ministers; the other-Williams-is function-
ing as effectively and efficiently'Usever-c-ajl over the world. Unfortunately, due to
the nature of his circumstances (exile), there has been less publicity about his
actions by the white press, which most of our people read. Brother Malcolm was
highly publicized because sensatdonatized stories about him brought immediate
profit into the greedy hands of the racists. What we Must Realize is that exile in it-
self does not curb the usefullness of a revolutionary leader. In all revolutions
and national liberation struggles of the past, there have been periods when the
leaders were in exile. There was the Cuban struggle when Fidel Castro and bis
colleagues were in the U.S. and Mexico, the Russian Revolution when Lenin was
in Europe, the Kenya struggle when Jomo Kenyatta was banished frnui his peo-
ple for a number of years. Countless other examples could be cited ... In order to
combat this lack of information on Robert F. Williams, the editorial committee
has decided to pnblish this special pamphlet about his actions, past and present,
and history of leadership.
In his historic actions in Monroe, N.C. (where be successfully organized and

defended our people against the racist Ku Klux Klan), Williams set a trend
which is being currently acted out by the Southern Black struggle. Such as the
"Deacons for Defense" are the agents of histor-y, absolving Robert Williams,
by acting out his earlier concept of self-defense. Events are proving that Brother
Rob had a correct position when he stated that our people will arm to survive
racist terrorism: "Let us meet violence with violence" ... "The Afro-American
will fight back for survival."
Brother Rob's actions in Monroe, N.C., and the current self-defense methods

used by the Black South show the need for the formation of a Black Liberation
Army (BLA) in White America-geared for defense and justice for African:
Americans. It is our opinion that events will force our people to form such an
organization in order to survive .
• See p. 81 for discussion ot this document.
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In returning to the current actions of Brother Robert Williams, we find that
he bas worked tirelessly on our behalf. In his speeches and writings, he has
clarified and correctly analysed our position to our "Bandung (non-white)
Brothers. His weekly broadcasts from Havana, Cuba over "Radio Free Dixie"
fire beaming rays of sunlight into the racist" Southern hell. Brother Rob, ill his
speeches, writings, and broadcasts to our people, has set the atmosphere for the
creation of a black anti-racist, anti-imperialist movement of national liberation
from White America: a Black Liberation Front with a provisional government
in exile. His international conferences and negotiations with Bandung heads of
state has placed him in the functioning position of Premier of a provisional
African-American Government in Exile and Chairman of the African-American
Party of National Lllreratton (APNL).
Last year when Brother Malcolm went to Oatro, he went as representative of

the "Organization of Afro-American Unity" (OAAU). The African brothers
recognized him and his organization as part of a broad united front in our
liberation struggle. Now, when Brother Rob was traveling ill Asia and Latin
America, he also went as a leader of a Revolutionary Nationalist organization
which is part of the broad front in our struggle. Robert. F. Willtams is Chair-
man in Exile of the Revolntionary Action Movement (RAM). R.A.M. is an orga-
nization which is geared towards Black Liberation By Any 4feans Necessary.
Via its history of struggle, and through its theoretical journal, Black America,
R.A.l\f. has been instrumental in developing the mtlttant philosophy of Revolu-
tionary. Nationalism or Bandung Anti-imperialism as applies to the particular
conditions and experiences of the African-American people. R.A.M. has been
highly influential in developing the thinking of an increasing number of black
students and youth through its contacts with youth organizations such as the
Afr-o-Amer-icanStudent Movement" (ASM). In May, 1964, and later in Novem-
ber, 1964, the A.S.l\L conference held in Nashville, Tenn., brought together youth
from such diverse movement as the Civil Rights, Cultural Anati and Black
Radical. These youth exchanged ideas, discussed our people's problems our
relationship to the Bandung (Dark) World, and were introduced to and greatly
Influenced by the concept of Revolutionary Nationalism. Both conferences pledged
open support of and solidarity with the former colonial peoples. The A.S.M. is
currently 'active on the Black campuses of this country.
This editorial has been a brief attempt to capsullze the political significance

of Brother Robert F. Williams, his work and organization to our African-
American liberation struggle. We, the editorial committee, exhort our people to
lift up their heads and their hearts to the Sun of total Liberation rising above
the prison walls of White America. Brother Malcolm is not "dead"! He Lives on
in his brother, Robert F. Williams, in our militant youth, he lives on in each
of us! Have courage; continue to fight on in his name, for as surely as Sam
Cooke sang:
Change is genua' come!

[Reprinted from West Indian Gazette. and Afro-AsIan Caribbean News]

THE MONROE KIDNAPPING-

(By Juliau Mayfield)

Fronz June 18th when Robert awLUabd WilUa,ms and a group of Monroe youths
began to picket the municipal swimming pool, until August 25th, Monroe was
clearly news that- was fit to print, Almost dally, there was vast violence between
the races that was brought-to the attention of the police and the press.
£ Yet, with one or two notable exceptions, no newspaper, radio or television
stntton- reported ~he occurrences, much less tried to interpret them.

OITIZENS FIRE BACK AT KLAN

Those of us who were "with" the story were soon convinced that there was a
news blackout around Monroe because of widespread editorial antipathy to Wil-
liams, his advocating that black men should defend themselves against, racist
violence with violence, and his sympathy with the Cuban revolujdon.

It is foolish fer anyone to question why Williams fled North Carolina. Anyone
remotely familiar with the ways of southern justice knows that Williams or any
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other militant black man stands absolutely no chance of receiving a fail' hear-
ing in a court with a white judge, a white jury and testifying white policemen.
It is thought that Williams had fled to the north. If this is true be is only follow-
ing a tradition set by countless thousands of other black men throughout Amerl-
can history. (Williams fled to Ouba.)
'Nevertheless, it is important that events of August 26th and 27th 'be set down

for the record. All of the events I am about to describe, I witnessed personally or
heard described almost immediately after they occurred. Most of tbe news-
paper reports have been based solely on the prejudiced tales of Chief of Police
Mauney and Mayor Fred Wilson.
For example, the "kidnapping" as described in the newspapers never took

place. The Russian weapons that were reported to have been found in the
Crowder house-the ones that were described so meaningfully in the news-
papers-s-ean be bought by 'any reporter who will take the trouble to go to a gun
shop or even large hardware store in North Carolina or New York.
And why have not whites been arrested for inciting to riot? I saw them waving

rifles and passing around boxes of ammunition in the area of the courthouse in
full view of the police on Saturday, August 26th. ·Whyhaven't the police arrested
the white men who shot Edward Bromberg with a high-powered rifle on August
24th? Why haven't the police arrested Bynum Griffin who tried to kill Williams
on June 23rd while highway padrolmen watched and laughed? vVhy haven't
they arrested Carol Presley who also tried-to kill him with a car on June 24th?
The truth is that Monroe justice is Southern justice, a fact that is plain enough,

even for the President, but a fact he seems determined to ignore.

"OPEN SEASON"
All during the week preceding August 26th, there had been scattered violence

on and Dear the picket line that the Freedom Riders and local Afro-American
youths had set up 'around the courthouse and the dental office of Mayor Fred
wnsou.
Tbe police had barely kept up the show of equal protection, arresting the

Freedom Riders and local coloured youths for the elightest-e-or Imaglnary-c-
infraction of the law. On Saturday several thousand whites, many of them
identifiable Klansmen from South Carolina milled about the town.
One car I saw carried a sign which read "Coon Season Opere" "Coon" 18 a

'White term tor a black person. Because there were not enough cars to aocomodate
all of the marchers, it was decided that they would walk back to Newton, the
black section. As they marched, they sang "We Shall Not Be Moved."
From my car I saw them heckled and harassed by several cars of white men

in full view of the Monroe police, One car attempted to force mine off the
road, with men yelling: "Hey, New York nigger, what are you doing down
here?"
They desisted when I gave them reason to believe I was armed. The Freedom

Riders and black youth of Monroe were not daunted by the harassment, but
continued singing. As tbe column crossed into Newton, figbting erupted and at
least a dozen white men were beaten and driven from the area.
The Freedom Riders and their coloured supporters' continued their singing

until they arrived at the house which bad been rented for them and christened
"Freedom House".
The next day, Sunday, against Williams' advice the Freedom Riders decided

to picket the courthouse again. There was even some talk of "stttln-in' at the
local white churches. As the day wore on, local Negroes passing through town-
reported to us that there were more county whites in town than they had ever
seen before, and that their mood indicated trouble.
Bruised and beaten Freedom Marchers, both black and white, and blacks who

had nothing to do with the picketing, stumbled back into Newton to relate how
they had been set upon by mobs of angry whites, nearly always in full view of
policemen.
At about 4 o'clock I received a call in Williams' house frfJm Jomes Fermer,

one ot the pi.c7fCt capta,11J1.8,requesting us to send four cars at 5 o'clock to remove-
the pickets. He too confirmed the ugly mood of the whites and complained about
the lack of police protection. (That' was the last time that I spoke with him. An
hou,if' later he 1VUS in the hospUial 1Jein(l sti,tched tor a wound in his head.) At
4 :30 the Negro taxi company reported that the. Monroe Police had blocked every
entrance into the town and that they could not, as they had been doing all week,
go to pick up the picketers.
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Just then several cars (including my own, drfven by a man I did not know)
sped up in front of the Williams' house and men piled out reporting that the
whites in the town seemed to have gone mad.
A Negro woman with a baby had been beaten to the ground. Several shots had

been fired. The town was in the grip of 'U full-scale riot. AU of the Freedom
Riders had been arrested. (Some of these stories I learned later were exag-
gerated. )
Several of us jumped into cars and sped towards the centre of Monroe with

the hope of rescuing as many of our people as possible.
But as we drew wbthln 'Seeing dtstance of !the jablhouse, we were blocked by a

traffic jam. Two cars of Monroe coloured men raced toward us from the tOW1l.

They yelled at us that Ithe 'Policewere drsarmlng all (the Negroes they encountered
on the e-oad. As 'we turned our car around I saw a Itne of white men, some :in
poltce unlrorms, flr-ing downhill into where freight cars were standing. I saw
black men scmrrrbllng between tfue car-s to avoid che bullets. We waited. for them
'and pulled them in'to l/:thecars before we sped hack into the coloured district.

SELF-DEFENSE: THE WILL TO VISIBJ.Y RESIST

From this moment on, Ithe events multiplied wsth .lighting rapidity. Crowds
of Afro-Americans, most 'of them no active followers of wunnms, began ,to crowd
into the area. 'I'hey grew angrier a'S they 'heard w'hat 'had b.appened in 'town.
Nearly allxhe men who 'had escaped from 'town 'had been stoned or beaten. They
had exchanged fire wbth .the whites, and 'a pollcemau was reported to 'have been
shot. No 'Onewas quite sure whether a black or white person bad shot 'him.

It should be emphasized that during the entire afternoon Wil'ltams 'had not
le:flt'his home. (Nor 'had Mae Mallory). By agreement with It'heFreedom 'Riders
'he had not par-ticipated in their picketing 'because of differing views on the effec-
etveness of passive sesrstance. Nor were they in any way under hi'Sdirection. The
extent of ihis involvement was that 'Onthe previous Monday, he 'had 'asked people
of Newton to 'support the Freedom Riders with contributions of money, food and
'living accomcdatdons, and the community, espectallv the rural people, had re-
sponded generously.
Rural Negroes began '00pour 'lnto the area begging for guns with which to de-

fend themselves. Soon the crowd had grown to more than 150 persons. Most of
us were especlalty concerned flat woodrow Wilson and Javan Leeds, who bad
been arrested. Both w-ere known as rmlltant. black men and the Negroes 'had rea-
son to eelieve they wouldibe killed tif itbey were Iert in jail overntghc.

At itMs poin't, 'a 'big!bway pa;t,rolman drove into Boyte Streelt and stopped ,before
Williams' house. He- advised Williams to surrender his arms. Williams replied
tbat 'he had broken no Ilaw and thlrut 'he lhad no intentUon 'Of committing suidde
by disaTmlng. He rminted 'OUItthat 'he had every Tight to defend hi'S 'home, and
that 'was \Y'brathe inltended Itodo.

THE KIoN APPING

B.v now Ibhe bl'ack crowd wa,s in 'a 'snarling mood. The most timid 'Of It'helll
couIll no 'longer doubt Ithat the law lJ..laclbroken down. They had no idea whalJ:
had happened to ,the bl'acks and Ithe whites who 'Were 'scill trapped in Itown.
Oceasion1illy 'sho'ts could be heard dn 'the dis-ballce. The crowd began to rsh'9u'tto
WilHam'S to 'hold lthe Ihi,;:rbway'Pa'tr,olman until the ipe'Ople'in ltown were relerused.
Otbers wanted to kin the ,officer on th~ spot. ViTUha show of anger, Williams
dissuaded :the crowd and urged Ithe 'paJtralman ito leave, which 'he did. Williams
re'turned Itohis h-ouseItocall Chief M,auney at hi's staltion.

A .few se00nds ~alter, 'a Ca.T carry1ng a middle aged white 00upJe turned in'to the
block. From a distance 'of about 150 feet, I ,S'aw;tbe crowd surge in on !bhecar
and order lthe man out. The noi,gemust have aittrac-ted Willi'ams, for he emerged
f.rom 'hoi,shouse w~th a puzzled expression on 'his face. They had 'already Ibeen
bronght into the yard in the front. "Kill him! Kill him 1" the crowd shonted.
Wi'1l1ams argued loudly :that the C'Oupleshould be 'Set free, that the blame for
anY'th'ing that happened that dflYwould cetltainly 'be pI-aced on him. A ;woman 1
did not know ,s'bouted, "If y,ou It.urn t'bem loose, we'll k'iJ.l YQU 'and them."

(The :reader will wonder what possessed the cvuple to turn in1boBoyte Street
in Ithe first pl'ace. For weeks whites in Monroe 'bad been accustomed to rturn int;Q
the block 'hoping Ito get 'a look fit the curi'()U's!black man they thad heard so much
about.) Fo'r their own ,safety, Williams explained, it wou1d lbe better if they came
inlto hi'S house.
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THE MONROE CASE: CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE NEGRO

Just as the couple started into ithe house, a small. pr-ivate airplane swooped
low over the area and several IOfthe 'firmed men Itried to drive Jt off wirth rifle
fire. 'I'he woman was vlsfbly frightened. Immediately afterwards I 'left the area
and did not 'see esther Willimus or ,the others again. An tour later 'I 'heard heavy
Shooting from the 'section where Williams lived. A few minutes 'later I received
a telephone call from WilUams [tellingme his area was surrounded by state
troopers and advising me 'to leave Monroe so !that 'someone would 'be free to write
the story. I cook his advice 'and 'left immediately.

"AIRTIGHT OASE"

In their efforts co establish an airtight case around 'wllhams and the most
nnjttant youth of Monroe, 'the officlats have succeeded, with che co-operation of
the press, in convincing unwary readers ;that 'Vil1'i'amsand his followers were
QUit looking for hostages, Ifhat they stopped 'the couple at a point some distance
from 'hishouse and drove them into Newtown.
The fact is that the couple were stopped by a mob-not of Williams followers-

less than 200 feet from Williams' house. The crowd was not following Williams'
orders, and the couple had been brought to Williams' yard before Williams knew
the couple had been stopped. They were not forced into the Williams' house but
went in voluntar-ily after sensing the mood of the crowd and after they were con-
vinced that if they left, the enraged Negroes would attack them.
I have read that the couple was bound and gagged, but I doubt if this is true.

Both the man and the woman were frightened and harmless and neither seemed
foolish enough to attempt to flee through the angry crowd.

INDICTMENTS

To the best of my knowledge, none of the youths now indicted for the "kid-
napping" bad anything to do with stopping the car. The Freedom Rider, a young
white man from New York, was standing near the car after the couple had left it.
'when someone yelled: "Get the car off the street" he stepped into ff and drove it
to the side. So far as I know that was his only involvement in the so-called crime.
In one sense, the forces of white supremacy have won a major battle. The

man t.hey hated and feared most has been branded a fugitive from "justice". His
closest supporters are either in jail or at large, fleeing whatever indictments the
Union Gounty Grand Jury, all white, can think of to rid the town of militant black
leaders. The personal tragedy is that at least three youths will almost certainly
be sentenced to long prison terms, guilty of no crime but idealism, the belief
that they could make this country a better place in which to live.

THE RESISTANT Sl'IRI'f: wrrr Do I SPEAKFROM EXILE?

Because a Negro community in the South took up guns in self-defense against
racist violence-and used them. I am held responsible for this action, that for
the first time in history American Negroes have armed themselves as a group, to
defend their homes, their wives, their children, in a situation where law and
order had broken down, where the authorities could not, or rather would not,
enforce their duty to protect Americans from a lawless mob. I accept this re-
sponsibility and am proud of it. I have asserted the right of Negroes to meet the
violence of the Ku Klux Klan by armed self-defense--and have acted on it. It
bad always been an accepted right of Americans, as the history of our Western
states proves, that where the law is unable, or, unwilling, to enforce order, the
citizens can, and must, act in self-defense against lawless violence. I believe this
right holds for black Americans as well as whites.
Many people will remember that in the summer of 1957 the Ku Klux Klan

made an armed raid on an Indian community in the South and were met with
determined rifle fire from the Indians acting in self-defense. The nation approved
of the actien and there were widespread expressions of pleasure at the defeat of
the Kluxers, whe showed their courage by running away despite their armed
superiority. What the nation doesn't know, because it has never been told, is
that the Negro community in Monroe, North Carolina, had set the example two
weeks before when we shot up an armed motorcade of the Ku KIn..x Klan, in-
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eluding two police cars, which had come to attack the home of Dr. Albert E.
Perry, vice president of the Monroe chapter of the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People. The stand taken by our chapter resulted in
the official re-affirmation by the NAAOP of the right of self-defense. The Preamble
to the resolution of the 50th Convention of the NAACP, New York City, July
1959, states: ... "we do not deny, but reaffirm, the right of an individual and col-
lective self-defense against unlawful assaults."

Because there has been much distortion of my position, I wish to make it clear
"that I do not advocate violence for its own sake, or for the sake of reprisals
against whites. Nor am I against the passive resistance advocated by the Rev-
erend Martin Luth-er King and others. My only difference with Dr. King is that
I believe in flexibility in the freedom struggle. This means that I believe in non-
violent tactics where feasible and the mere fact that I have a Sit-In case pending
before the U.S. Supreme Court bears this out.
Masstve civil disobedience is a powerful weapon under clvl lized conditions,

where the law safeguards the clttzens' right of peaceful demonstrations. In
civilized society the law serves as a deterrent against lawless forces that would
destroy the democratic process. But where there is a breakdown of the law,
the individual citizen has a right to protect his person, his family, his home
and his property. To me this is so simple and proper that it is self-evident.
When an oppressed people show a willingness to defend themselves, the enemy,

'who is a moral weakling and coward is more willing to grant concessions and
work for a respectable compromise. Psythologically, moreover, racists consider
themselves superior 'beings and they are not willing to exchange their superior
lives for our inferior ones. They are most vicious and violent when they can
practice violence with impunity. 'I'hie we have shown in Monroe. Moreover,
when because of our self-defense there is a danger that the blood of whites
may be spilled, the local authorities in the South suddenly enforce law and
order when previously they had been complaisant toward lawless', racist violence.
_This too we bave proven in Monroe. It is remarkable how easily and quickly
state and local police control and disperse lawless mobs when the Negro is ready
to defend himself with arms.
Furthermore, because of the international situation, the Federal Government

does not want racial incidents which draw the attention of the world to the
situation in the South. Negro self-defense draws such attention, and the Federal
Government will be more willing to enforce law and order if the local authorities
don't. 'when our people become fighters, our leaders will be able to sit at the
conference table as equals, not dependent on the whim and the generosity of the
oppressors. It will be to the best interests of both sides to negotiate just, honor-
abl'e and lasting settlements.
The majority of white people in the United States have literally no idea of

the violence with' which Negroes in the South are treated daily-nay, hourly.
This violence is deliberate, conscious, condoned by the authorities. It has gone on
for centuries and is going on today, every day, unceasing and unremitting. It is
our way of life. Negro existence in the South has been one long travail, steeped
in terror and blood-our blood. The incidents which took place in Monroe, which
1 Witnessed and which I suffered, will give some idea of -the conditions in the
S011th, such conditions that can no longer be- borne.,,'

SELF-DEFENSE PREVENTS BLOODSHED
OfT f'll" \
,,.'Jlliat is why, one hundred years after the Civil War began we Negroes in

,MYI!roe armed ourselves in self-defense and used our we-apons. We showed that
our policy worked. The lawful authorities of Monroe and North Carolina acted
.to enforce order-only after, and as a direct result of, our being armed. Previously
they had connived with the Ku Klux Klan in the racist violence against our
people. Self-defense prevented bloodshed and forced the law to establish order.
This is the meaning of Monroe and I believe it marks a historic change in the
~e of -my people.

ON THE ULTRA RIGHT-,
[From the New Y(}rk WGrld-TeH!grflJDlarid SUD. Jul:y 23.1965]

HITLEB WAS RIGHT

How many Ihoura a week the right-wing spokesmen occupy the air waves
with their propaganda?
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(Over 10,000 such broadcasts a week take up more than 2,500 hours of radio

and television time.)
What's happened to the revenues of the John Birch Society in the past year'?
(In 1964 they doubled, to $3.2 million. In 1965 they are expected to reach over

$6 million. They are trying to raise $12 million for the 1966 Congressional
elections. )

About the secret, private armies, equipped with rifles, machine guns, mortars,
hand grenades and other weapons that regularly meet and drill?

(Just recently a cache of arms and a secret drill ground of the Minutemen,
a group preparing for guerrilla warfare, was disclosed less than 50 miles from
Washington, D.C.)

What "respectable" organizations serve as fronts for organiz:ations like the
John Birch Society and similar groups?

(The "interlocking directorates" of right-wing organizations are complex.
For instance, the John Birch Society urges members to organize groups under
the banner of "support your local pollee" and sponsors about 200 "American
Opinion Libraries.")

DO YOU KNOW ••••

Minute Men have been arming and training with heavy weapons in the field.
What is the reason for this? Why has this been tolerated in the United States?
The Minute Men say that they are mobilizing -to fight Communism or possible
invasion of the United States by the Communists. Wouldn't an American be naive
indeed to believe that if the United States Marine Corps, and the Infantry, and
the Navy, and the Air Force couldn't stop some sort of invasion, how in the hell
could a few old women in tennis shoes from the John Birch Society and their
corps of Minute Men stop them?

No. Anyone who can think logically can see that the racist Minute Men are
being armed and prepared for pogroms. They are becoming a factst vanguard that
will some day be turned loose on all Afro-Americans and white Americans who
get out of line. And to get out of line means to petition militantly for Constitu-
tional rights. These Minute Men types will be the people who do the dirty work.
Just as there were special units to man the gas furnaces for the Jewish people
in Nazi Germany, so "special units" will develop to handle, "trouble-makers"
in a facist America. Tbif; must be done 'outside of the jurisdiction of the armed
forces because the U.S. Armed Services are integrated. It will be like the French
and the O.A.S, in Algeria. They will look the other way, like the Wehrmacht and
the S.S. corps in Hitler's time. The Armed Services of the United States, the police
offlcials, the Justice Department will look the other way and they will say,
"We're sorry, but we can't catch these people. We're sorry, but we've done every-
thing we can do to prevent violence." The Minute Men have pure, 100 per cent,
all-American weapons and the newspapers have barely found cause to denounce
their activities. I r

The stranglehold of oppression cannot be loosened by a plea to the oppres-
SOF'S conscience. Social change in something as fundamental as racist oppression
involves violence.

You cannot have progress here, without violence and upheaval, because it's
struggle for survival for one and a struggle for liberation for the other. Always
the powers in command are ruthless and unmerciful in defending their position
and their privileges. This is not an abstract rule to be meditated upon by Amert-
cans. This is a truth that was revealed at the. bfrth of America, and has con-
tinued to be revealed many times in our history: The principle of self-defense
Is an American tradition that began at Lexington and Concord.

MINDS WARPED BY RACISM

We have come to comprehend the nature of racism. It is a mass psychosis.
When I've described racial conditions in the United States to audiences of
foreign newsmen, Cubans and other Latin Americans, they have been shocked
to learn of the depths of American race hatred. When I have cited as illustra-
tions such extreme situations as the segregation of telephone party-Itnea in
Union County, or the segregated pet-animal cemetery in Washington, D.C., wherean .Afro·American cannot bury his dog, they find such things comic as well as
pathetic.

Such extreme examples of the racisfmentality only appear comic when looked
upon as isolated phenomena. In truth they are perfec-tly logical applications of
the premises that make up the racist mentality. Look at the phenomena this way
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and they are logical inverutions of a thoroughly diseased mind. The racist is a
man crazed by hysteria at the idea of coming into equal human contact with
Negroes. And this mass mentai illness called racism is very much a part of the
"American Way of Life."
When Afro-American liberation is finally achieved in the U.S.A., one of the

many new developments in such a society will be some sort of institution that
will correct those Americans whose minds are thoroughly warped by racism.
Somehow a way will be found so that these insane people will be made whole, will
be made well again.

THE MYTH OF EXTERMINATION

This fear of extermination is a myth which we've exposed in Monroe. We did
this because we came to have an active understanding of the racist system and
we grasped the relationship between violence and racism. The existence of violence
is at the very heart of a racist system. The Afro-American militant is a "militant"
because he defends himself, his family, his home, and his dignity. He does not
introduce violence into a racist social system--the violence is already there.
and has always been there. It is precisely this unchallenged violence that allows' a
racist 'Socialsystem to perpetua te itself. When people say tha t they are opposed to
Negroes "resorting to violence" what they really mean is that they are opposed
to Negroes defending themselves and challenging the exclusive monopoly of
violence practiced bywhite racists.
We have shown in Monroe that with violence working both ways constituted

law will be more inclined to keep the peace.
When Afro-Americans resist and struggle for their rights they also possess a

power greater than that generated by their wilt and their bands. 'with the world
situation as it is today, the most racist and fascist United States government con-
celvable could not succeed in extemntnatlng '20,000,000people. We know there
is a great power struggle going on in the world today, and the colored peoples
control the true balance of power. We also know, from the statistics of the
Detroit race riots, that production in this country would fall in forty-eight hours.
People everywhere in the world would be ready to support our struggle.

"EVERY FREEDOM MOVEMENT IN THE U.S.A. IS LABELED 'COMM:UNIST'"

I'm not a member of and I've never been a member of the Communist Party.
But most decent-minded Americans should realize by now that every movement
for freedom that is tnlttated in the United States; every movement for human
dignity, for decency; every movement that seeks fairness and social justice; every
movement for human rights, is branded as "Communistic." 'whenever a white
person participates in a movement for black liberation, the movement automati-
cally is branded as "under the domination of Moscow." I can't expect to be an
exception.
'I'hla Communist thing is becoming an old standard. An old standard accusation

now. Anyone who uncompromisingly opposes the racists, anyone who scorns the
religious fanatics and the super-duper American conservatives is considered a
Communist.
This sort of thing gives the Oommunlsts a lot of credit, because certainly

many people in my movement in the South don't know what a Oommunfst is.
M.ost of our people have never even heard of Marx. When you say Marx some
of the people would think that maybe you were talking about, a fountain pen
or a New York City cab driver. Or the movie comedians.
But people aspire to he free. People want to be liberated when they are op-

pressed. No matter where the jeadershlp comes from. The enslavement and
suppression of Negroes in the American South were going on before Karl Marx
was born, and Negroes have been rebelling against their oppression before
Marxism came into existence . .As'far hack as the 16tll century, and the beginning
of the 17th century, Negroes were even rebelling on the slave ships. The history
of American Negro slavery was marked by very many conspiracies and revolts
on the part of Negroes.
Certainly the Marxists have partticipated in the human fights struggle of

Negroes, but Negroes need not be told by any philosophy or by any political
party that racial oppression is wrong. Racial oppression itself inspires the
Negro to rebellion.
But there was no ingenuity that fear or a depraved imagination could devise

which was not employed to break their 'Spirit and satisfy the lusts and resent-
ment of their owners and guardians-c-Irons on the hands and feet, blocks of
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wood that the slaves bad to drag behind them wherever they went, the tin-plate
mask designed to prevent the slaves eating the sugar-cane, the iron collar.
Whipping was interrupted in order to pass a piece of bot wood on the buttocks
of the victim; salt, pepper, citron, cinders, aloes, and hot ashes were poured
on the -bleedtng wounds. Mutilations were common, limbs, ears, and sometimes
the private parts, to deprive 'them of the pleasures which they could indulge
in without expense. Their masters poured burning wax on their arms and hands
and ehculders, emptied the boiling cane sugar over their head'S, burned them
alive, roasted them on slow fires, filled 'them with gunpowder and blew them
up with a match; buried them up to the neck and smeared their heads with
sugar that the flies might devour them; fastened them near to nests of ants
or wasps; made them eat their excrement, drink their urine, and lick the saliva
of other slaves. The torture of the collar was specinlly reserved for women
who were suspected of abortion, and the collar never left their necks until they
had produced a child.

NON-VIOLENCE AND SELF-DEFENSE

The tactics of non-violence will continue and should continue. We too believed
in non-violence tactics in Monroe. We've used 'these cactics : we've used all
tactics. But we also believe that any struggle for liberation should be a flexible
struggle. We shouldn't take the attttude that. one method alone is the way to
liberation. This is to become dogmatic. This is to fall into the same sort of
dogmatism practiced by some of the religious fanatics. We can't afford to develop
tills type of attitude. We must use non-violence as a means as long as this is
feasible, but the day will come when conditions become so pronounced that
non-violence will be suicidal in itself. The day is surely coming when we will
see more violence on the same American sc-ene. The day is surely coming when
some of the same Negroes will have denounced our using weapons for self-defense
will be arming themselves.
,1would prefer to think of myself as an Inter-Natlouallst, That is, I'm interested

in the problems of all mankind. I'm interested tin the problems of Africa, of
As-ia, and of Latin America. I believe that we all have the same struggte : a
struggle for Ilberuclcu. Discrimination and race hatred are undesirable, and
I'm just as much against racial discrimination, in all forms, every place in
the world, as I am against it in the United States.
What do we mean by "nationalism"? When you consider the present white

American society it can be classified as nothing but a nationalistic society based
on race. Yet as soon as an Afro-American speaks out for his people, and is
conscious and proud of his people's historical roots and culture, he becomes
a "nationalist." I don't mind these labels. I don't care what they call me. I
believe in justice for all people. And because the Afro-American is the most
exploited, the most oppressed in our society, I believe in working foremost for
his liberation.

[Reprinted from Foreign Language Press, Peking]

STATEMENT OALLING ON THE PEOPLE OF THE WORI,D To UNITE To OPPOSE RACIAL
DISCRIMINATION BY U.S. IMPERIALISM AND SUPPORT THE AMERICAN NEoIWES IN
THEIR STRUGGLE AGAINST RACIAL DISCRIMINATION

(By Mao Tse-Tung)

An American Negro leader now taking refuge in CUba, Mr. Robert Williams,
the former President of the Monroe, North Carolina, Chapter of the National
Association for the Advancement of Coloured People, has twice this year asked
me for a statement in support of the American Negroes' struggle against racial
discrimination. On behalf of the Chinese people, I wish to take tbis opportunity
to express our resolute support for the American Negroes in their struggle against
racial discrimination and for freedom and equal rights.
There are more than 19 million Negroes in the United States, or about 11

per cent of the total population. They are enslaved, oppressed and discriminated
against-such is their position in society. The overwhelming majority of the
Negroes are deprived of their riglht to vote. In general, it is only tbe most back-
breaking and despised jobs that are open to them. Their average wages are no
more than a tbird or a half those of the white people. The ratio of unemploy-
ment among them is the highest. In many states they are forbidden to go to the
same school, eat at the same table, or travel in the same section of a bug. or
train as the white people. Negroes are frequently and arbitrarily arrested, beaten

45-159-71-pt.2----6
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up and murdered by the U.S. authorities at various levels and by members of
the Ku Klux Klan and other racists. About half of the American Negroes are
concentrated in eleven states in the south of the United States, where the dis-
crimination and persecution they suffer are especially shocking.
The Atnerican Negroes are awakening and their resistance is becoming stronger

and stronger. In recent years there bas been continuous expansion in the mass
struggle of the American Negroes against racial discrimination and for freedom
and equal r-ights.
In 1957 the Negro people in Little Rock, Arkansas, waged a fierce struggle

against the barring of their children from public schools. The autbortties used
armed force against them, and there resulted the Little Rock incident which
shocked the world.
In 1960 Negroes in more than twenty states held "stt-in" demonstrations pro-

testing against racial segregation in local restaurants, shops and other public
places.
In 1961 the Negroes launched a campaign of "freedom riders" to oppose racial

segregation in transport, a campaign which rapidly spread to many states.
In 1962 the Negroes in Mississippi fonght for the equal right to enroll in. col-

leges, and the authorities greeted them with a blood bath.
This year, the struggle of the American Negroes started early in A.pril in

Birmingham, Alabama. Unarmed, bare-handed Negro people were subjected to
wholesale arrests and the.most barbarous suppression merely because they were
holding meetings and parades against racial discrimination. On June 12 Mr.
Medgur Evers, a leader of the Negro people in Mississippi, was murdered in
cold blood. Aroused to indignation and defying brutal suppression, these Negro
masses carried on their struggle even more courageously and quickly won the
support of Negroes and all sections of the people throughout the United States.
A gigantic and vigorous nation-wide struggle is going on in nearly every state
and city of tJhe United States; and the struggle is mounting. American Negro
organizations have decided to start a "freedom march" on Washington on
August 28, in which 250,000peoplewill take part.
The speedy development of the struggle of the American Negroes is a mani-

festation of the sharpening of class struggle and national struggle within the
United States; it has been causing increasing anxiety to U.S. ruling circles.
The Kennedy Administration has resorted to cunning two-faced tactics. On the
oue hand, it continues to connive at and take part in the discrimination against
Negroes and their persecution; it even sends troops to suppress them. On the
other hand, in its attempt to lull the fighting will of the Negro people and
deceive the masses throu$"hout the country, the Kennedy Administration is pa-
rading as an advocate of the "defence of human right's" and "the protection of
the civil rights of Negroes", is. calling upon the Negro people to exercise "re-
straint" and is proposing the "civil rights legislation" tb Congress. But more
and more Negroes are seeing through these tactics of the Kennedy Administra-
tion. The fa-scist atrocities committed by the U.S. imperialists against the Negro
people have laid bare the true nature of the so-caned democracy and freedom at
the United States and revealed the inner link between the reactionary policies
pursued by the U.S. government at borne and its policies of aggression abroad.
I call on the workers, peasants, revolutionary intellectuals, eultghtened ele-

ments of the bourgeoisie and other enlightened persons of all colours in the
world, whether white, black, yellow or brown, to unite to oppose the racial dis-
crimination practised by U.S. imperialism and support the American Negroes in
their struggle against racial discrimination. In the final analysis, a national
struggle is a question of class struggle. In the United States, it is Duly the
reactionary ruling circles among the whites who oppress- the Negro people. They
can in no way represent the workers, farmers, revolutionary intellectuals and
other enlightened persons who comprise the overwhelming majority of the white
people. At present, it is the bandful of imperialists beaded by the United States!
and their supporters, the reactionaries in different countries, who are inflicting
oppression, aggression and intim,idation on the overwhelming majority of the
nations and peoples of the world. We are in the majority and they are in the
minority. At most, they make up less than 10 per cent of the 3,000million popu-
lation of the world. I am firmly convinced that, with the support of more than
90 per cent of the people of the world, the American Negroes.will be victorious
in their just struggle. The evil system of colonialism and imperialism grew up
alqng with enslavement of Negroes, and it will surely come to its end with the
thorough emancipation of the black people.

Ed
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Brothers and sisters we ask you to support: The Monroe Defense Committee,

605 Brown Street, Monroe, North Carolina. Telephone: Code No, 704, 283-8029.
Contributions for The Crusader should be sent to: Mrs. Anne Olson, 21 Ellis

Gardens, Toronto 3, Ontario, Canada.
Note new address: The Crusader, P.O. Box 359, New York City, N.Y., U.S.A.

NEGROES WITH GUNS

Tune in to: Radio Free Dixie--690 on the dial (long wave). Best reception:
Transistor, car and home radios with outside aerial. Friday 10-11 p.m. Sunday
and Tuesday, 11-12 midnigh t (E. S.T.).
Black America published quarterly by RAl\L Black Liberation Front of the

U.S.A. Write P.O. Box 359.
Robert F. Williams-U.S.A., P.O. Box 6185, Havana, Cuba.

THE POTENTIALS OF A. MINORITY REVOLUTION

(By Robert Williams)

'When the brutally oppressed Mroamerican speaks of violent resistance to
savage racial dehumanization, be reaps a whirlwind of reasons and causes why
such a reaction supposedly is insane and suicidal. There is no end to the stereo-
typed polemics and heated opposition that beclouds a rational and objective
discourse on the subject. From the camps of the rabid white. supremacy power
structure, the fellow traveling white liberal and the mercenary running dog Uncle
Tom, any individual who raises such a question is labeled a bloodthirsty crackpot,
not worthy of social acceptance in America's "de..mocrattc and Christian" society.
.Propcnents of the-peaceful transition-philosophy are quick to evoke the Gandhian
theory of appealing to the conscience of the brutal oppressor and conquering
him with the power of nonviolence and love.
These Gnndhtan Fabians inadvertently extol the success of Gandhi's peaceful

revolution. Gandhi's nonviolent revolution may have guaranteed the ruling
powers immunity from the violence of the masses, but it most certainly left the
masses exposed to the violence of the oppressors. It served to assure that only
the blood of the oppressed would flow.
The disciples of the Gandhi theory of peaceful transition elect to omit the

latter stage of the continuous revolution. Revolution is a continuing process. It is
essential, in appraising the success of the Indian Revolution, to consider the
fact that Nehru, a disciple of Gandhi, dtspared of the love principle in extend-
Ing Liberation to Goa, Damno, and Diu. He refused to settle the Pakistan and
the Chinese border question pencefulf y as exemplified by the plrilosoplry of
nonviolence and love. Despite the Gandhian "power of love" theory's evolution
to a "force of arms" theory, Afrcamerlcana are stiJl being drugged with the
opium of the power of love and nonviolence.
The forces with a vested interest in the equilibrium of the U.S. master-slave

society and their agents of deceit are more than willing to point out to our
miserably exploited and dehumanized masses that violent resistance and seliM
defense will mean total annihilation and extermination. This is in itself an
unwitting admission of the beastly nature of the oppressor. If such an oppressor
is. conceded I to be capable of such an act of genocide and history bears out
his determination to maintain the status quo, where is the wisdom of the logic
that he will tolerate the loss of his slave empire through peaceful means? The
very essence of revolution is -radlcal change. Revolution is necessitated by
abusive and reactionary power. This abusive and oppressive power perpetuates
itself through the medium of violence. In the outset the oppressive force com-
mands the superior power, if it did not, violent revolution would not be necessary.
If the oppressed controlled the means of power, a peaceful transition could
possibly be executed by virtue of the will of the oppressed.

It is possible for a minority revolution to succeed in powerful America? The
cynics, prophets of doom, and agents of the oppressive establishment maintain
-thut to even raise such a question is insane, They energetically, with a cla ir-
vogant air, assure us that violent self-defense or violent resistance to brutal
raci-al oppression can lead only to suicide. How do they know? What is the basis
of their. logic? Are they-any wiser than those cynics who brazenly 'Stated that
l'man will never fl,y," that "it is impossible to cross the oceans," that "man can
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Dever reach the speed of a mile a minute and survive," and that "the American
Revolution can never succeed against the military might of the Crown 1" How
do they know that violent resistance on the part of our people will lead to
suicide'! Yes, they have been conditioned to accept America's racist tyranny as
a condition bound to prevail until the tyrant himself elects to abandon the throne
of tyranny. They are more than resigned to the premise that white supremacy
might is the God of the fate and destiny 'Of oppressed black humanity.
Yes, a minority revolution has as much, or more, chance of succeeding in

the racist USA as any place else in the world. At the very outset, all revolutions
are minority revolutions. In the early stages cynics think that all revolutions
have a very remote chance of succeeding. Revolutionaries display a propensity
to accomplish the impossible. Ia the Afroamerican revolution to be an exception?
Do we subscribe to the premises of white supremacy? Is it because the oppressor
is white and the oppressed is black that most of the world accepts the premise
that our struggle must be white-led and supported by the majority race or that
it is insignificant and doomed to failure?
The fact of the matter is tbat the AfI'loamerican wants and has been seeking

brotherhood with the white masses since his enslavement in the New World.
A people as brutally oppressed as American Negroes cannot wait forever for
the support of mythological and theoretical allies. Most white workers in the
USA today bave a vested interest in the status quo. 'The present system grants
them special privileges in a jungle society. The cow of production may be lean
and diseased but the Negro is the only herdsman limited to the cutlets of feet
and tail. The vast majority of the white have also been mentally poisoned with
racism. It-Is asinine to expect them to recover from their race psychosis without
a severe shock treatment.
The American society is a highly industrialized complex. A highly indus-

trialized and mechanized system is also a very sensitive one. The more machinery
required to serve a community the greater the incidence of mechanical break-
down. 'I1hemore dependent a community is on mechanization, the more important
it is for the wheels of industry to perpetually 'turn smoothly. Social systems, like
biological systems, tend to adjust to environmental conditions and requirements.
The American society, over a long period of time, has adjusted itself to a high
rate of product! vity directly bearing of the relativity of consumption.
It is a universally known fact that the power structure of the racist USA is

raibldly opposed to self-defense on 'the part of our people. They have a morbid
fear of violent self-preservation on the part of U.S. freedom fighters. Is this be-
cause they love the dehumanized Negro? Is this because they are concerned
wLth the welfare and well-being of our brutaltzed people? Is this because the
American society is a pacifist society with an aversion for violence? No! A thou-
sand times No! If the power structure had ever manifested any true concern for
the welfare of our people (for whom it now professes great fear that we may
commit suicide by fighting for the right to live as human beings) there would
be no question of violent liberation struggle. The question of peaceful persuasion,
as a moral issue, is 'belied by its imperialist military actions against Cuba, 'South
Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos and other liberated areas. ·Whyis such a belligerently
imperialist government not concerned about black Americans, and whites as well,
being exterminated in a nuclear war? Was it not Kennedy, as the very head of the
U.s. Government and white so-called liberal society, who said, "... We will live
up to our commitments even if victory turns to ashes in our mouths?" 'where
were the panic preachers then, who express such great concern and alarm for
the possibility of black Americans being exterminated in violently resisting racial
oppression? Is not a black American just as dead when killed in an international
war of conquest as in a national struggle for liberation?
'Vhy are the liberals, Uncle Toms and the power structure so hysterical about

the possibility of massive violence erupting on the national human rights scene?
The fact is that the racist oppressors of the Afroamertcan realize the insecurity

and vulnerability of the most powerful military complex in the world to a violent
internal struggle, wherein its horrible and sophisticated weapons of war will be
ineffective. The internal defense of the U.S. is a possibility that money cannot
buy. Only a change in the moral and social structure of the system offers security
against an enraged oppressed citizenry. The USA is either unwilling or morally
iucapeble of hearing the cost of this type of internal security. The race question
is her Achilles heel, her Maginot line.
The power structure, the liberals and Uncle Toms are in essence asking Mro-

america to cooperate with are the very forces that are opposing them. How can

c
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oppressed people who seek liberation, afford to allow che enemy to dictate tile
method of strnggle? How can a people, who are dead serious about their freedom,
allow themselves 'to be duped into limiting themselves to the most ineffective
method of struggle'! It is not logical to accomodate the will of the oppressor, who
has a vested interest in maintaining the status quo. and to wage a successful
liberation struggle simultaneously.

The fact is that racist white America is not worried about the possibility of
Negroes oelug exterminated. It is more worried about the loss of its privileged
position in its racist caste society, its system of white supremacy and world
domination. It is ironical that we note inherent inequality in the very method
and tactics proposed to abolish the evil inequities of racism. The white barbaric
racist is deded a "white only" special privilege in the realm of all violence, both
justified and unjustified. The execution of human perrogatives is again straddled
with a limitation placed on brutally oppressed people whose miserable existence
is the very persoulflcatton of limited human endeavor. A democratic or equtlt-
tartan society is devoid of minority or majority distinctions based on race or
class. An integrated society of racial equality in the United States is impossible
if specific limitations are placed on black citizens, while excluding white ones.
True equality must not only extend to the Afroamerican the right to full par-
ticipattou in virtuous endeavors but also the full right to the equal extent of the
white nationalist class in some not so virtuous endeavors. Equality, total equality,
must grant the black citizen the same right to be a devil or a god as the whites.
It must grant him the same right of temper and the same right of self-defense as
any other citizen. To limit the Afroamerican struggle to the narrow confines of
non-violence, while the 'white oppressor class wages a violent struggle to maintain
the status quo, is to invoke the principle of Jim Crow and its racial inequality,
The power of nonviolence and love is a farce. Socrates was nonviolent and he, too,
stressed love. He died at the hands of violent men. Christ was nonviolent and he,
too stressed love and nonviolence, he too, died a violent death. History is replete
with examples of nonviolent men, as well as violent ones, who died from the power
of violence either justified or unjustified. We have the case of millions of non-
violent Jews, who found meekness to be greatly inadequate in the face of ruthless
and intemperate Kazi violence. The force of Nazism was not crushed by non-
violence and love but a fighting spirit, backed up by force and violence. The
Christians who were cast into the ancient lion pits were not saved by the power
of nonviolence and love. Where is the example of the success of this power, of
this nonviolence and love? The mystic prtnclple of the power of nonviolence and
love borders on the primitive poisonous snake-handling rituals of some religions
cults.
'I'ha most noble of mankind must surely aspire for a human level of endeavor,

wherein mankind can establish a utopian society divested of brute force and vio~
lence. The irony of this great dream is that if it is at all possible, it is possible only
through the medium of violence. It is possible only through Revolution.

Many of the nonviolent preachers in North America tend to fuse Gandhism
and Christianity. Their hybrid type of pacifism leans heavily on Christian teach-
ings and on the bible, which threatens that the entire earth is to be destroyed by
violent fire. Its watchword is the corning of Armageddon. Not a nonviolent battle
but the most ferociously violent one ever staged. These advocates of the Christian
power of nonviolence and 10Yeomit that part of the Old Testament which de~
scribes the evil subversion attempted by the devil when peaceful coexistence was
generated in Beaven to a state of open conflict wherein the Christian's God, the
highest ideal of peace and love, ordered the devil forcibly ejected from the
heavenly society. In removing the devil and his evil from menacing the peace of
the ideal community, it is significant to note that God did not see fit to relegate
such an important task to the realm of nonviolence. Why is the mortal Af'roumer-
ican expected to be more peaceful and loving toward his enemy than his devine
God?
Prom the very earliest event of the African's chained arrival in the New

World, he bas been subjected to every form of brute force, systematic de-
moralization and dehumanization conceivable. The insensate slave masters left no
stone unturned in conditioning oppressed blacks to meekly accept their miser-
able lot. 'I'he black man's fate was presented as being inseparable from the wtll
of the white man. He was deliberately conditioned to base the prospects of his
fortune on the Christian charity or conscience of the good white folks. Om' people
have never been allowed to forget that all significant power is in the hands of and
under the control of the all-powerful and God chosen white man.
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The lip agents, both black and white of the white man's supremacy doctrine

have been rapid and more than lavish in proclaiming the "white folks" as pos-
sessors of all the cannons, the bombs, the machine guns and the complete military
establishment. This has been true and it is essentially true today, however times
have changed. These changes do not bear good tidings for the perennial and
brutal oppressor dehumanizer and exploiter of our people.
"Our people's freedom spirit has been ossttted uy the continuous harangue of

"we cannot possibly win a violent struggle of liberation". It Is impossible for a
people to rise above their aspirations. If we think we cannot win, we most cer-
tainly cannot. Our greatest enemy is our defeatest attitude. Our oppressor's
greatest weapon of repression is his psychological apparatus by which he im-
pregnates our people with a defeatist complex. Are we to concede the fact that
racial oppression and tyranny prevail invincible and unshakable? Are we to
concede to the unchallenged almighty power of our dehumanizer, that he is the
supreme benefactor of our freedom? Are we destined to forever kneel beggingly
at his feet seeking the alms of liberty and justice?
The sweetest fruits of liberty are plucked by those who readily display bold-

ness and daring. The cringing and the reluctant constitute the hindmost part of a
civilization in constant transition. The defeatist voice of cynicism is the inevita-
ble scum that litters the shore before all daring world-shaking exploits of em-
barkation. What would civilization resemble if all revolutionaries, inventors,
adventurers and scientist had heeded the Inevitable voices of the doubting
Thomases, who perenially admonish that every novel and daring exploit is pre-
destined to faB? Ironically, the survival of the cynic and the conservative is
assured by the dogged iconoclast.
frhe physical conditioning of a society also manifests certain relative psycho-

logical traits. The American mind has been conditioned to think of great calami-
ties. wars and revolutionary upheavals as taking place on distant soil. Because
of the vast upper and middle classes is the USA, that have grown accustomed to
comfortable living, the nation is not psycbologically prepared for massive vi-
olence and a sudden disruption of the essential agencies of the affluent society.
The soft society is highly susceptible to panic.
Afroamericans have long sought a peaceful solution to the race question. It is

more than obvious that a people, who have manifested and unshakable faith in
the vain hope that the government would eventually grant citizenship and justice,
prefers a peaceful solution. Our people have dreamed and prayed for a peaceful
transition from slavery to first class citizenship and human dignity. Peaceful
evolution, through the mediums of legislation, law and negotiation are the
methods that have been pursued for almost 200 years under the present govern-
ment. The results are bitter and frustra.ting indeed. The orderly social process
has been stymied by savage violence and 'brute force.
Instead of the majority race extending brotherhood and justice, it has resorted

to a campaign of a massive drive 'aimed at extermination. The fascist elements
are arming, not to liberate our brutally oppressed people but to liquidate us. It
is becoming next to impossible for Negroes to conduct a "peaceful" demonstration
in America. A Civil Rights Bill will have no more effect than the U.S. Constitu-
tion. What is integration when the law says yes, but the police and howling
mobs say no? Our only logical and successful answer is to meet organized and
massive violence with massive and organized violence. Our people must prepare
to wage an urban guerrilla war of self-defense. Self-defense develops to the
stage wherein the source of evil and terror must be eliminated.
In Monroe, North Carolina (the first instance wherein highly organized setr-

defense units supplemented nonviolent tactics and reduced the incidence of
resulting terror) our force of defense was adequate in 'staving off local attacks.
We had 'enough force and arms to reduce the entitre city to ashes. The fault,
however, lay in the fact that we had an isolated force without extensive out-
side forces to pin down, ambush and destroy the state reinforcements moving in
to overpower us. Our self-defense forces had to remain purely static and de-
fensive. The Monroe explosion came prematurely because of our shift in emphasis
from self-defense to publicly overemphasizing nonviolence. The racists seized this
time of weakness and confusion to launch an attack to annihilate our forces. A
six year effective self-defense campaign terminated in ill-fated untimely ex-
periment with nonviolence. The organization 'of external forces was just being
conceived. A decision was made to spare the city thus avoiding an all-out con-
frontation prematurely. The town would have been destroyed but our defense
forces would have been crushed 'by external power, and the state and white
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supremacists would have used the example to intimidate other advocates of self-
defense. The racist news media would have portrayed the entire operation
as one conducted by psychotic extremists.
The lesson of Monroe teaches that effective self-defense, on the part of our

brutally oppressed and terrorized people, requires massive organization with
central coordination. External oppressive forces must not be allowed to relieve
the beseiged vast terroriates. The forces of the state must be kept under pressure
ill many places simultaneously. The white supremacy masses must be forced to
retreat to their homes in order to give security to their individual families.
The weapons of defense employed by Afroamericall freedom fighters must con-

sist of a poor man's arsenal. Gasoline fire bombs (Molotov cocktails), lye or acid
bombs (made by injecting lye or acid in the metal end of light bulbs) can be
used extensively. During the night hours such weapons, thrown from roof tops,
will make the streets impossible for racist cops to patrol. Hand grenades, bazookas,
light mortars, rocket launchers, machine guns and ammunition can be bought
clandestinely from servicemen, anxious to make a fast dollar. Freedom fighters
in military camps can be contacted to give instructions on usage.
Extensive sabotage is possible. Gas tanks on "public vehicles can be choked

up with sand. Sugar is also highly effective in gasoline lines. Long nails driven
through boards and tacks with large heads are effective to slow the movement
of traffic on congested roads at night. This can cause havoc on turnpikes. De-railing
of trains causes panic. Explosive booby traps on police telephone boxes can be
employed. High powered sniper rifles are readily available. Armor piercing
bullets will penetrate oil storage tanks from a distance. Phosphorus matches
(kitchen matches) placed in air conditioning systems will cause delayed ex-
plosions which will destroy expensive buildings. Flame throwers can be manu-
factured at home. 'Combat experienced ex-service men can easily solve that
problem.
'I'echnlques mentioned here are generalized and require a closer study, however,

let the cynics take note that the mighty USA is not as snug and secure as it
once was. Yes, a minority war of self-defense can succeed. The Afroamertean can
win. We need not submit, passively to racist extermination and brutality. 'I'he
race question is A..merica's Achilles heel. America's great abundance is what
makes America America, without it she would be a wretched land of chaos. Her
economy is already under stress and her military might is spread out too thinly
throughout the world.
The oourgeosie has very little stomach for massive blood and violence. They

love their property, the source of their power and wealth. They are highly sus-
ceptible to panic. The majority white supremacists do not command the loyalty
of the entire race. There are a few John Brown type students and militants.
Afroamericans must remember that such a campaign of massive self-defense

should not be based upon a lust for sadtstical gratification. It cannot be a cam-
paign for vengeance, however, sweet and deserving vengeance may be. Such a
campaign of self-defense and survival must be based on the righteous cause of
justice. It must not be anti-white but anti-oppression and injustice. Uncle Toms
should be as much a target as racist whites.
Like it or not we cannot escape the trend of history. The hour is fast apprcaeh-

Ing when our people must make a decision to meekly submit to fascist forces
of terror and extermination or surge forth to the battle to liberate ourselves,
save America and liquidate its domestic enemies. If we truly seek freedom and
human dignity we must be wilting to pay for it in the fashion of the Algerians.
Great magnitudes of our people must be willing to fight and die in America's true
cause and committment to her Constitution, democratic principles and the rights
of man, and for a victory that will not ... "turn to ashes in our mouth," but
to eternal freedom and happiness in our hearts. Such a victory truly make
the world safe for democracy. It would secure the world from extermination by
hydrogen war. Not only is America's peace security involved but also the peace
and security of the whole world.
The horrible nightmare of massive violence need not fall upon the American

scene. It can be slaved off by the birth of a sincere spirit of humanity, dedicated
to the proposition of brotherhood, peace and security.
When a brutally oppressed and dehnmanized people are denied the peaceful

channels through which to activate redress, and when their peaceful petitions
are answered with ruthless violence, the only recourse left to them is to meet
violence with violence.
We do not advocate the violent overthrow of the U.S. Government. We merely

advocate self-defense for brutalized Afroamericans. If in the process of executing
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our Constitutional and God-given right of self-defense, the racist U.S. Govern-
ment, which refuses to protect our people, is destroyed, the end result stems
from certain historical factors of social relativity.
"... This country, with its institutions, belongs to the people who inhabit

it. Whenever they shall grow weary of the existing government they can exer-
cise their Constitutional right of amending it, or their revolutionary right to dis-
member or overthrow it. If by the mere force of numbers a majority should de-
prive a minority of any clearly written Constitutional right, it might, in any
moral point of view, justify revolution .... " Abraham Lincoln, 1861.
The oppressor's heart is bard. The experience of history teaches that he only

relents under violent pressure and force. There is very little hope that he will
see the handwriting on the wall before it is too late. 1964 was a violent one.
The: storm will reach hurricane proportions in 1965 and the eye of the hurricane
will hover over America by 1966.America is a house on fire-FREEDOM NO'V-
or let it burn, let it burn. Praise the Lord and pass the ammunition ! ! !

PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE

One of the most potent of weapons in the arsenal of modern warfare is being
overlooked in our struggle for human rights. Billions of dollars are being spent
throughout the world in the battle for the minds of men. Psychological warfare
cannot be viewed with indifference by any force or group concerned with the
struggle for its survival. Psychological warfare should supplement field or
other operations and sometimes the situation should be vice versa.
The courage and skill manifested by Afroamericans in street demonstrations

are not being properly matched in the psychologtcal realm of the struggle. So-
called U.S. democracy is a product that the U.S. is trying to peddle to a wor-ld
wherein a vast majority of the population is colored. America's projected plan
of world domination requires it to seduce many of the dark people's of the world
by means of hypocrisy and deceit. U.'8. racism is indefensible. Even a great por-
tion 'Of the reactionary forces of the world are reluctant to run the risk of being
branded as tolerant towards U.'S.racism.

It goes without saying that a 'Picket line is most successful when it effectively
reduces the sale of an essential produc-t of the adversary. The USA is making
a desperate effort to sell so-called Christian democracy to the Multiracial
world. One of the greatest potential barriers to U.S. success in this field is her
complete moral bankruptcy in race relations. The U.S. State Department is well
aware of the sensitivity involved in this problem. This explains the dlspropor-
tlonment of Negro appointments to publicity reaping positions and the flagrant
denial of human rights for the black masses in cases where 'patronage is strictly
moral and without propaganda benefits.
Afroamerican Freedom Fighters must coordinate street action with psychologi-

cal warfare. "re must be able, willing and ready to strike the oppressor in his
Achilles heel. The fact of -thematter is that once the true nature of U.S. imperial-
ism and racism is known, the decent peoples of the world will lose all respect for
the savage Yankee. Yes, the truth shall help to make us free. Job discrimina-
tion, discrimination in housing, police brutality, court frame-up, racist violence,
and 'brutality must be brought to the attention of the entire world. It would be
shocking to most of our people to really know how little foreigners truly know
about the nature of our oppressor and the barbaric conditions under which our
people live in the affluent society of the so-called free world. Much of this lack
of information can be directly attributed to failure on our part.
As 'an oppressed people, we have actually cooperated with our oppressor by

allowing him to deceive our people into believing that the U.S. race problem is
no more than a lover's quarrel. We have allowed Uncle Toms to help U.S. racists
to convince the peoples abroad that Negroes fare quite well in racist America.
The brutal oppression of The Afa-oamerlcan is no more a part of a lover's quarrel
than is the bloody heathenish racist affair of South Afr.ica. The Negro is never
going to fare well in racist America until be forcefully brings about social
changes.
The Afroamerican should have no compunction about unleashing psychological

warfare against the racist USA. A government as derelict in protecting the
human rights of its citizens as that of the USA forfeits its very right to exist,
let alone enjoy the loyalty of those it oppresses. ,The racist oppressive government
of the USA is doing everything within its power to prevent the true story of the
horrfble plight of the masses of our people from reaching the outside world. This
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supporter of South Africa 'find Portugal is even resorting to robbing the mails in
a desperate effort to maintain a deceptive false image abroad. U.S. Information
centers are being stocked with black prestige magazines like EBONY, while
militant publications are being pilfered and sabotaged by U.S. agents throughout
the world.
Too many of our people are afraid of being branded as being disloyal. Too

many Negro leaders are more concerned with convincing the white folk's govern-
ment bow much it can count on them and their dog loyalty than of dignifying
the land and bringing justice to all the people. The words "disloyal" and "sub-
versive" engender too much fear in a land that enjoys the heritage of patriots,
who were disloyal enough to denounce the Crown of oppressive and imperialist
England. The U.S. Government is an oppressive government. It is a racist govern-
ment and until such time that it guarantees human rights to black Americans as
well as whites, it is not worthy of the loyalty of its black captives and decent
white dissenters.
'I'he peoples 01'the world are very much in sympathy with our oppressed and

dehumanized people, when the true nature of our plight is brought to their atten-
tion. Therefore, it is a duty of all who labor for Afroamerican liberation to also
strive to inform the peoples of the world of the plight of the Afroamerican. It is
also necessary to form foreign relations committees in all civil rights groups that
truly represent the best interests 'of the people. These committees must compile
lists of foreign news media and sympathetic groups and unleash a barrage of
releases dealing with the real plight of our people and the true nature of the
Oppressor, who has proclaimed himself savior of the world. Yes, we must expand
our arsenal.
We must become proficient in the art of psychological warfare, the Achilles

heel of the big bad racist oppressor. Yes, we must fight back violently and psy-
chologically. We must defend ourselves. Self-defense means self-preservation
and survival. Let the whole world know that we take our liberation seriously
and that we, like our black brothers of South Africa, are not engaged in a petty
lover's quarrel with the racist savages of America but in a life and death struggle.
The brutal North American oppressor of our people is incapable of rendering

justice to non-white people. He is incapable of rejecting violence as a means of
maintaining his rotten and decadent system of ruthless exploitation and idiotic
white supremacy. Almost 400 years of history proves him, even to be, incapable
of accepting Afroamericans as human beings. My brothers and sisters, the only
force capable of inducing change in the heart of such a savage is the only force
that he respects and responds to. It is the force of an eye for an eye and a tooth
for a tooth. We must defend ourselves. We must fight back. We must defend our
homes and our women and children.
Nonviolence as a tactic is to be readily approved. It is' time for every freedom

loving and civilized person in the racist US:Ato enter the struggle to civilize and
liberate the so-called free world. It is time for ~11of our people to take to the
streets in defense of human rights and d'ignity. Worthy social change, means
drastic change. Drastic change means revolution. Revolution means violence and
upheaval. The Afroamerican cannot have his cake and eat it toe. The Afroamerican
cannot have freedom and human dignity and peaceful co-existence with the racist
slavemaster simultaneously. The Afroamerican cannot have a peaceful revolution
of liberation from such a beastly oppressor. Peace at the expense of liberty is,Dot
peace but the prostitution of compromise.
We cannot overstress the fact that the racist forces of the extreme right are

arming to conduct a campaign of extermination against our people. Savage white
supremacists are preparing a spring end summer offensive that they call "Opera-
tion Blackjack". Operation Blackjack signifies massive violence and a ruthless
campaign of terror against our people designed to intimidate the timid, and to
force atotat retreat on the civil rights front. This racist conspiracy of Cyprus-type
warfare is predicted on the belief that our people will not fight back, that we will
not defend ourselves and that turu-the-other-cheekism on the part of our de-
fenseless people, wiH offer the Ku Klux Klan and the Minutemen immunity from
reta'liatton.
The racist thug advocates of whIte supremacy have a mortal fear of a ,policy

of self-defense on the part of our submissive people. This is because of the fact
that the United States' position in the world is so sensitive and precarious today
that any long drawn massive rioting across the nation would strike a death knell
for the farce called the democratic way of life. Contrary to what Uncle Toms: and
racist buffoons would have our people believe, it is not the Negro who would be
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exterminated in such a conflict, but the so-called American way of life and those
racist imperialists who conspire to conquer, dominate and spread Blrmtngham-
type justice around the world. All the civilized peoples of the world are in
.sympathy with our struggle to ctvntze the master race savages and theiu social
jungle called representative democracy of the Christian USA. ,
The Afro·American in the USA is facing his greatest crfsia since chattel slavery.

All forms of violence and underhanded methods of extermination are being
stepped up against our people. Contrary to what the "big daddies" and their
"good ulgraa" would have us believe about all of the phony progress they claim
the race is making, the true status of the Afro-American,is steadily on the down
turn.
Those mercenary Afr-o-Americans who pander their self respect and prostitute

the human dignity of the race for crumbs from their white master's tables are
helping to forge the nails for their own caskets. Have they not learned anything
from the lesson of the history of the Jews in Nazi Germany? All the world knows
how many Jews sold out their race hoping to gain insulation for themselves.
It is common knowledge that the only privilege they won was the right to go
to the gas chamber last. Now they are just as dead as the ones who went first.
Already the colored people of the U.S. are plagued with mass arrests, attacks

by vicious Nazi trained police dogs, and victims of 'gun and club happy racists
policemen. Already our people are victims of mass unemployment, official cou-
spiracles of starv-ation and Ku Klux Klan terror backed by the" U.S. Justice
Department. Already the racist, raclsta are laying the ground-work for a mass
exodus. Our people must not forget how the Nazis loaded th~ Jews on death trains
under the .pretenae of sending workers to other locations when they were really
destined for the extermination chambers. It goes without saying that the Afro~
american is not wanted in the USA any' more, Machinery and, poor white
workers are fast replacing him. .. .
The F.B.I., the Minutemen and the KKK are of the same ilk. There is no class

immunity for Afro-Americans. when mass terror breaks loose,' all people of
color are targets. Turn the other cheeklsm 'is no survival tactic for ~ jungle
filled with wild beasts and savages presided over by an Impotent witch doctor,
-Sllck John Kennedy, whose magic pottone only work, in far. a way pll}ces.. ,

THE DISEASE OF BIGOTS •

The racists of the USA suffer from mass psychoneurosfs' Their minds have
~ecome so twisted out of normal proportions that they have become mental
cases. They possess warped personalities that have- forced them out of the realm
of 'nafural teadiustment. The racist bigots offhe USA are monomaniacs when
race is involved. Many are perfectly norma·l in every subject but the one en~
compassing human rights for colored rPeople. A brilliant college professor or
-scientlst who ts a bigot m&y possess an open mind and high Intellectual integrity
in every field but that 0.£ race relations. In this realm he may react as a blind
,fanat'ic whose sensibil~til:;p are as insensate as the most rapid racist of the back-
woods- country. His insensate nature makes hthi immune to logic and fact that
serveJas a'atimulua to-normal people with open minds. When individuals' personal-
Ities become divorced from reality and insensible to the stimulus of a nor-mel
environment; the best antidote is a shock tliat regi~ters and revives the sensible
eapnbtlttiee-to the state of reality. - 1. -i-

Thy Afro-Amertean Jms been subjected to' racism and persecuTIon for almost
'~oq,yea'rs in Itlle new world. Oommof sense dtcta'tes that white &PP1-eSSU'rS who
£avelJ"een unable 10 develop 'a humane attitude and' h just state of human 1'nter'-
00Ul;se indicative of u CivillzedP-,society in four, ('e-p-tl1ri~sare inGf!.paQlr of doing
so \"ohmtar'Uy merely from the standwint of·sociall'oodjl:ls1ment. ~- "t .1 t
It mU9t~l-so be re-uUzed that an QPIH*es'SedpE;;opleWho 'have meekly submitted

L~O,the f'Very whim of f;iucfia deiahged personality cannot possibly nave completely
eE;'c'a'i)e{lnnscarred. Too rnan;VAfro~American~ h'ave for -too 15bg, even though l1n-
wt)lin~lY;' play.eel an ac('onlm9:'il~ting -pretenders game i'1;l;' a vain efl'ort"to pacify
·thehopeless lun'altics. U' j 1 ,\) 1W ~' .• •

•. In,:this past w)1eu 'thi.'jlall 'PDwerful Wnaticl .wi;th bi~homici~,al!ltend\~ribie~,:th-
slsted that he was,'Go(( lalmigh'ty, for_t1ie ..sake of surviv'a} iit may 'have Qeen neces~
,,g~ry~to..,:,;o.aiJongwidt him. This L<;nq 1on/{er the ~age. '.He is no lop'ger the supreme

.
powldriii the world. A,fra-Americans must stoPj1?laying the accam~odating luna-
fic~'sg-ulllf'.' We must shOeI\:him Quck to r~aBtY., Rfro~Americans must stop pre-
te~l!nJf to go along with insaDe·f~c.~f_rr I," .\ ,~I"
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No 'sane 'person is willing to wear a badge of inferiority. No sane person is
satisfied co live under a caste 'system of brutal Jim Cl'OW. Human life.is too shorst
and precious to spend under terrifying conditions as a subhuman.

We must let the entire world know that we 'are not satisfied wtth'raclsm in
the USA.We must let the racist brute himself know that we are no longer going
to play his fdtots' game. We must also serve notice on 'the world that we tare -wll'l-
Ing -to help place 'him in a straight jacket until he is completely cured of his
.Insensate, sadistic and liomlcldattendenetes.

With the US struggling to 'dominate the world, the Afro~American is looked
upon !U'S 'R raging bull in a China closet. The racist dictators of faclst and racist
America are horrified at the thought that the enraged black bull may set 'Outon
a kicking spree 'at e moment detrimental Ito ttie US move toward world domi-
nation.
'1'11eafro-American is in more danger inside the USA at this very moment

than 'U,t'any time in the history of the USA, including slavery tfme. The 'slave,
because of his value as a machine. of labor was considered as asset to the racist
USA. Automation 'and the great surplus of 'cy~ayworkers, who 'arc more 'than wtll-
Ing to replace their black brothers ea the mules of drudgery in a fascist. society,
have nullified che value of the Afroamerican as tar as the raeist society 'is 'Con-
cerned. I't must be understood 'that thts savage concept of the white supremacists
'is based upon the uncivilized belief that black people are not human and that
they 'have no rightful place of cbtlzenship in the so-called "free world."

It is generally felt in racist circles today in the USA that the black man is the
white man's burden, Because of social evolution, the Afroamerican is fast becom-
lug a displaced person in his own native land. 'I'he insensate orava feel that the
Afro is a white elephant. He can neither eat him, employ him nor love him. He is
considered only good as black window dressing in baiting a trap to spring in
the captivity of the colored peoples of the world and their vast resources. The
black man is also considered good cannon fodder in US campaigns of conquest.
In the "free world" of Dixie USA, the income differential between Afro-

american and white families exemplifies the plight of Afros in the ofay world
of representative democracy. Dixie ofay family income for 1959 was a median
figure of $4,903 as compared to $1,929 averaged by the families of our race.
Although our people constitute 10.5 per cent of the total population of the
so-called American way of life, they receive something less than 5 per cent
of the nation's income. As of 1960, one out of six nonwhite dwelling units was
dilapidaed, compared with one out of thirty-two white dwellings.
Twenty-nine per cent of the nonwhite dwellings we're deteriorating, compared

with 12 percent for white dwellings; non-whites are less likely to own their own
homes and when they do the chances are one out of three that the home is sub-
standard; two fifths of the nonwlrlterdwellfnga lacked some or all plumbing,
compared with only one-tenth of the white-occupied units. These are national
figures. The problem in the South is even more serious: One out of foul' non-
white dwellings (rentals) are dilapidated as compared with ODeout of ten for
white dwelling units. Not only is nonwhite housing of an inferior quality; the
nonwhite dweller must pay more for his housing.
As an example of the nationwide trend, in the Greater Metropolitian Area of

Chicago.5.2 per cent of the total labor force is unemployed but 15.6 per cent of
the Mroame~icansjn the labor. force is unemployed. Unemployment among AfrQ-
americans has not dropped below 10 per cent for the past 10 years. Ofay liberals
and phony friends of the Arroamsneans have proudly boasted of the great strides
being made by the amusing "good nlgraa" and they are quick to point to the
mythological increase in income. The fact of the matter is that the cost of
living is higher than it has ever Qeenbefore. Th,e crucial issue is that the income
of the American Negro family showed no progress in relation to the income
of bhewhite family in the past two decades.
The USA is fast becoming a racist police state and the Afroamerican is the

major scape-goat. The Kennedy administration is well aware of the plight of
the Afroamerican. It is a party to. the conspiracy against him. t

T' r ~ \
STOCK MARKET: A BAROMETER FdR VIOLENCE

.J I.

In the TJSA.ther Afro-American ·is 'alwa"ys the last to be hired and the first
to be fired. With the stock market acting up the way it is Afr.o~Americans!are
in for some.hard days ahead. Also when great numbers of .ractets are unemployed
a scapegoat -ia always needed. We don't .have to etretch ourv-imagtnatlon to

,.
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imagine who scapegoat number one is. History also shows that more violence
is visited upon Afro-Americans during times of economic hardship. When racists
start to suffer they find the need for vent for their pent up fruatratlons. The
cunning rable rousers direct this vicious frustration toward the poor miserable
Afro-American.

The Afro-American would do well to remember this. He should also remember
the fact that the rulers of the USA are inclined to use war as a means of prop-
ping up a sagging economy. Those "good nigras" who insist on clinging to their
white masters despite his evil designs at home and abroad had better remember
that the gates are broad and open wide that lead to Hell.

(.I'hose who persist in dog loyalty to their white masters and insist on follow-
ing him to war against just and democratic peoples most certainly shall have
the honor of being atomized at his feet. Racism and imperialism's days are
numbered, the best thing Afros can do is not to support such evil causes. The
Afro-American's destiny is tied to that of his Latin American, African and Asian
brothers who are going to help bring a new order of social justice to the world.
If the Afro-American is to take up arms it had better be in defense of his women.
children and human dignity.

Our oppressors are beasts. They are devoid of human conscience. But even
the beast of the jungle respects force and violence. Our dignity demands that
we defend ourselves. Our self preservation requires us to FIGHT BACK. Yes,
a dark and foreboding shadow hovers over our people like a ghastly raven.
Violence and terror sweep the dand like a flrestorm. We have no recourse but to
raise our 'battle cry. Let every street become a battle field and every first strike a
blow. Let every stone become a weapon and every black man, woman land child
become a soldier and patriot in our cause of liberty. My brothers and sisters, it
is now or never. We must overcome at any price. No, we are not afraid, for it
is better to die than to survive as a subhuman. It is better to live just 30 seconds
in full and beautiful dignity of manhood than to live a thousand years crawling
and dragging our chains at the feet of our bruta'l oppressors. In the spirit of
Lexington and Concord, Let our battle cry be heard around the world, B'reedom !
Freedom! Freedom now or death l ! !

TIME TO UNITE

Nationalists who advocate separation should find cause to support the gallant
efforts of our people in the South for Human rights. Integration or no integration,
U.S. racism is being exposed and many of our people nre being educated. Present
defeats will pave the way for a powerful, united Black Nationalist Movement
and self determination.

EXHmIT No. 40 1

Los ANGELES, CALIF., Ja,nuary 6, 1969.

BROTHER IMARI,
Rep1~bUo of New Africa,
Detroit, Mich.

DEAR Bra : Let it be known that from this day forward January 6, 1969, that
I ghur-li Grant due solemnly swear allegiance to the Republic of New Africa, it's
constitution, it's Flag, it's concept.

Sincerely,
SHURLI GRANT.

EXHIBIT No. 672

INTERVIEW WITH nERMAN FERGUSON AND ARTHUR HARRIS OF THE REPUBLIO OF
NEW AFRICA

(Editor's note: the struggle for black liberation and self-determination in
this country incorporates a number of different forms of thought and action.
One tendency within the struggle to which white people have generally failed
to give due consideration and attention is the 'demand for full self-determina-
tion-separation. The Republic of New Africa is the leading organization c:tr~
rently articulating this position. The following interview with two of the leading
spokesmen for the Brooklyn Consulate of the Republic of New Africa gives an
expression of some of the basic thinking behind the demand for separation.)

1See p. 82 for discussion of this document.
2 See p. 86 for drecueston of this document.
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Mostly what we'd like to ask you are very basic questions about b t d

where you do it . . . w a you 0,

HERMAN ~RGU.SON. ! think that before you try to deal with separatism in a
formal organlzatton kmd of way, you should .really examine the concept th
Ideology itself, o~ separation. You shoul~ recognize it as part of self-deterl;lina:
tlon, and recognize the fact t?at re'Y0lutl<;maryblack nationalists see the strug-
gle for our freedom as a national liberation struggle cast in the same mold as
the national liberation struggles of the Vietnamese people, the Korean people,
the Algerian people, and so on.
we feel that the first and foremost obligation we have is to get our national

iu?-ependellcethrough this national liberation struggle, which Involves dealing
WIth the caste system first. 'I'he class struggle we feel at the moment will have to
be taken care of by the white left, and by others who consider themselves
Marxist-Leninlsts.
Once we have established our national liberation, our national independence

at that time then, we feel that we perhaps can become involved in a clas~
struggle. But before then, it would be, to say the least, premature for UB' to
talk in terms of a class struggle, especially when on the other side, among
whites, there's still so much chaos and confusion, and we're clear as to what's
happening. We can't tell who is doing what and where the vartous groups,
what they're talking about even, when Abbie Hoffman (and all we know
about you is what we read in the papers, just like all you know about us is
what you read in the paper) Abbie Hoffman says the whole deal is just a
joke. You know, he put the whole thing down. 'well, I guess the guy, I mean
that was, I suppose, part of his strategy.
You see how it leaves us; we feel that for our national liberation struggle

to become involved in a social revolution at this point would be foolhardy. It
would be politically incorrect, strategically, militarily, any way you look at
it. It would only serve to harm our cause and your cause because if what we
see your people doing is actually accomplishing the aims of your struggle,
to seize state power, and we can eee with state power in your hands, the
possibilities of our national liberation struggle succeeding are. greater, with
less difficulty. At that time, then, also it's quite possible we might be able
to deal with each 'other across national lines, you see. So we see that the one
supporting the other, you know, mutual support. The end result that we are all
striving for is the same thing, which is a classless society.
ARTHUR HARlUS. But while we're talking about the new left, I think we also

should add some criticism of the new left. Because one of the things that white
people have done is always say well you know you're all messed up in this
and that. But as we examine the left, it's always the conservative elements
thac are in charge. Every time there's a peace march the thing is just limited
to Vietnam, and then it doesn't even address itself to political demands. It
just seems that it's supporting the system and that you're still part and parcel
of the system. And there's just so much confusion and most of it focussed
just on Vietnam, that it seems that it's just trying to say, you're wrong for
being in Vietnam and get out of there when they're already in Laos.
It's a big and basic kind of thing that white people are not calling for the

victory of the National Liberation Front, 'fit least the leadership Isn't-c-womeu
Strike for Peace, and Speck and all these people. So we say that if these
people can't adhere to what's revolutionary they should keep their mouth shut
and you should deal with them.
HF. Let me ask you something. Do you serve as a place for dissemination, do

rou collect news from all over and send it out to various papers? (yes) Do
you make any news yourself, do you have any news stories that you send out
yourselves or news analysis'!
Yes we write most of the news and analysis right here.
HF: One of the reasons I ask is that I have read your stuff carefully as it

comes to our office because we look for things that we could use. Now there
are some things in there that with changes we can use, but by and large there's
very little ill there that's relevant to black revolutionaries.
There's no attempt to analyze the separatist movement or the status of black

people as a colonized people. Once yon recogni7.e tbat [status], th~ nature of
our struggle is as clear as the palm of my hand. If we are a. colonized people,
lthen we have to get the colonizer off of our land, and claim that land .for
ourselves and plant our flag there and emerge as a whole people and a nahan.
Because we cannot get status, we cannot even get human rights, through any
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ether kind of struggle, if we understand that we are a colonized people who
are held here in captivity against our wishes.
And so when you take the Panthers because they talk the Leninist-Marxist

line and their analysis of the struggle is more in keeping with the white left.
then they become the danltngs of the left. We don't ask you t.o do that with
us, we don't even want you to do that. But if you are scientific about analyzing
the struggles of black people and the whole system here, the whole polttical
spectrum here, yo.u have to deal with our situation honestly, and you have
to deal with it in the sense that as colonized people, the national liberation
'Struggle is the correct struggle fOl' us and that's the route we have to go at
this point. B'or us to even talk about being involved in any social revolution,
is putting the cart way, before the horse. For us this is sometiring we do later on.
If the"white left takes care of its job, somewhere down the road, our paths

will touch. You see as a nation of people we will decide wuat our political
ecorromtc base is going to be. We understand that the interpretation of'society
and the struggles that have to take place among people was done' by people who
were part of the ruling class in terms of ruling us. So we have to be very careful
about using their tools for interpreting our existence and how we are -to go
about freeing ourselves. I'm talking about black people using Karl Marx and
Lenin in terms of class struggle 'at this time.
One of Lenin's important points is that the right of self-determination is a

basic right.
HF. When we get that. from .!30 many white leftist groups, they tum off, at a

certain point. Because, it seems" to be extremely difficult for them to com-
pletely free themselves of their white nationalism and accept our right to self-
determination. And because we intend to deal with the caste system first, that
we don't constitute a threat to their existence, we see that it would be to our-
advantage to have the White left in charge of things.
But as we move along in onr national liberation struggle, the white left is

going to have to, very shortly, in the seventies, accelerate its struggle and
move from the political struggle to 'armed struggle. And while you're doing
this, we must be doing what we have to do. And we're supporiting one another.
Wbat sort of specific programs do you have?
HF. You see, the concept of nationalism, of separatism, goes back to before

the Garvey days of the twenties. It goes way back to' the time when black
people were first brought here. Spokesmen like Garvey came along and artdcu-
Iated this feeling of nationalism on the part of black people-s-the sort of dis-
tinctive feeling that we were a separate people. And that we have our own
separate way of life that we have to find. We have to find bt, and put it to:
effective work, and then we can emerge as a whole people, and can really deal
with other people on a basis of equality. And then Elijah Muhammed moved'
the idea of nationalism and self-determination further, and Malcolm, when
he left the Nation of Islam became more political.

It has reached the point now where most black people have this feeling of"
nationalism, you find it extremely prevalent among the young, the high school;
junior high school students, and many of the college students. And the mani-.
festattou of it is that the high school students this fall began to struggle
around the right to fly the liberation flag, the red, black and green flag, the-
symbol of our aspirations. They also struggled in some schools around the-
right to remain seated and not to participate in the pledge of allegiance to the,
American flag. This was done without any organized group going Into those-
schools and providing leadership. The concept has begun to take a bold in the
black community, the students understand that that flag means more to them-
than the red, white and blue could ever mean, and they have to protect that
flag and show it the same dignity, respect that the flag of any other nation is:
shown.
The business around the Panthers is part of the total scheme to crush the

black liberation struggle. Tbe Panthers are a convenient group to use because-
f t's a group that's been very outspoken, very distinctive kind of dress, they talked
about using the gun, and at the beginning they were dedicated to protecting and
defending the black communjty.
'I'hat was why Huey Newton was on the streets, and directing the orgautza-

tion. And then when he went into prison and Eldridge moved in, they begun to
move more away from the black community and began to move into alliances
with whites, not alliances to 'begin with, but they began 00have more and more-
contact with whites, white influence coming into the Panthers party. It eul-;
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mluated with the call by Bo-bby Seale back in June for a convention to form
a United Front Against Fascism, and it was significant to us that shortly after
that, Bobby was in prison himself, charged with conspiracy in Ohicago.
Then they began to step up their campaign against the secondary Ieadershtp.

Their idea was to so frighten black people that everybody could 'see what Would
happen if you stepped out of line. Sort of saying if you're black and in America
and you want to do these things, if we want to do these things to you, we do
them. . ,
- The whole idea was not tOOdeal with the Panthers because the Panthers
represented a revolutionary threat to the establtsbment.I'No, not. the Panthers,
It's black people period. And this whole move toward national liberation, this
is of concern to the establishment The fact that in the space of one rear,
th'L'b'ugh their own PDUs,they found that more than 25% of black people had
joitied 'the rank~Lef those who say they would separate from this country if
they ooultl. In 1968 only 6% were ready 00 separate. Now it's 31%. This is the
thing that is disturbing to the establishment.
j AH. They picked out the Panthers and they're trying to use them to demoralize
other black people that are coming into the movement. They give you the idea
that a crisis exists ; they'll put i1verybody in jail or on the run and you're not
safe anyplace to have a meeting. And this kind of stuff which is true, I mean
tl'ley'll(lo it, but which isn't absolutely true SO'far as th~ total black movement.
'l~hey-just cnose'tne Panthers when the Panthers had just started, in late '66

I think, and then they deleted -everything that had happened-c-how Malcolm
wns murdered by the OIA, King, they even deleted King. And they just bung
On to the Panthers to use-chat as a demoralizing reature in demonstrating what
will happen to you. '
we feel that if you look at what went on in the gtxttes, and some of the stuff

blrat Hoover'ssaying was just a small portion of this. Like in '65, when the com-
mander of the National Guard in ,the Houg-hsection of Oleveland said that they'
Were fighting guerrillas and they couldn't. catch anybody' and 'they couldn't do
abything, they were helpless. And on'tp the" battle of Detroit when the entire'
blackbomruuutty rose up and fought the police and, the national guard 'and tbe
paratroopers. This wasn't any organization, it wasn't any organized consptraey,'
but it was the overall black community.
- And now the government has chosen the Panthers when ,they knew it was the
black community. TJIey just want to point the finger at them and try to use them
to propagandize themselves.
It's so bad that they even went so far as putting police on TV from around the

country. 'l'hey have special programs they're running, "You can trust your local
policeman" kind of thing. They had an 'hour thing on St. Louis. And in St. Louis,
by the way, I think around 20+oddpeople got killed by a sniper and they never
caught whoever was doing this. And the city lost thousands of millions of dol-
lars, the city was paralyzed. Itwas like a curfew. It wasn't imposed by the police,
it was imposed by the person or persons that were doing the sniping. And all
these things are part and parcel of the liberation struggle that is going on, that's
being carried out 'and waged by black people.
Have the women been taking an active part in the struggle ?
AB. There's no separate women's liberation, because we're all black first,

We don't feel separate oppression by sex.
HF. We see them as citizen soldiers.
AH. 'women's liberation, that's just a jive thing to divide people from what

they're trying to do. It doesn't exist, only in certain people's minds. '
MH. We suffer the same setbacks, we suffer the same jails, we suffer the same

brutalities, the same senteucee : outside, the same hardships. There's no need
for a separate struggle.
AH. I don't see any organizations on the left that were trying to operate and

to do things that needed to be done. And I don't see any organizational structure
that makes sense on the left to have any viable organization like the government
may have, or even the John Birch Society. I just see a lot of talk and nothing
else. Someone's going to come along and wash everything away and leave you in
charge and I think this women's liberation thing is just a bunch of contrndic-
tions that take up people's time. The Minutemen don't have that problem. I
would like to see the left develop the kind of organizational structures that can
lead and conduct the struggle rather than demonstrations and all that. Some
kind of organization that bas some muscle. I'm not talking about smashing
bank windows, that --- is ridiculous.
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So what I'm saying is that by just looking at the Panthers I think people have

fallen into a serious trick bag and they like have your attention on something
that's Il)ertinent and that's important, 'but is just a small aspect of the total strug-
gle of black people in America to gain their national liberation.
You've spoken about the Panthers, I sort of wonder how you feel about some

of the other leading black groups like the Muslims, the League of Revolutionary
Black Workers in Detroit, some of these groups.
AB. You're talking about DRUM (Dodge Revolutionary Union Movement) ?

Well I feel that all of these groups are relevant, and they add to the black na-
tionalist cause. Any action that you take in America the man is not going to let
you have real power. He'll give you a Negro or a black person in the plant to
be your slavemaster at that plantation, just like Rhody McCoy [leading figure
in Oceanhill-Brownsville school de-centralization dispute], but you'll never have
control over any decision-making process of your life. And I think that aU these
organizations point this up to black people daily through trying to improve the
living conditions-and the wages and everything.
I think DRUM is a necessary organization. I think the Muslims are a real

beautiful organization and I think the whole thing about 'how they just came out
and said what they were doing [establishing black-run cooperative farms in south-
ern states] with a lot of their funds was really beautiful and it proves what you
can accomplish once you unite black people. 'I'his whole concept, turning to agri-
culture and "doing for self" I think is good. I think that they definitely have a
great impact on black people. Probably what will happen-c-I guess most of the
people in DRUM will eventually go work for the Nation of Islam. One of the
things I'd like to see is that black college students, the ones that find it neces-
sary to go to school, should go to agricultural school.
And technology schools? [Another part of the Muslim program.]
AH. I think more agriculture than technology. If you put a big emphasis on

technology, then you get into problems with where you're going to get the ma-
chinery from and all that. But when your'e talking about developing for your-
self-you know almost the same kind of thing that Cuba is talking about and
that Nkrumuh tried in his country when the man dropped the market on cocoa-
that you can produce these things for ourselves.
HF. I think that one of the points that Arthur overlooked about DRUM and

the Nation of Islam is that they are valuable in that they point out the contra-
dictions that exist.
The Nation of Islam has shown that even if you buy land, you get legal title to

it, that a foreign government that sells you the land can still step in and put "the
people who sell you the land in jail and charge them with having violated a law
by dealing with a foreign corporation. They won't even call the Nation of Islam
a foreign nation but they arrest and indict the two people who sold them the
land on charges of selling, having business dealings, with a foreign corporation.
And with DRUM, I think the contradiction that will be shown there is that

despite the fact that blacks organize themselves into separate unions that they
will still be just a minorit~\ group among the major white labor groups and labor
unions. And that their only hope is to come into a separate nation where a black
union can function and where the ownership of land is not based on a few
predatory men selling it to you, or renting it to you really because the fact
that you have that deed to it doesn't mean that it's your land. It always belongs to
whoever is in power because their power is based on land ownership and
control.
I think we have to go back and look at the struggle and its implications in

terms of black people moving realistically towards liberation and self-deteranina-
tion. As long as we are a colonized people the colonizer can do anything with us
and to us that he wants. For instance, he can arrest anyone he wants. He can
arrest Rob Williams tomorrow. Rap has been arrested several times. And he
can charge you as a criminal and take you into court and prosecute you under
the criminal code, when if we are waging a national liberation struggle we know
that these brothers are political prisoners. And that therefore political prisoners,
the kind of treatment that they get in court during the time of incarceration is
different than the kind of treatment that is accorded to a criminal who has
violated the criminal code. Because the political prisoner, whatever he does,
it is an act done to change his conditions. He is attacking the system to change
his conditions.

If he bas to go out on the corner and put a gun in somebody'a face or mug
somebody he's still a political prisoner, because that system has put such an
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economic squeeze on him that that's the only way he can survive in the system. If
someone goes out to blow up the 155th street bridge here between Manhattan
and the Bronx, that is a polatdcal act because the person is addressing himself
to a political problem that confronts his people. So he is saying that this is the
only way that my condition can be changed and this is the only way that I can
get you to deal with the condition that I'm trying to get you to take a look at,
trying to get you to address yourself to.
So if we look a our struggle from that light I think that in your publications

you can deal with the fact that all black people, we consider any black person that
is indicted by America to be a political prisoner, and that therefore the treat-
ment that political prisoners are given is different. That certain times you
give a political prisoner, you don't hold him under high ransom. He can walk
the streets because you know he's going to show up for his trial. He committed
whatever it was he did as a political act, and therefore, since he's seeking a
platform from which to espouse his viewpoints, his convictions, his program, that
he'll uE' in court, he'll be there because this is his forum, this is the platform
from which he can present his case to the world if there's enough publicity
around it. So it's not necessary to hold 21 Panthers under $100,000bail each.
Because these are not criminals.
Willie Sutton is a criminal; he robs a bank in order to live like the capitalist

pigs who run the system. If one of the brothers robs ft. bnuk it'n not for that
reason. It's to put money into the struggle.
AB. Anybodj- that's been active can expect the maxtmrun rt-ctu the courts.

lOU know this has been the case; Rap was convicted, we were convicted, I think
everybody that went to trial was convicted except for one 01' two cases where
people tried to twist that-say here's some kind of chance and some kind of hope.

weu, what I'm saying is if you're going to have some kind of effective struggle,
if you want people to engage in armed struggle, you're going to have to remove
tba t thread of hope. Quite frankly, black people have been in armed struggle,
and that's what I'm talking about when I say evaluate what has taken place
in the Sixties.
You have to understand some of these things that have to be done, in order

to create certain conditions that create the total armed struggle. Like in Vietnam
for about two years the people in the south had no contact with the people in the
north and they were just sort of at loose ends, but they kept on pushing and vio-
lent things got back together. And all kinds of crises, developments and what
have rou happened.
But I think it's important now to understand the things that the establishment

has institutionalized to keep the struggle at a minimum level. It's important to
understand these things, like civil rights, you know they've stopped talking
about civil rights. Now I don't know what they're going to come out and call it.
It's important to have someone interpreting what you're doing for you clearly.

I think that's one of the reasons we're here perhaps to help you take a serious
look at the black movement and start interpreting things the way they are. Just
like a lot of people misunderstand why Che Guevara brought Regis Debray into
Bolivia. It's important to have people interpreting what's going on and getting
the correct analysis out.
what I'm trying to say, I don't know if Herman might want to talk about the

case. the whole thing around it, the details, but I think we're playing into the
man's hands when we get involved in court cases because we give the whole
thing some sort of legitimacy.
I'm not saying, like, that with the 21 Panthers (on trial in New York) people

shouldn't go down to the court. But at some point, the brothers that are arrested,
they obviously crossed that line-that's why the man arrested them. But the
people in that courtroom, they have to make some decision to cross that llne too.
And until they cross that line totally, there's always going to be a few UDthere
on exhibition, on display, sort of telling people that this is what you can get, this
is what we can do to you.
What I'm saying is that we know what they can do to us, and it's just time to

put an end to it. It's ridiculous for them to take any black person to court.
It seemed to me that what Bobby Seale did in court did a lot to destroy

legitimacy.
A.....-q. I guess it helped a great deal. But what I'm talking about is the system

always presents a choice; it takes you into court and they say they'll reduce the
charges if you will just plead, if you will just lie on yourself. What I'm talking
about is no deals, you know, no courts. I'm just talking about the kind of eltua-
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tlon like is in North Vietnam now. They have those prisoners! and they got 'em.
It's gutta be that klnd of thing, if you're at war with somebody, if you're totally
at war, otherwise it's a contradiction. What I'm trying to say is it's. time to
eliminate the contradictions so that we can deal with what we have to dea l
with, And the court is the biggest contradiction in our way at this point.

There are ",'till some questions that I have in my mind about the concept of a
white social revolution along wtlh a black liberation struggle, and what that has
to do with strategy. In other words, the thing tbat seems implied is that black
people will tr.v and stake out a certain territory.

liF. We've done tbut already.
They've atready laid out the five States that they are demanding.
HF. We're demanding .Mi.<::si.':l:-lptJi,Alaba ma, Loulsiauu, Soutb Carolina and

Georgia.
What dol'S that mean specifically then'? "White people will totally move alit'?
IIE'. The way that the strategy was laid clown originally is that anyone who

wanted to Atay there could. 'I'hey would have to, however, understand that the
Republic of New Africa was the government, that as long as thev- obeyed the
laws and so on they could stay but that the United States government could no
longer govern them. This upplled to anyone who lived on the laud.

Well then, as black people fight to take over and then defend that land, do you
see whf te people fighting simultnneousjv in the rest of the country to overthrow
the government tha t you ftght as a foreign enemy?

HF, Your responsibility would be the internal conflict and our problems would
be externaljv worked out. Since we consider ourselves a separate nation, then it's
to a nation's advantage to have friends within the enemy nation that are worktng
for you.

Tile main thing that occurs to me is that the black struggle is alreadv far ad-
runcerl and I don't know how soon ,\TOU see the possibility of a white armed
struggle developing.

HF. Well, let's look ut Debray's Revolution "Within the Revolution "There lie
talks about moving from armed self defense to armed propaganda. which in
essence means that you go on the offensive. If you remain in that position of
armed f'elf defense, you can be done aWHYwith, because you only react to a cer-
tain kind of attack. If yon juat sit there and say, if you hit me first, I'm going
to hit you back, there are :"0many w.a,vsthat YOur strength can be taken ac-es-
from you. And so yon have to move to the next level, armed propaganda .

Now black people, for two reasons, are not ready yet for the armed struggle,
Number one, we have not yet reached the potut where we understand collec-
tively that we have the right to armed self defense. Little pockets of black
people understand this, some individuals understand, but in terms of a black
nation of people coming together to defend itself, that concept has not been
grasped by our people yet. And since our people have not even got to the
point of understanding that within the system we have a right to defend
ourselves, to call for armed struggle would be like howling in the. wilderness,
your voice would be lost.

But white people have always had the right to self defense. Yom own
cflicla.l constitution gives. vou that right. And I don't think that the white
left has utilized the constitutional guar.filltees that apply to you just as they
a11ply to Walluc€,. You can use the courts in a way that we can't use them,
And for you to call for ul'med struggle, you don't have to deal with that mental
block that comes in there right away when the colonized people feel that, boy,
if I get a gUll even, if they even know I have a ~un in JU'yhouse, they mig.ht
conw in and shoot up the bouse and burn it down. Hundreds of cops. And
you don't lHlve that problem, you Ree, And if enough suppression is. brought
against yon, if those bad been white Panthers in Chicago, you could call on a
large Rf'gment of the white left wbo would prdbably respond ,vith their guns,

I oon1t kno,\' if the left Ims even given {lilYserious consideration to OJ'tried
to infiltrate the right, 'l'bf'Y certainly have infiltrfj.ted the left, .And I don't know
why you couldn't have some of your boys cut their hair and put on a white
shirt and a tie, and bf'-f'omeMilHftemen And Birchites quite easily, It "\vouldn't
take very IOJlgto find these groups. They're all over. JllS·t write to the National
Rifle Association and say I n~ant to form a rifle club and they will send you
a list of all the riflle' clubs in the metropolitan area. You just join one of
them, You]' contacts are right there, We can't do this kind of thing.

'i'his is another reilson why our struggle has to take on a different form: We
have to face reality and recognize our situation llere as a colonized, hIghly
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identifiable people. When Fallon was descrtbing this spontaneous combustion
of national consciousness, be was talking about us. This is what we have to
go through.
If yOUTpeople aren't true revolutionaries in the mold of Che Guevara reforms

could satisfy many of your people; just change this a little bit, or let some
of us into positions of authority-or if the country would decide we could
become a little more socialist, or a little more Iike Russin, 01' even like Russia,
that brand of communism-it might be sufficient to satisfy a great many of
your people. But it would never do, it would not change anything for us.
It wouldn't change anything, because when vou're dealing with a power. I
don't care what position you hold in the ranks of the powerful, if thev took like
you, if their heritage is the same as yours, you are part of them.

So if you assume control of things, I don't see how you could really turn to me
and say, O.K., everything you have always wanted is right here. you can have it.
Because power is not handled that way, and you people are talking about power
just like we're talking about power. And that is one thing we have to understand,
that as revolutionary nationalists when we talk about power we know what we
are talking about and we understand that power is never given, it's never shared.
So you can't say to us, "Look, come in with us and we'll overthrow this whole bit
here and tbeu you guys can have whatever you want." We know that that ain't
about to happen. The only way we would get anything out of you if you took O\'e1'
tomorrow would be if we were in a position of equal power. Then you'd have to
respect our power. Or if we weren't equally powerful in terms of material power.
if there were other power that we bad. if we had the power to get in your WflY
and to do things to you that you couldn't stop us from doing, then you'd want to
talk about, "Let's see if we can't work this out." And there'd be no such thing as
saying, "well, we're going to let you have this, we're going to give you these five
states, this is what you wanted, isn't it." You see that's not power. That's still that
paternalistic system that we've been part of as colonized people. And so we're not
talking about black capitalism where neo-colonialism becomes the game. And
we're not talking about changing the great white father, changing his political
direction-if the great white father comes from the left, as far as 'we're concerned,
it's the same as the one 1Jhatcomes from the right.

Can we talk about the South for a minute. From everything you've said it
seems obvious that those five States are going to hnve to be fought for nnd torn
awav from the Government that rules today.

HF. We hope not.
Well then, you think that there could be a peaceful transfer of power in those

five States?
Hb'. No. They might give us the states but they wouldn't give us any power. It

might become feasible for them to give us those states if we could mount enough
pressure, get in the way enough. Yon see, there's a dlatiuction between power and
pressure. It's not Iucoucetvable that if enough pressure, diplomatic pressure if we
tried to get support from other governments, political pressure and so all, they just
might ..

AB. But then. that situation would set us back because just like, you look at
Africa, all the countries that got their independence through negotiations have
been toppled a couple of times. They would set it up the same way here, you kuow,
Roy Innis would be the president of Alabama or the governor. I'm not trying to be
funny but they would just run one of those neo-colonialist games on us. And it's
important for people to go through a struggle to understand the relationship of
power. One of the things you can look at is Stokes in Cleveland-all that funny
business went down there and those white cops didn't take orders from him. He
was the mayor and they were trying to ktll htm, as a matter of fact he was trying
to save'himself from them.

There's a point to the Question I didn't get across. The actlvtty yon described
about what's happening in high schools here in New York and what's happening
in Detroit. I wondered ~fyou can point to things happening in what will be the
actual battleground. And another thing, do you foresee it as a logical step that
the Government would try to give you some amount of land without that power?

HE'. You see, the system bas the awesome capacity to absorb anything that
stays within it. As long as black people are talking about doing anything within
the system it will be absorbed, the Garvey movement, all of these movements
are contained and controlled. If the Panthers had been smart they would 11ave
concentrated on their point number 10, where they call for a plebiscite, instead of
getting into other things. I think that's even more important than the breakfast
program. It's when you stay in that system that they can deal with you.
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They can deal with Russia, because Russia wants in. They can't deal with
China quite yet, because China still doesn't want in. They want China in the
United Nations so bad that they don't know what to do. They're trying to do
everything that they can to bring Ohina into some contact with them, because
once they've got you dealing with them, and within the system, imperialism is
so geared that it will absorb anything that gets into it.
It's like a billy goat-a billy goat can eat anything, eat cans, paper, and its

system is so tough that it can absorb it, digest it, that it doesn't bother it. He
might burp a couple of times but he can bandle it. And this system 1s the same
way. If black people remain in this system, there is absolutely nothing that is
relevant to our needs or relieving our suffering that can be done..
There are piece-meal programs. You get windowdressing and you get a few

people who are allowed to get a few of the crumbs, but the masses of our people
will always be the ones who are down on the ground and kept down there.
I vcoudered if yon could identify any kind of activity in the South that you see

leading into a national liberation struggle of the kind that can't be coopted
and tbat won't accept definitions within the system?
HF. The Republic [of New Africa] has citizens who are acquitting land

quietly just as the Nation of Islam has done. The Nation of Islam has said that
if they have to they will send a thousand of their brothers down there to defend
that land. This is a step in the right direction. These are two of the things that
I see. But what you're doing is projecting years ahead when you talk about the
liberation struggle. We're talking about the steps that have to go before and
getting things to the point where our people are prepared for that kind of
struggle where they have the determination, the understanding even before
determination ...
AH. Like endurance. One of the things I thought he said was good was about

the schools, the high schools where black young brothers and sisters go to high
school. The whole thing I said before, when I talked about the courts, I'm talk-
tug about other iostitutions too. Just as the courts have to be closed down, the
high schools have to be closed down too. Now someone will say now I'm an
anarchist, but I'm not. I'm just being realistic because they're just promoting
racism. I hope in the coming-years the brothers and sisters just don't even go
to school. It'll be much more to their advantage. Because when you go to school,
you get used to this kind of technology that you were talking about before.
You get the idea that you need a computer and you need carpets and you need
a Mustang, you need to go to college, and you need, you need; but you really
don't need all these things. I hope that the movement would define what it
means by education, because that's a big trap of the system, you know, keep
'em all in school, get 'em in college, get 'em strnggllng around soul food in the
cafeteria.
I think that you perpetuate these institutions by going through them-and

anybody that goes to college is perpetuating racism, institutionalized racism,
and then coming out and being a liberal teacher. They're just kidding them-
selves, and the faster we get our kids out of those schools the better off we'll be.
I think, maybe this has been answered lots of different places in the discus-

sion but it seems that the assumption behind the black separatist movement is
that white racism runs so deep in this society that its just impossible to gain
equality within it. Wbat I'm saying is, the liberal argument says that if the
government really ...
AH. But every liberal .. You didn't hear what I just now said about col-

lege and about going through schooL Every liberal was educated in some kind
of racist institution like Columbia that just by its very nature back in the recon-
struction period institutionalized racism in its structure. It's no longer, like
you don't have to beat me over the head or anything like that, if you don't
want to. But the institutions do it for yon. Institutions keep black people in
line for you. Any white person in America-I mean Lindsay, racist as he is and
reactionary as he is, he was on that panel [Kerner Commission] and he said
that all white people are racist. And that is one of the things that if you're
going to conduct a realistic social revolution In white America you're just going
to have to face. This is something that is.
HF. Historically we can't afford at this late date, when imperialism is about

to make the final decision on us, to make the same mistake we made before.
The liberals, as personified now by the white left, have always in a crisis when
thev had a choice turned away from us.
The abolitionists after the Civil War, and really before the war, all they wanted

was to have slavery ended. But they never followed up with any kind of support
01' real program to bring the slave into the system. They compromise; it was a
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sell-out on the part of the abolitionist democrats. They said, this WRB good for
business and we're for business. There again this was white nationalism that
came to the fore, and my personal feeling is that is one of the very few things
that you can depend on, in our struggle, that racism and white nationalism will
always be there to keep you interfering when you try to do something for your
own self. And it's so ingrained that I don't see how you can, given the present
circumstances and historical relationships, do anything that's meaningful to us,
unless it is something so drastic and so radical that we recognize it as a move to
really show that you're really with us.

Often in the black liberation struggle we talk about the John Browns. Where
are they? We don't see them. We see no evidence that John Browns are going
to emerge. Not John Browns in the sense that this is an attack on Harper's
Ferry and this is supposed to start the black revolution, but the kind of thing
we're saying here is taking care of business on the part of white revolutionaries,
so that you are taking hold of that situation where a guy like Abbie [Hoffman]
stands up in court where the attention of the world has been focused on this
trial and he says, the whole left movement has been a joke, it was a joke, we
were just kidding around, we were just putting you all on.
They've been there how long now, three months of that trial'! To culminate

in his saying that? That's why they did all that? Bobby got four years and
thirty days so this dude could stand there and say this all was a joke, we were
kidding? All those busted heads in Chicago? We watched that on television,
and this dude stands up and says this.
And that's why, we are committed completely, wholeheartedly and totally to

self-determination on our OWll. We don't feel that we can afford to let anybody
else ever again become even a partner until we have reached the point ourselves
where we can form partnerships. Where we dictate certain projects, it's always
been in the past that we've had the problems .... I think that if the white lett
is sincere, they can understand and appreciate this because once we get our
thing together and once the white left becomes more real, we can do a lot of
things to help each other, some very important things. Because if we don't,
then the whole struggle is going to be one where there might be a race war.
There doesn't have to be, but there might be.

BUSINESS WEEK CAUTIONS ITS EXEOUTIVE READERSHIP NOT To MEET CLINCHED
FISTS WITH GUNB

NEW YORK CLNS).-Business Week, the weekly newsmagazine for American
businessmen, suggests that its readers get to know the ins and outs of seIf-
defense. In the section entitled "Personal Business" appears an article whose
reasoning sounds remarkably like Lyndon B. Johnson's reflections on the Viet-
nam war:

"The basic rule is that if you, a family member, or a friend are attacked, you
can use any reasonable force needed to repel the aggressor. You can use greater
force than you face-e-lf it appears 'reasonable' to you-and you aren't held to a
fine line in deciding the difference."

Of course there is a difference from Vietn-am, and to deter its businessmen
readers from thinking strictly in terms of Vietnamese analogies which might
wind them up in jail, Businessweek warns:

"You become the aggressor when you use defensive force that is clearly exces-
sive. For example, you can't respond to the threat of a clenched fist with a
gun and quick 'ehootlng." Not even if the clenched fist is chanting, "Ho, Ho, He
Chi Minh! The NL~ is gonna win."

EXHIBIT No.6S*
[Inner-city Voice,Detroit, Mich.]

ATTENTION BLACK WORKERS!

In the past years black workers for the most part have been relatively silent
about the numerous out right racist acts being perpetuated upon us by the white
racist ruling-working classes!

sSee p- 90 for discussion of this docnment.

45-159--71--pt. 2-----8
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We have suffered abuse upon abuse, we have suffered untold atrocities, we

have been subjugated to chain gangism in assembly plants-we have been forced
into downtrodden positions and we have been literally crushed under foot. Even
in certain periods through-out our history, flagrant and savage attacks have been
administered upon us. Once in New York Irish workers, who thought that
blacks were out to get their jobs, massacred, 2,000 and injured another 8,000
blacks. This is a clear example of so-called working class unity. From 1889 to
1918 some 50 years or so ago, 3,224 known lynchings occurred. In 1916, in
Waco, Texas, 10,000white working men and women and children cheered when
Jesse Washington a 19 year old black mental deffective, was burned alive in
the public square. Youngsters were held high to watch his agony as the flames
crackled. His teeth were sold at $15 apiece and the chain that bound him for 25
cents a link.
In Tennessee a black farmer and his two daughters, taking a wagon full of

cotton to a gin, were ambushed, all three were hanged from a tree and the load
of cotton was burned under their dangling bodies. A mob in Valdosta, Georgia
lynched 3 innocent Negroes, the pregnant wife of one of the three cried at her
husband's death so loudly that the mob seized her and burned her alive too.
·As the flames enveloped Mary Turner's body, her unborn child fell to the ground
and was trampled underfoot; white parents held their children to watch.
In East Bt. Louis Il11nois in 1917, White workers went on a Negro hunt ana

massacred hundreds of innocent and submissive Negroes. In a single Parish in
Louisiana after a Negro hunt in 1870's more than two thousand brown babies
were gathered for burial. The Black man in America today is considered just so
much excess dirt under the racist white savages foot.
And even today these same savages are slaughtering thousands of innocent
women and children in Vietnam. Even to the point that the mutilated bodies are
divided up and handed out as souveniers of hell. But many in our ranks doubt
that such acts can happen to us again. They are too naive to see that the
slaughter has never stopped, it has merely changed arenas and our turn will
be back up again shortly.
Why right this very day one of the Noblest of our sons-c-One of our fellow

black workers a former employee at the Rolling Mill at Ford Motor Co. and a
member of local 600 U.A.W., Brother Robert F. Williams is being hounded down
by a notorious lynch mob in Monroe, North Carolina and their henchmen and
stooges in Lansing and Detroit, Michigan.
We have suffered too long.-It is now time to throw off all oppressive yokes,

no other people have suffered the cruelty of such injustices as those heaped upon
black workers without responding in kind. The yoke of speed-ups drives us
harder than any slave driver on the plantation. Safety hazards make even the
concept of going to work a possible fatality. The yoke of check off allows thiefs
to steal money from us in our name.
We have suffered too long.-It is now time to throw off all oppressive yokes

of such injustices as those heaped upon black workers without responding in
kind. The 'yoke of speed-up drives us harder than any slave driver on the planta-
tion. Safety hazards make even the concept of going to work a possible fatality.
The yoke of check off allows uitera to steal money from us in our name. And
the yoke of complacent leadership discredits our outcry.
Even in our communities our 'babies have been leading the fight for freedom-

young kids have been gallantly fighting for what we all know is right and young
women and children have been forced to fill front line positions left vacant by
cowardly so-called men.
Our human decency, manhood, and survival demand that we rise up now and

fight these injustices and support Bro. Robert F. Williams.
For it was Bro. Rob. who fought the Ku Klux Klan "tit for tat" and "toe to

toe".
It was Bro. Rob. who was hounded around the world by the savage running

dogs of U.S. racism and branded a black racist.
It was Bro. Rob who in 1957 stood up in North Carolina and said we must

meet violence with violence.
It was Bro. Rob who from 1957 to 1961 successfully fought off the Ku Klux

Klan.
It was Bro. Rob, who traveled around the world crusading for the black

Americans. .
It was Bro. Rob who forced the voice of America to go on overtime with its

lies B,Dd slander trying to counteract the truth Rob spoke.
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It was Bro. Rob who remained a consistent and powerful voice against

Tyranny and racial oppression of black Americans.
And now its Bro. Rob who is calling upon every black worker everywhere to

stand resolute like a wall of granite and to oppose the racist Kangaroo Mob in
Monroe, North Carolina, Lansing or Detroit. Michigan and wherever it
raises it's head.
We black workers should all resolve that if Rob goes we all will go. Our mere

self preservation demands that we now fight back.

EXHIBrr 66

[Detroit News, Sunday, Feb. 15, 1970]

W.lLLIAMS' 8-YEAR ODYSSEY

(By Robert F. 'Williams)

Eight years can be a long time. With modern technology what it is today, one
naturally expects a shrunken world to be more susceptible to scientific, social
and political change.
Despite the fact that society is in a perpetual and accelerated state of social

transition and mutation, formidable pockets of sociopolitical reaction permeate
the new scene. During my more than eight years of exile I have been near the
center of the past decade's most astounding storms of social conflict and change.
.I was in Cuba when Fidel Castro established the first socialist country in the
sphere of the Monroe Doctrine.
I was in Cuba during the tense hours of the great missile crisis and I witnessed

the emergence of a new and different Cuba. In Cuba, I learned that it takes more
than just a change of system 01'government to eradicate age-old social evils, and
that all advocates of violent social change are not neeesaarily free of tendencies
toward social injustice.
In 1966, after some differences with some members of the Cuban Communist

Party relative to the racial situation in the United States, I found refuge in The
People's Republic of China. Again, I found myself in the midst of great social
change. It was such a different world from what I had known that sometimes
I felt that itwas more of a dream than reality.
Indeed, it was a strange twist of fate that had thrust me from the civil rights

struggle of the little Southern town of Monroe, N.C., into the world arena of socio-
political dislocation and revolutionary struggle. I arrived in Peking at the begin-
ning of the Cultural Revolution and remained there through its many critical
stages until Mao Tse-tung emerged clearly as the leading factor in China's great
quest for control of its own destiny.
During my exile, I had the good fortune to meet and talk to revolutionary

leaders such as Che Guevara, Castro, Ho Chi Minh, Pham Van Dong, Chou En-
lai and Mao. The more I traveled and exchanged views with people from all parts
of the world, the more difficult it became for me to reconcile myself to the fact
that I was unjustly accused as a kidnaper in my native land.
To be held in such high esteem by honorable people from all parts of the world

and to know that all who met and conversed with me were convinced that I was
anything but a criminal, while the power structure in America preferred to con-
demn me rather than to evaluate my case on the basis of fact and impartiality,
as a constant source of irritation and frustration.

It was a source of continual anger to know that my only crime consisted of the
fact that as a black man functioning as chairman of the local branch of the
NAAOP I had incurred the wrath of the Ku Klux Klan and its racist contem-
poraries. Every minute of my exile, I resented having been forced from my native
land by bigots who moved might and main to destroy me because of my insistence
that black Americans, too, were entitled to constitutional and human rights.
Despite the fact that as a black refugee from America I was accorded all the

courtesies reserved for friendly foreign dignitaries and honored guests, I was
never really able to throw off my American conditioning. No matter where I went
and how favorable I found the situation I could never forget that I was an
"American Negro" and that eventually I would either have to sever my close
spiritual ties with my oppressed people or return to their fold.
Exile can be dramatic, but there is really nothing glamorous about it, especially

when one faces the prospect of being continuously banned from his homeland.
Psychologically, my greatest stress came from the fact that I could never forget
that I was unjustly forced out of America. If I had left America other than as a
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fugitive from white supremacy repression, I could easily have resigned myseU
to a contented life in China.

In addition to my exile, my wife and two young BODSwere forced to 'bear the
same isolation from relatives, friends and the black psyche that is fonnd only
in America. I saw my children grow up more proficient in other languages than
in their own native tongue. Environments free of juvenile delinquency, crime
and pot were healthy for them, but as far as total identity they were becoming
foreigners to the entire world.
I came back to America because I wanted to work for constructive change.

I came back because I wanted to work for peaceful relations between the
Ohinese and American peoples. I came back because I wanted to contrit.ute my
rare experience to the cause of liberation of my people.
I came back 'because I am not a criminal and am not guilty othavlng committed

any crime. I resent the law being used to deprive me of the right to live at home
simply because I am considered a black problem chlld.
More than eight years ago, I left America to elude a vicious and howling lynch

mob that carried the weight of tyrannical Southern law on its side. I have
returned in hope of finding a new tendency wherein I would be judged more on
the basis of impartial fact than on bigoted emotion.
I returned hoping to see a new sense of human decency and justice override

sinister tyranny, but it remains to be seen whether or not my expectations are
out of proportion to the American capacity to abide 'by its own Constitution.
rrhat nation which is insensate to the cry for social change and justice and

insists on maintaining an outmoded order of oppression todeits its right to
exist-America is no exception. Yes, I have been an exile abroad-but worst or
all, I remain an exile today in my own native 181ld, for the black man is an
internal exile in America::-He Is excluded from the inner circles or the "American
way of life."
The time has come for America to change. If she is to survive, America must

change!
Is it too much tor black people to ask constitutional and human rights from

.A!II1erica?Is it too much for a white American to be expected to respect his own
Constitution and the Ohristian injunction to "Do unto others as you would have
others do unto you"?
There is an awful storm building up against America in the world I have

seen it. Only through righteousness can America avoid disaster.
I have returned to witness the approaching good or bad, and I have come with

the satisfaction of knowing that as I have emerged from exile abroad, so shall
my people soon emerge from the internal exile at home. either in a greater, more
humane America or in the smoke that once was America.

HIS BAOKGROUND

Robert F. Williams, one of America's most controversial black leaders, Is in
Detroit fighting extradition to North Oarolina on charges of kidnapping. Williams
fled the United States in H~61after the charges were made, and lived in Cuba
and Red Ohina. He has written his story of those eight years for The News.
Williams was born in Monroe, N.O. He worked in Detroit as a machinist after

having served. as a marine sergeant during the Korean war. In 1955 he returned
to the South, drawn by the civil rights movement.
tWhat caused the kidnapping charges against him? On Aug. 27, 1961, is. group

of blacks marched around the Monroe courthouse to protest segregation. Whites
attacked them and rioting occurred. Later a white couple driving through the
town's black neighborhood was surrounded by about 200 armed blacks. Williams
contends be took the couple into his home to protect them. Police Inter charged
him with kidnaping the couple, claiming they held them hostage to gain the
release of demonstrators.
Williams asked for political asylum in Cuba, arriving there via New York and

Canada. His wife and two sons jolned him. In 1966 he and ibis family went to
Red China.
In 1967, '8. year of devastating racial upheaval in the United States, Pontiac

attorney Milton R. Henry formed the separatist Republic of New Africa (RNA),
with one of its goals acquisition of the states of Alabama. Mississippi Georgia,
'South Carolina and Louisiana for blacks. The RNA in Detroit in 1968 elected
Williams president in abaentfa.
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But for Williams, this political alliance was brief. He returned to Michigan

last Sept. 12, to fight the charges against him in court. He said he felt his chances
for justice were better in Michigan than elsewhere. On Nov. 12, Gov. Milliken
announced that he would ihonor North Carolina's extradition request. That de-
cision is under appeal.
Then Williams, on Dec. 2, announced he had resigned as president of the RNA.

Explaining Why, he disavowed the word "separatist" and said integration is
"more desirable." He said his philosophy is one of "self-determination for black
people."
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